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Evpo_is, atque Cratinus, Aristophanesque poetae, 

Atque alii, quorum comoedia prisca virorum est, 

Si quis erat dignus describi, quod malus, aut fur, 

Quod moechus foret, aut sicarius, aut alioqui 

Famosus, multa cum libertate notabant. 

Evpotis, Cratinus, Aristophanes, 

And other writers of Old Comedies, 

If e’er they meant to bring a knave to grief, 

A lecher, cut-throat, foul-mouthed cur, a thief, 

Or other scamp, used no uncertain tones, 

But said just what they meant, and made no bones. 

MS. Translation. 



INTRODUCTION 

UP to the present time no complete English 

translation of the Comedies of Aristophanes 

has existed. Of bowdlerised versions there 

have been enough and to spare; but an emas- 

culated Aristophanes is no Aristophanes at all. 

Such a monstrosity is something worse than 

the proverbial play of “‘ Hamlet” with the part 

of Hamlet carefully and conscientiously cut out. 

The present translation claims to be a full 

and faithful representation of what the Athe- 

nians laughed at over two thousand years ago, 

in the most brilliant period of their national 

history. While keeping true to scholarly lines, 

it has sought before all else to avoid the dry-as- 

dust traditions. The result, therefore, is, it 

may be hoped, readable. The “crib” trans- 

lations, even apart from their sins of omission, 

are generally so crude as scarcely to be worthy 

the name of English at all. The conversational 

b 



vi INTRODUCTION 

style has been deliberately adopted, since to 

tutoyer comic characters is ridiculously out of 

place; and the unquestioned coarseness of 

some expressions has been set down in plain 

English by way of contrast to the delicacies 
with which they are surrounded, since in such 

contrast lies much of the delight which the 

reader feels at the picture of old Greek life 

presented in the sparkling comedies of Aristo- 

phanes. 

It has been caustically remarked of Plato 

that he was a strange combination of common 

sense and silliness; and it may be said of 

Aristophanes, in quite as antithetical a form of 

speech, that he combined the opposite extremes 

of lyric beauty and something that closely 

shaves the edges of bestiality. Nothing can 

surpass the delicacy of the choral elements in 

‘* The Clouds,” or the pictures of rural life in 

‘‘ The Peace,” whilst it must be confessed that 

instances of the other element are to be found 

passim throughout the length and breadth of 

his extant comedies. That he introduced this 

matter in deference to the spirit of his times 

goes without saying. There are instances, as, 

for example, in the latter part of ‘‘ The Wasps,” 
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where it would appear as if an exacting Athe- 

nian audience, not satisfied with the existing 

amount of naughtiness, asked for more, and the 

compliant comedy-writer was fain to grant 

their request. The particular passage in this 

play bears evident marks of interpolation. But 

apart from this, it suffices to say that the Aris- 

tophanic style represents the facon de parler of 

the period ; and to eliminate, or even modify it, 

is to destroy the faithfulness of your translation 

as a representative specimen of the Old 

Comedy. 

One cannot help wondering why squeamish 

people ever set themselves to read or translate 

Aristophanes at all. It seems an almost equal 

absurdity to prepare ‘“‘ school editions” care- 

fully expurgated, for the simple reason that to 

expurgate this particular author is to extinguish 

him. Far better let our ingenuous youth defer 
their study of Aristophanes until they arrive at 

such years of discretion—or indiscretion—as 

would justify the placing before them Aristo- 

phanes pure and simple, which, it must be 

confessed, means Aristophanes impure and not 

by any means simple. 

It is annoying to find brilliant translators, 
b—2 



viii INTRODUCTION 

who give us an excellent version up to a point, 

safeguarding themselves against criticism by 

such remarks as the following : 

‘‘ English readers must not, of course, take 

this version to be even in attempt Aristophanic. 

The soul of Aristophanes ‘dwelleth not in a dry 

place,’ and his audacious Bacchic licence is out 

of date in the ‘cool shade of modern Protest- 

antism.’ Some passages of the play have been 

thus necessarily omitted, and others (¢.g., the 

Phallic Hymn) have been, as the only alterna- 

tive to their omission, hopelessly modernised.” 

There is no need to name names in connec- 

tion with this subject. The following is from 

the pen of a still more prolific and more bril- 
liant translator of pseudo-Aristophanes : 

“The next five-and-thirty lines (referring to 

the probably interpolated matter in ‘The 

Wasps’) contain much that had been better 

omitted; and the English on the right hand 

page is in many places necessarily a substitute 

for rather than a translation of the original 

text.” 

Most amusing of all is it—and here one 

must name a justly honoured ‘name—to find the 

author of ‘‘ Tom Jones” garnishing his :excel- 
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lent prose version of ‘‘ The Plutus” with such 

footnotes as the following: ‘‘ We cannot with 

decency render the Greek more literally.” It 

is indeed hopeless to attempt to be decent or to 

cater for the tastes of Mistress Grundy if a 

recognisable version of Aristophanes is to be 

given. 

It can, at all events, be claimed that the 

right-hand pages of the present translation offer 

a faithful, though sometimes a free translation 

of the Greek matter on the left. If nothing has 

been extenuated, nothing has been set down in 

malice. Indecency and profanity have not 

been unnecessarily introduced; they are put 

down under protest, but not under the ‘‘ cool 

shade of Protestantism ”’ to which one of the 

authors quoted above so incongruously alludes. 

It was tempting to render the frequent ‘‘ By 

Zeus”’ of the original by the still vernacular 

‘By Jove!” But the Gods of Hellas and of 
Rome should not be confounded; and when 

the persons of the present dramas swear ‘‘ By 

God,” or even call ‘the Lord” “‘the Almighty” 

or ‘‘ Saviour Bacchus” to witness their asser- 

tions, they must no more be suspected of pro- 

fanity than the German who appeals to “‘ Mein 
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Gott” or the French lady who simpers ‘*‘ Mon 

Dieu!” on the slightest provocation. 

Enough, however, has been said on these 

heads, not so much by way of apologia as of 

explanation. Turn we now to our poet himself 

and his surroundings. 

It is not, of course, to be supposed that the 

Muse of Aristophanes came into being at a 

bound, as the spinster goddess is said to have 

issued from the head of Zeus. Literature does 

not, any more than nature, advance by fits and 

starts, but by a due process of Darwinian 

development with the survival of the fittest. 

Our short dozen of Aristophanic dramas may be 

taken to represent the fittest among the hun- 

dreds of other comedies which have perished. 

This survival, again, was purely natural. More 

copies were made of these particular plays as 

being special favourites, so that they stood a 

better chance against the ravages of time and 

the raids of purists in succeeding ages. 

And just as the existing plays of Aristophanes 

are only a poor fragment of what he produced, 

so Aristophanes himself and his two confréres 

alluded to in the excerpt on the reverse of our 

title-page are only representative men among 
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the goodly array of writers classed together 

under the head of the Old Comedy. Of this 

Comic Triumvirate a few words may be said ; 

but the mass must of necessity be passed over 

with little more than a bare enumeration of 

names. 

And as with the names, so too with the 

“local habitation” of Attic Comedy, it is 

difficult to decide whether it was indigenous or 

imported. There is a good deal to be said in 

favour of a Sicilian origin for Comedy, and 

many think that Theocritus said it when he 

wrote in an epigram— 

.. x’ @’ vip, 6 Tav Kwuodiav 

Evpoy, ’Exixappmos. 

More probably Comedy was contempo- 

raneous in Attica and Sicily, and Theocritus 

as a Syracusan was only speaking of the 

Sicilian branch when he thus called Epi- 

charmus “the man who imvented Comedy.” 

Both Epicharmus and his Athenian contem- 

porary Chionides were writing comedies before 

the Persian era in Grecian history. These 

comedies were, roughly speaking, contemporary 

with the tragedies of Pratinas and Choerilus, 

the predecessors of Aeschylus. 
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Just as it is the office of the actor to hold 

the mirror up to nature in the particular 

character he is called upon to represent, so is it 

the office of the playwright to reflect that 

accumulation of individuals called Society in 

the group of characters which he selects for 

his drama—that is, his acted poem. This is 

more strictly the case with comedy than with 

tragedy. Though, as Longfellow truly says: 

‘“‘ By the fireside tragedies are acted;”’ 

yet for the most part tragedy soars above the 

level of ordinary social surroundings into its own 

transcendental heights; but comedy, equally as 

a matter of course, keeps on a level with those 

social surroundings, and isa reflex of the society 

of its period. 

Each of these positions was accentuated in 

the Greek as compared with the English drama 

—we need look no further for the moment. 

Apart from the fact that Greek Tragedy was 

an outcome, we might almost say, an integral 

part of Greek worship, the subjects with which 

it dealt, taken exclusively from the old mytho- 
logical and heroic legends, were such as to lift 
it even more entirely than its modern develop- 
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ments above the range of ordinary life; while 

Comedy, on the contrary, by the almost un- 

limited freedom conceded to it, during one 

portion of its existence, in placing real per- 

sonages on the stage and dealing with current 

political questions, became a far more vivid 

reflex of existing society than any kind of 

dramatic composition in modern times. It 

resembled rather the power of the Press, es- 

pecially the Comic Press—say of Punch in its 

halcyon days—than any other department of 

contemporary literature. 

In the Comedies of Aristophanes, then, we 

get this vivid representation of Athenian society 

at its most interesting period; or we should 

get it, if the not altogether unintelligible 

squeamishness of translators did not garble 

the original. 

It should not be forgotten that Greek 

Comedy as well as Greek Tragedy was an 

outcome of the worship of Dionysus or Bac- 

chus. As the former sprang from the dithy- 

rambic hymn, so the latter grew out of the 

phallic song which accompanied the revel— 

the ‘“‘Comus”’—of the vine-gatherers at the 

Lesser Dionysia, or the Rustic Festival of 
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Dionysus. The very name of the drama 

reveals its origin; it was the Song of the 

Revel (Comic Ode). 

Hence the naughtiness, as our strait-laced 

modern critics count it. The phallus, as the 

male emblem of generation, formed a prominent 

object in the Dionysiac pomp; and Comedy 

would have been untrue to its ancestry had 

that element been omitted. Aristophanes has 

certainly not been guilty of any sin in the way 

of omission, so far as the phallic element goes. 

What his predecessors Eupolis and Cra- 

tinus did in this respect we are not so well 

able to judge from the few fragments which 

have come down to us; but we have the asser- 

tion of Horace that they “‘made no bones” 

(multa cum ltbertate notabant). It may be 

worth while to sum up in a few words what 

we do know about these two virtually unrepre- 

sented dramatists. 

Eupolis began to produce his comedies B.c. 

429. They were exclusively political and based 

on events of the day, thus ‘‘ preluding the way”’ 

in which the Aristophanic muse was to wander. 

The titles of his comedies throw considerable 
light on their contents. One, for instance, 
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called ‘‘ The Demes,” dealt with the villages of 

Attica; and another named ‘“‘ The Cities ”’ at- 

tacked, even more sharply than its predecessor, 

the internal and foreign policy of the Athenians. 

In the former drama Myronides, an able gene- 

ral who had survived Pericles and his other 

great contemporaries, found himself, as he got 

into years, quite out of place amid the soft 

surroundings of an effeminate age. He there- 

fore went down to Hades in order to bring 

back some of his old chieftains. He returned 

with Solon, Miltiades, Aristides, and Pericles. 

But they could not stand the changed state of 

things. They were out of place too in an 

effeminate and voluptuous age. This is all we 

can gather from the few fragments that remain. 

Of ‘‘The Cities,” we can only say that the 

Chorus, from which the drama took its name, 

as we so often find the case in Aristophanes, 

was made up of characters representing the 

tributary cities of Athens. 

Cratinus, who died in 423 B.c., whilst effect- 

ing certain practical changes in the crude drama 

which had come down to him in the guise of 

Comedy, is said to have lacked constructive art 

in his own writings. One of his plays was 
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utilised in much the same way as the “‘ Oedipus 

at Colonos’’ of Sophocles, which was quoted 

by its author before his judges when his 

intellectual powers were called in question. 

Cratinus was alleged to be a “‘soaker”; and, 

as if to prove that his intellect was not quite 

drowned in wine, he wrote a piece under the 

suggestive title of ‘‘The Flagon,” which carried 

off the prize. The comedy was to a great extent 

autobiographical. He himself was the hero; 

and the heroine, Comedy, his lawful wife, 

complained of having been neglected by him 

in favour of a rival—the Flagon. The injured 

wife goes to the archon to accuse her lord and 

master of desertion, and sue for divorce. This 

brings the poet to his senses. He becomes 

repentant, and all ends happily. 

The moral of all this would, of course, be 

deemed by abstemious people the reverse of 

edifying, though Horace seems inclined to adopt 

it as a broad principle of poetical afflatus, when 

he says, with special reference to this old 

playwright: 

Prisco si credis, Maecenas docte, Cratino, 

Nulla placere diu nec vivere carmina possunt 
Quae scribuntur aque potoribus. 
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Which we may perhaps be allowed to render 

freely : 

Maecenas, old Cratinus you may credit, 
Since not in words alone, but deeds, he said it, 

No play is destined long to hold the stage 
If written on some water-drinker’s page. 

Anyhow, the facts remain. Cratinus won the 

prize with his ‘‘ Flagon,” and lived to the ripe 

old age of ninety-seven. 

The Lenaean Festival of the year 425 B.c. is 

especially interesting as having witnessed the 

presentation of a work by each member of the 

great Comic Triumvirate. Aristophanes gained 

the first prize with his ‘‘ Acharnians,” the 

earliest of his extant comedies; Cratinus the 

second prize with his ‘‘ Winter Amusements” ; 

and Eupolis the third with his ‘“‘ New Moons.” 

Among the other representatives of the 

Old Comedy, the following names may be 
mentioned, with the probable amount of their 

contributions : 

Ameipsias, credited with ten comedies, was 

a contemporary and formidable rival of Aris- 

tophanes. 

Plato, to whom forty comedies are assigned 

by Meursius, but who is now represented by a 
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very few fragments. He is quoted by Plutarch, 

Galen, Athenaeus and others. 

Crates, a younger contemporary of Cratinus, 

was first an actor and then a writer of Old 

Comedy. He was presumably dead before the 

comedy of ‘The Knights” was acted, 424 B.c., 

and is said to have been the first who intro- 

duced a drunken character on the Athenian 

stage as another dramatic illustration of the 

perennial drink question. 

Philonides, before he took to play-writing, 

is said to have pursued the not very dramatic 

occupation of a fuller. He was utilised by 
Aristophanes much in the same way as we are 

asked by the advocates of the Baconian theory 

to believe Lord Bacon utilised Shakespeare, 

namely, to father those dramatic works which 

it was not convenient to produce in his own 

name. Then Aristophanes burlesqued him as 

a silly, vulgar fellow, illiterate to a proverb. 

The short quotations from Philonides in Athe- 

naeus and Stobaeus by no means bear out this 

description, however. He was probably an 

actor of the Aristophanic comedies; and the 

plays produced in his name’.are said to have 
been especially the literary and philosophical 
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ones levelled respectively against Euripides and 

Socrates. 

Theopompus, to whom twenty-four comedies 

are attributed, is described as a man of excellent 

morals; but so little of his work beyond the 

titles of his comedies remains, that we are 

unable to judge of his capacity as a playwright. 

Amphis is credited with twenty-one comedies, 

and probably wrotea good many more. He came 

late in the series of Old Comedy writers, and is 

said to have burlesqued Plato the philosopher. 

His ‘‘ Seven Chiefs against Thebes ”’ was pro- 

bably something in the shape of a travesty or 

burlesque of the tragedy of Aeschylus which 

bears the same title. 

Phrynichus, who must not be confounded 

with the tragic writer of the same name, was 

a contemporary of Eupolis, and we have the 

titles of ten comedies assigned to him. His 

satire is described as particularly pungent, and 

Alcibiades was the favourite target at which 

its shafts were levelled. 

Pherecrates stands high in literary reputa- 

tion, and his style is described as most purely 

Attic. He was the rival of Crates, accompanied 

Alexander of Macedon on some of his ex- 
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peditions, and lived on terms of intimacy with 
Plato at Athens. Suidas tells us he wrote 

seventeen comedies, of which only the titles 

remain. His poems were as celebrated as his 

plays, and gave the name of Pherecratian to 
the metre in which they were written, much 

in the same way as we speak of the Spenserian 

stanza. 

Such are the poor remains of a lost school of 

dramatic literature which is really represented 

by the eleven extant comedies of Aristophanes, 
and just enough fragments to make us wish for 

more. It is, perhaps, too much to hope that 

the industrious gentlemen whose researches 

have been so far rewarded by such “finds” as 

the poems of Bacchylides, the lost Antiope of 

Euripides, and the mimes of Herondas may yet 
give us back some specimens of the Old and 

Middle Comedy of Athens. 

Of the Middle Comedy, as it is technically 

termed, it may be said, in a summary way, 

that its character was parody as opposed to 

personality. The Chorus was silenced 

Turpiter obticuit, sublato jure nocendi, 

and the Parabasis no longer afforded the poet 
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4, an opportunity of obtruding his own ideas on 

the audience or addressing them by proxy. 

Thirty-two names are given of representative 

poets during the period. 

The New Comedy began with the death of 

Alexander of Macedon, and ended with that 

of Menander, who is for us its chief exponent. 

In this period there was a return to something 

like the satirical style of the Old Comedy 
without the defacement of its ‘‘ improprieties.”’ 

It was an improvement on the platitudes of the 

Middle Comedy, though scarcely a revival of 

the Old. We are only acquainted with its 

productions through the medium of fragments, 

which are, in some instances, fairly copious, 

and also through adaptations of them by the 
writers of Roman Comedy. These latter 

borrowed as freely from the Greeks as some 

of our modern dramatists do from the French. 

Little or nothing is known as to the per- 
sonal history, parentage, date of birth or death 

of Aristophanes. Happily this lack of informa- 

tion, however interesting that information might 

have been on other grounds, does not militate 

against our appreciation of such comedies as 

have come down to us—eleven only out of a 
c 
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probable half-hundred or more. These plays 

are a running commentary on current history 

and the prominent men of the time; and the 

writer’s individual biography becomes therefore 

of secondary importance. He is generally 

spoken of as Aristophanes the son of Philip- 

pus; and he was beyond doubt an Athenian 

born, of the tribe Pandionis and the Cyda- 

thonaean deme. The date of his birth has 

been set down as about B.c. 444, that of his 

death as B.c. 380, which dates are near enough 

for all practical purposes. Plato, in his Sym- 

posium, speaks of him as a bon vivant, and we 

can easily accept the fact on internal evidence. 

It is said that he wrote fifty-four comedies, 

of which only a poor instalment of eleven has 
come down to us. They are rather caricatures 

on the political, philosophical, literary and so- 

cial history of his period than comedies in our 

sense of the word. 

Broadly speaking, these comedies cover the 

space of that great struggle between Northern 

and Southern Greece, which we have elected to 

call the Peloponnesian War. This war lasted 

from B.C. 431 to B.c. 404, though two of his 

plays overlap the latter date by a few years. He 
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was a staunch Conservative, his special horrors 

being the political demagogue and the philo- 

sophical sophist. 

The plays are best given in the order in 

which they were produced, since thus they 

show the evolution of the writer’s genius 

and the course of contemporaneous history. 

The two earliest, viz., ‘‘The Banqueters”’ 

and ‘“‘ The Babylonians,” each produced under 

a nom de thédtre, are lost. They belong to the 

years B.C. 427 and 426 respectively. 

“‘ The Acharnians,” which is the earliest of 

the extant plays, and is interesting as the oldest 

comedy known, was produced at the Lenaean 

Festival of B.c. 425. This was also pseudony- 
mously produced, and is strongly in favour of 

peace as against the machinations of the war- 

party. , 

‘*The Knights”’ belongs to the year B.c. 

424, and is a personal attack on the demagogue 

Cleon, who is represented as a “cad.” Aristo- 

phanes produced this play under his own name, 

and the story goes that he was obliged to play 

the part of the popular politician himself with- 

out a mask, since no actor dared undertake the 

vole, nor would any mask-maker venture to re- 
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produce the well-known features of the dema- 

gogue. 

“The Clouds,” which failed to gain a prize, 

was produced at the dramatic contest of B.c. 

423, is levelled against the sophists in general 

and against Socrates in particular. 

‘‘The Wasps” attacks the dicastic system 

which prevailed in the Athenian law-courts. It 

gained the second prize in the year B.c. 422. 

‘“‘The Peace” may be regarded as the com- 

plement of ‘‘ The Knights.” It belongs to the 

year 419 B.C., after which there is a gap of six 

years in the extant plays. 

The series was resumed with the lost comedy 

‘* Amphiaraus.”’ in B.C. 414, which was also the 

date of ‘‘ The Birds,” the latter being levelled 

against the Sicilian expedition. 

‘The Lysistrata,’ produced in B.c. 411, takes 

for its main motif a very delicate question of 

sexual relations. It is generally regarded as 

the naughtiest of the comedies ; but it was not 

‘risky’ enough for the gay Parisians, who in 

1893 mounted an up-to-date version of this 

perennial French topic and added a detail which 

finds no place in the comedy: of Aristophanes. 

‘‘ The Thesmophoriazuse ” came out during 
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the oligarchy in B.c. 411, and ‘* The Frogs ”’ in 

B.C. 405. In each of these comedies the political 

element is conspicuous by absence. 

The date of ‘“‘ The Ecclesiazusz’”’ was B.c. 

392, a period subsequent to that covered by 

the history of Thucydides. The historical back- 

ground is now furnished by the Hellenics of 

Xenophon. 

The custom of prefixing an ‘‘ Argument ”’ or 

“ Plot’? to the Comedies of Aristophanes is 

surely one that is more honoured in the breach 

than in the observance, and was at best but a 

clumsy contrivance of the Alexandrian gram- 

marians, most frequently adopted for the sake 

of showing off their own pedantic wit. 

Surely—at all events when accompanied by 

a translation on the opposite page — the 

Comedies of Aristophanes are able to tell their 

own story; and the telling of that story in 

advance forthwith eliminates the element of 

surprise which is so essential to success in 

humorous writing. The Greek comedies, it 

must be remembered, were not written for long 

‘‘runs”’ as modern dramas are. They were 

for the most part seen only once. The “ sur- 

prise,” therefore, must have been perfect ; and 
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that feature is best preserved by suppressing 

altogether the Arguments, acrostic or other- 

wise, which encumber nearly all the texts of the 

antique drama. 

Suffice it to say, then, that of the ten extant 

plays which belong to the Old Comedy, ‘“‘ The 

Acharnians,” ‘‘ The Knights,” ‘“‘ The Wasps,” 

“The Peace,” and ‘“‘ The Lysistrata ’’ are essen- 

tially political, and admirably supplement the 

sober history of Thucydides. Three are philo- 

sophical satires, ‘‘ The Clouds,” ‘‘ The Birds,” 

and ‘‘ The Ecclesiazusz,’’ or ‘‘ Female Members 

of Assembly.” Two are literary burlesques, 

mainly on Euripides, namely, ‘‘The Thes- 

mophoriazuse ’’ and ‘‘ The Frogs.” ‘‘ The 
Plutus,”’ which in date and structure belongs 

to the Middle Comedy, approaches much more 

nearly to the Latin Comedy and its develop- 
ment in more modern times. Its subject is 

that evergreen one, the distribution of wealth 

and poverty. From first to last the Aristo- 

phanic comedies ranged over a period of nearly 

forty years, that is, from 427 to 388 B.c. 

The Irony of History surely never had a 

more grotesque illustration than in the fact 

that we owe the preservation of our Aristo- 
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phanic comedies to St. John Chrysostom—the 

Golden-mouthed Preacher! He ‘happily ”’ 

(says Cumberland) “rescued this valuable but 

small portion of his favourite author from 

his more scrupulous Christian contemporaries, 

whose zeal was too fatally successful in de- 

stroying every other comic author, out of a 

very numerous collection, of which no one 

entire scene now remains.” 
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THE ACHARNIANS 

DRAMATIS PERSONAE. 

DICAEOPOLIs, an Attic Farmer. 

A HERALD. 

ATHENIAN AMBASSADORS to the Court of Persia. 

AMPHITHEUS. 

PSEUDARTABAS, the King of Persia’s ‘‘ Eye.” 
THEORusS, an Athenian Ambassador. 

Cuorus of Old Acharnians. 

Wire of Dicaeopolis. 

DAUGHTER of Dicaeopolis. 

EuRIPIDES, the Tragic Poet. 

CEPHISOPHON. 

LAMACHUS, an Athenian General. 

A MEGARIAN. 

Two DauGHuTers of the Megarian. 

NICARCHUS, an Informer. 

A BOoEoTIAN and his Boy. 

A BRIDESMAN. 

A COUNTRYMAN. 

MESSENGERS, SERVANTS, etc. 
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2 APIZTOPANH> 

AIK. “Oca 67 dédnypat Tijv euavrot Kapdiay, 

joOnv de Baa, wavy ye Baa, TérTapa: 

aS’ mduviOny, Yraumaxocioyapyapa. 

pep’ idw: ti 0’ joOnv GEvov xatpyddovos ; 

eyed’ ed’ @ ye TO Kéap evppavOny idar, 

Tois wéevTe TaAavTas ots Kréwy e&jmecer. 

Tavd’ ws eyavaOny, Kal PiA@ Tovs tm7éas 

did TOUTO Tovpyov' a&oy yap “EAXaé. 

GAN’ wdvvnOny ETEepov ad TpaywdiKcor, 

Ore On ’Kexivn Tpocdoxav Tov AicxvXor, 

0 0 aveiter eicay’, & O€oyu, TOV Xopov. 

Tas TOUT cece Mov OoKeis THY KapOLay; 

GAN’ Erepov oOny, nix’ eri Meoxw ore 

AcEiBeos eiciA0’ acouevos Bowwtrov. 

Tites 0 amé0avoy Kat Sertpadyy idav, 

dte On wapexuve Xaipis ert Tov GpOtov. 
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SCENE.—The House of Assembly at Athens. Dt- 

CAEOPOLIS discovered sitting alone. 

Dic. Well, Iam bothered! There is no end 

to my vexations, though my comforts are few and 

far between—really, only some three or four— 
while my botherations are countless as the 

sands. Let’s see, now; when did I feel any- 

thing worthy the name of a pleasurable sensa- 

tion? Ah, yes; I know. I was delighted at 

those five talents which Cleon had to disgorge.! 

How I chuckled, and what a respect I have 

for the Knights who made him do it! for it was 

an act worthy of Hellas. But then I had 

another disappointment at the play. I was all 

agog expecting Aeschylus, when the crier sang 

out “‘ Bring on your chorus, Theognis!”* Can’t 

you guess what a shock that name gave me? 

On the other hand, I was pleased when, after 

Moschus, Dexitheus put in an appearance to 

sing the Boeotian song. This year, again, I 

nearly died and quite squinted when I saw 

Chaeris slouch on to do the Orthian strain. 

1 He had received five talents from the “islanders,”’ to be 

employed in persuading the Athenians to relieve them of the 
elo popa., or extraordinary property-tax. 

2 An inferior tragic poet. 
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But never since I was washed as a baby did I 

feel so much like having dust in my eyes as I 

do at this moment, when the regular time for 

the morning Assembly has come, and here is 

the Pnyx' empty, while the members are 

chattering in the market-place and dodging to 

avoid the reddened rope? which is to fetch them 

in. Not even the Prytanes® have arrived; and 

when they do come, just in time to be too 

late, you can’t imagine how they struggle and 

scrowdge one another, to get the chief seat, 

flowing on in one unbroken stream, but taking 

no thought about the restoration of peace. 

O city, city! I always come first of all to 

the Assembly, take my seat, and find myself 

solus. So I grunt, gape, stretch, yawn, fart, 

bore myself, scribble a bit, pluck out stray 

hairs, work a sum or two, and look out at the 

country, anxious as I am for peace. I hate the 
city, and want to get back to my own parish. 

That never uttered such sounds to me as “ Buy 

1 Where the meetings of the Athenian people were held ; 
it was cut out of a hill west of the Acropolis, and was semi- 
circular in shape, like a theatre. 

2 With which loiterers were driven from the Agora to the 

Pnyx. 

8 The Presidents, a committee of 50. 
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coals—buy vinegar—buy oil!” It knew nothing 

of such by-play; it brought me all I wanted 

without any buying in the business. But now 

I am here, I’m just prepared to shout, to 

abuse, to rate the speakers, if anybody says 

anything save on the subject of peace. Look, 

there are the Prytanes coming in at noon. 

Didn’t I tell you! Just what I said, every man 
wants to get the chief seat. 

Enter hurriedly the PRYTANES, CITIZENS, AM- 

BASSADORS, and AMPHITHEUS, preceded by 

the HERALD. 

Her. Step forward! Come to the front, so 

as to be well within the consecrated ground. 

AMPH. Has anyone spoken yet ? 

Her. Does anybody want to speak ? 

AMPH. Yes, I do. 

Her. Who are you? 

AmpH. Amphitheus. 

Her. Amphitheus—a ‘‘god on both sides”! 

Ain’t you a man? 

AmpH. No, I’m an immortal. (Jn a bom- 

bastic style, ike EuRtPIDES.) The original Am- 

phitheus was son of Demeter and Triptolemus. 

From him sprang Celeus, and Celeus married 
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my grandmother, Phaenarete. From her came 

Lucinus, and from him I myself, the immortal 

in question. The gods have commissioned me 

alone to go and make a truce with Sparta; but _ 

immortal as I am, I regret to say I have no 
money for my expenses. The Prytanes are not 

in the habit of making advances. 

PrRYTANIS. What ho! constable, do your 

duty. 

AMPH. Triptolemus and Celeus, will you see 

me hustled like this? (He ts turned out.) 

Dic. Prytanes, you do wrong in thus eject- 

ing from the Assembly a man who only wants 

to make peace, and to hang up our shields 

for us. 

PryT. Shut up, and sit down. 

Dic. By Apollo! but I won’t though, unless 
you are going to bring forward some proposal 

for peace. 

HER. (shouts). The Ambassadors returned 

from the Great King. : 

Dic. What king? I’m sick of your Ambas- 

sadors and peacocks and fools’ tricks. 

Enter the AMBASSADORS in gorgeous array. 

Her. Shut up! 

Dic. Whew! Ecbatana! What a rig-out! 
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Ams. You sent us, in the archonship of 

Euthymenes, to the Great King, with an allow- 

ance of two drachmas’ a day. 

Dic. Alas, poor drachmas ! 

AmB. We suffered severely camping out in 

the plain of the Cayster and reclining in our 

carriages ; it nearly killed us. 

Dic. I was deemed well off when I slept in 

straw on the ramparts. 

AmB. Then we were feasted, and had to 

drink against our will, quaffing strong wine in 

crystal cups and golden goblets. 

Dic. City of Cranaus!? Don’t you see how 

these ambassadors are fooling you ? 

AmB. The barbarians think nobody men un- 

less they eat and drink lots. 

Dic. Whilst our tests of virility are whore- 

mongering and back-door business! 

AmB. In four years we got to the King’s 

palace ; but his majesty had taken his army and 

gone—well, to have a stool. He remained 

eight months transacting that bit of business on 

the Golden Mountains. 

1 A drachma was about rod. 

2 A mythical king of Athens. 
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Dic. And how long was it before the royal 
posteriors resumed their normal condition ? 

Ams. Not until the full moon. Then he re- 

turned home, and entertained us with oxen, 

baked whole in the oven. 

Dic. Baked oxen! Who ever heard of such 

a thing? Bosh! 

Ams. And then, by Zeus! he put before us a 

bird three times as big as our stout friend 

Cleonymus. It was called a gull. 

Dic. Just as you gulled us by taking the 

two drachmas. 

Ams. And now we’ve brought back with us 

Pseudartabas—the Great King’s Eye. 

Dic. I wish some crow would come down 

and peck out your eye, you Ambassador ! 

HER. (announces). The Great King’s Eye! 

Enter PSEUDARTABAS, attended. 

Dic. King Hercules! Why, by the gods, 

man, are you looking for a harbour, or, like 

some craft, doubling a cape and spying for a 

dock ? You’ve surely got a rowlock-leather 

below your eye. 

AmB. Now, Pseudartabas, tell them what 

the Great King has sent you to say to the 

Athenians. 
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PsEuD. (talking gibberish). Tartaman exarx’ 

anapissonai satra. 
Ams. You understand what he says ? 
Dic. No! by the Lord, not a word. 

AmB. He’s saying the King will send you 

gold. (To the King’s Eye.) Speak up, man, 

and pronounce the word “ gold” distinctly. 

Pstup. Ushal nogol, you-o pen-arsed 

Tonian ! 

Dic. The deuce! That’s plain enough! 

AmB. What’s he saying, then ? 
Dic. Why, he calls us *‘ open-arsed Ionians,”’ 

as we must be, if we expect to get any gold from 

the barbarians. 

Ams. Not a bit of it. He says you shall 

have bushels of gold. 

Dic. Does he? You're just fooling us. I'll 

cross-examine this customer on my own account. 

Here, you sir, answer me clearly, if you don’t 
want me to dye you black and white. Does 

your Big King promise to send us any gold? 

(PSEUDARTABAS shakes his head.) Are we being 

swindled by our Ambassadors? (He nods assent.) 

Why, these fellows nod their heads like good 
Hellenes. They weren’t raised far from hence ; 

and of his two eunuchs, I know one at all 

2 
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events; it’s Clisthenes, the son of Sibyrtius. 

Now, you hot-arsed, shaven-rumped fellow, 

what monkey’s trick are you up to, aping the 

eunuch with a big beard? And who’s this 

other chap? Surely it can’t be Strato! 

HER. (vociferates). Shut up, and sit down! 

The Assembly invites the King’s Eye to the 

town-hall. 

Dic. There, now ; isn’t that enough to make 

one hang oneself? I’m left to dangle about 

here, while the door opens wide to feast these 

fellows. Now I’m going to do a big stroke of 

business. Where’s Amphitheus ? 

AmPH. Here he is. 

Dic. Take these eight drachmas and go you, 

make a truce with the Lacedaemonians for me 

only, my children, and my wife. You people 

(to the audience) go on sending your embassies 

and gape for the result. 

Her. Come forward, Theorus, the Ambas- 

sador from the Court of Sitalces.’ 

THEO. Here I am. 

_ Dic. Here’s another rascal brought on the 

carpet. 

THEO. We should not have remained so 

long in Thrace—— 
1 King of Thrace. 
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Dic. No, by God, you wouldn’t, unless you 

had been drawing a big screw! 

THEO. Had not the snow covered up all 

Thrace and the rivers been frozen about the 

time when Theognis produced his frosty com- 

petition here. All this while I was drinking 

with Sitalces ; and I found him remarkably fond 

of the Athenians, so much so that, lover-like, 

he used to write up on his walls, ‘‘ Beautiful 

Athenians.” His son too, whom we naturalised 

as an Athenian, was anxious to eat his sausage 

at the Apaturian festival, and used his best 

offices by way of getting his father to help our 

state. And he swore on his cups he would, 

vowing he would send such an army that the 

Athenians should cry out, “‘ What a swarm of 

locusts is coming!” 

Dic. May I die if I believe a word of what 

you say—barring the locusts. 

THEO. And now he has sent what is con- 

sidered the most warlike tribe of the Thracians. 

Dic. Clearly enough—the locusts. 

Her. Advance, Thracians, whom Theorus 

has brought. 

(The Odomantians come forward.) 
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Dic. What’s this visitation? . 
THEO. The army of the Odomantians. 

Dic. Odomantians, forsooth! Tell me, how 

comes this, then? Who has been pulling about 

the privates of these Odomantians ? 

THEO. Give these men a couple of drachmas, 

and they will devastate the whole of Boeotia. 

Dic. What? Twodrachmas for such emas- 

culated scoundrels as these? Well, indeed, 

might this form a grievance for our sailors, on 

whom depend all the hopes of the city. (The 

Thracians hustle DICAEOPOLIS and carry off his 

provisions.) Well, I’m hanged. They’ve “ de- 

vastated’’ me. Here, you fellows, give me up 

my garlic. 
THEO. Take care, my friend, they’re plucky 

as game-cocks when they’ve got a bit of garlic 

in them. 

Dic. And the Prytanes calmly look on 

whilst I am being cleared out by barbarians! 

Well, I protest against your holding an As- 

sembly about the Thracians’ pay. I beg to 

inform you the elements are not propitious. 

I felt a drop of rain.’ 

1 If rain began to fall while an assembly was being held, 
it was at once dissolved. 
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Her. The Thracians will withdraw, and 

return the day after to-morrow. The Prytanes 

dismiss the Assembly. 

(Exeunt PRYTANES, THEORUS, THRACIANS, 

HERALD, ¢éfc.) 

Enter AMPHITHEUS. 

Dic. Confound it, what a luncheon I’ve 

lost! Ah, here’s Amphitheus back from Lace- 

daemon. Hail! Amphitheus. 

AMPH. Wait till I’ve stopped running; for 

I’ve had to bolt from those Acharnians.’ 

Dic. What’s up? 

AMPH. I was hurrying hither, bringing you 

some specimen truces, when these old Acharnian 

chunks smelt out what I was about—sturdy old 
wooden -headed, obstinate fellows, Marathon- 

men, and as hard as they make ’em. They all 
began yelling out at me. ‘‘ You rascal,” they 

said, ‘fare you travelling about with truces, 

when our vines have been cut down?” At the 

same time they began collecting stones in their 
cloaks. I took to my heels, and they followed, 

shouting. 

1 The inhabitants of this deme were strongly opposed to 
peace. 
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Dic. Let ’em shout. Have you got the 

truces? 

AMPH. Yes, here you are—three specimens. 

These are five-year ones. Take ’em and try ’em. 

Dic. Faugh! 

AMPH. What’s the matter ? 

Dic. Don’t like’em. They smell of tar and 

naval manoeuvres. 

AMPH. Well, here’s a ten-year specimen. 

Take and try that. 

Dic. This one, too, is chokeful of em- 

bassies to the states, and shilly-shallying with 

allies. 

AMPH. But now look at this—a thirty-year 

affair, extending to land and sea alike. 

Dic. High jinks! This suggests nectar and 

ambrosia, without the need of getting your pro- 

visions three days in advance.’ This is the 

good, plain-spoken ‘‘ go-as-you-will” sort of 

thing. This I accept. This I’ll toast with a 

good long drink and a last farewell to the 

Acharnians. Then, when I’ve got clear of war 

and all other worries, I’ll be off to the country 
and keep the Festival of Bacchus. (Exit.) 

1 Which soldiers had to do before setting out on a 
campaign. 
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AmpH. And I'll bolt from the Acharnians. 

(Exit.) 
Enter the CHoRUus. 

Cuo. Now let each one follow him up and 

enquire for the fellow of all the passers-by. It 

is a matter of importance for the state that we 

should catch this rascal. Tell me, if anyone 
knows where on earth he is with his truces. 

He’s escaped and got clean off. Alas, for my 

poor old legs! He wouldn’t have done this 

when I was young, when I used to catch up 

the runner Phayllus though I carried a sack of 

coals on my back; this truce-bearer wouldn’t 

have given me the slip thus ignominiously if 

I’d been after him then; he wouldn’t have leapt 

off so nimbly. Now my knees are stiff, and 

old Lacratidas has got a game-leg. Our man’s 

bolted, but he must be followed up. Never let 

him boast that he escaped the old Acharnian 

fogies. Why, father Zeus and all you gods, he 

struck hands with our enemies, against whom 

I’ll wage war to the death in defence of my 

place. I'll never leave off till I’ve got my knife 

in ’em up to the hilt, and a good sharp knife 

too, to stop their trampling down my vines. 

Hunt up the fellow. Change the name of this 
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place to Peltingtown ; follow him from land to 

land till he’s found. I should never tire of 

pelting that fellow with stones. (Exeunt in 
haste.) 

The Scene changes to the house of DICAEOPOLIS, 

who, with his wife and daughter, is preparing 

for the festival. The Cuorus enter stealthily. 

Dic. Keep silence, keep silence ! 

Cuo. Hush! hear what he says, my com- 

rades, how he requests us to keep on the quiet. 

This is the man we're after. Stand aside here. 

He seems as though he were going to sacrifice. 

Dic. Silence—a solemn silence! Now, 

bearer of the basket, advance a little; and 

do you, Xanthias, make your phallus stand 

erect. Lay down the basket, daughter, and 

let us begin the ceremony. 

DaucuH. Hand me the soup-ladle, mother, 

that I may pour the soup on this cake. 

Dic. It is well, O Lord Dionysus. Be 

favourable to this rite and to the sacrifices I 

offer thee with my family. Grant that I may 

duly celebrate the rural Dionysia in my fields, 

free at length from military service, and do 

thou let this thirty years’ truce turn out well. 
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Wire. Take care, my daughter, to wear 

your basket gracefully, with a proper, pious 

face. Happy the man who shall marry you, 

and beget little babies upon you, and go on 

begetting the little babies even when the morn 

has dawned! Advance, but be careful in the 

crowd, so that no one shall steal your golden 

trinkets. 

Dic. Xanthias, keep your phallus erect 

close behind the Canephora,’ and I will follow 

chanting the Phallic Hymn. 

THE PHALLIC HYMN. 

Phales, favourite of Bacchus, 

Boon-companion and night-wanderer, 

Gay adulterer, paederastian ! 

In this sixth year of the warfare 

Gladly come I to my people, 

With my thirty years pacific, 

Far from business and from battle, 

Far from Lamachus pugnacious. 

Much more pleasant is it, Phales, 

To surprise some wandering maiden 

Thratta from the Strymodorus, 

1 The Basket-bearer: a girl who carried a basket on her 

head, containing sacred utensils, at processions. 

3 
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Furtively the woodland robbing. 

Pleasant round the waist to seize her, 

Lay her down and taste her sweetness. 

Phales, Phales ! 

Deign to join our festive banquet. 

Then succeeding deep potations 

In the merry morning after, 

Thou shalt taste a dish pacific. 

Whilst I hang my sword and buckler 

Idly in the chimney corner. 

CHO.’ (continuing the strain). There he is, 

that is the fellow. Pelt him, pelt him, pelt him, 

pelt him! Mind you hit the rascal straight. 
When I bid, why don’t you pelt him ? 

Dic. Great Hercules, what are you about ? 

You'll smash the pitcher. 

CuHo. We'll stone you, you dead-head ! 

Dic. And what for, you most feeble old 

Acharnians ? 

Cuo. Do you dare toask? You shameless 

scoundrel, you betrayer of your country! You 

go and make a treaty on your own account 

without our knowledge, and then have the im- 

pudence to look us in the face ! 

Dic. But you don’t know why I made a 

treaty. Listen. 

3—2 
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Cuo. Listen to you? Go to the deuce. 

No, we’ll pile stones upon you. 

Dic. But not before you hear what I’ve got 

to say. Hands off, old boy. 

Cuo. I won’t. Don’t say another word to 

me. I hate you more than I do Cleon; and 

I'll slay him one of these days to. make shoe- 

leather for the knights. I don’t want to listen 

to your long speeches. You’ve made terms 

with the Lacedaemonians, and we’re going to 

punish you for it. 

Dic. My good friends, leave the Lacedae- 

monians out of the question. Listen to the 

terms of my treaty and tell me whether I 

haven’t done a good stroke of business. 

Cuo. How are you going to defend yourself, 

if you’ve once made terms with those villains, to 
whom nothing is sacred, and who never keep 

their word ? 

Dic. I know very well that the Lacedae- 

monians, whom we are so fond of abusing, are 

not the source of all our grievances. 

Cuo. Not the source of all our grievances, 

you rascal? You dare to say that openly to us? 

And then do you expect we’re going to let you off 

scot-free ? 
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Dic. Not the source of ali our grievances, I 

said. I could give you many instances in which 

they have been the injured parties. 

Cuo. This is too galling, that you, in our 

presence, should speak up for our enemies. 

Dic. If I don’t say what is right, aye, and 

prove my case to the people, I’ll lay my head 

upon the chopping-block and say it over again. 

Cuo. Now, my fellow-parishioners, are we 

going to spare our stones? Shan’t we pound 

this villain into a bloody mass ? 

Dic. What new choleric frenzy has seized 

upon you colliers ? Won’t you hear the truth, 

O noble descendants of the ancient Acharnians ? 

Won't you listen ? 

Cuo. No, we won't. 

Dic. Then I’m very sorry. 

Cuo. Damned if [ listen. 

Dic. Surely, Acharnians, you will not say so. 

Cuo. You've got to die. 

Dic. Well, then, I'll have my revenge. I'll 
kill your very dearest, whom I am holding in 

pledge. I'll take and slaughter ’em. 

Cuo. (alarmed). Tell me, fellow-parishioners, 

what’s he bragging about to us Acharnians? 

Does he hold any of your offspring in pledge? 

Or else what is he bouncing about ? 
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Dic. Hit me, if you like, and I’ll do for 

this (producing a sack of coals from the Acharnian 

pit): now I shall soon find out which of you 
cares about his coals. 

Cuo. O Lord! This sack of coals is our 

fellow-citizen. For mercy’s sake don’t do him 

any harm—don’t ! 

Dic. I'll kill him. Cry out as much as you 

like. I shan’t listen. 

Cuo. You won’t kill our dear coal-black 

mate, will you ? 

Dic. When I spoke just now, you wouldn’t 

listen to me. 

Cuo. Say what you like, and butter up the 

Lacedaemonians as much as you choose. I 

can’t betray this little lot of coals. 

Dic. Well, first of all put down those 

stones. 

Cuo. There they are, down on the ground. 
Now you put down your sword. 

Dic. You haven’t got any more stones 

stowed away in your clothes, have you? 

Cuo. No, they are all on the ground. See, 

we shake our garments. But no more excuses; 

put down your weapon, since we shook out our 

stones when we danced round you. 
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Dic. Yes, I thought I should introduce a 

shake into your song. These Parnesian coals 

were within an ace of being put out, all 

through the pig-headedness of their fellow- 

parishioners. Why, the sack was in such a 

real funk that it shook a cloud of dust over 

me until I was as black as a cuttle-fish. It’s 

an odd thing that human nature should be so 

muddle-headed as to want to heave stones and 

howl at me, and refuse to hear the rights 

and wrongs of my story, when I am prepared 

to lay my head upon the chopping-block and 

say what I have to say about the Lacedaemo- 

nians, though I have quite a proper respect 

for my own life. 

Cuno. Fetch out the chopping-block then, 

you block-head, and let me hear your wonderful 

story. I, for my part, am burning to get at it. 
Put the block here, as you yourself proposed, 

and then heave ahead. 

Dic. See, then, here’s the block, and here’s 

the man who’s going to talk to you; you can 

see the size of him. Make no mistake; I am 

not going to defend myself, no, by God! but 

I’m going to say just what I please. And yet 

I have my fears, plenty of ‘em. I know the 
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ways of you clodhoppers, how delighted you 
are if any clap-trap orator praises the city, 

rightly or wrongly. The fools haven’t the 

least idea they are being sold. Those old 

fogies too, I understand their little game. 

Their one idea is to pass a vote of censure. 

I know what I suffered at the hands of Cleon 

for my last year’s comedy.’ He dragged 

me before the court, lied against me, be- 

spattered me with abuse, so that I nearly 

came to grief through his meddlesome muck. 

So you must first of all allow me to attire 

myself in rags suitable to the occasion. 

Cuo. What’s the meaning of this little 

dodge? Why interpose unnecessary delay ? 

Take, if you like, the shaggy hell-fire helmet of 

Hieronymus ;* adopt all the tricks of Sisyphus ; 

this business won’t be affected by any such 

crafty devices. 

Dic. Still, I must do something to keep my 

pecker up, so I shall go off to the rag-shop of 

Euripides. 

1 The Babylonians. 
2A poor tragic poet: the allusion is toa play of his in 

which some character like Pluto was introduced. 
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Scene changes to the outside of the house of Eurt- 

PIDES. DICAEOPOLIS enters and knocks at 

the door. 

Dic. Hi, slave! 

Enter, from within, CEPHISOPHON. 

CrpH. Who are you ? 

Dic. Is Euripides within ? 

CrepH. He is within and not within, if you 

have sense enough to understand that. 

Dic. How do you mean—he is within, yet 

not within ? 

AMPH. I mean exactly what I say, old chap. 

His mind is outside collecting subjects for his 

poetry; but he himself, in bodily shape, is up- 

stairs in the attic regions writing a tragedy. 

Dic. Happy Euripides, to have a servant 

who can answer so cleverly for him. Call him 

out. 

AMPH. Impossible ! 

Dic. But I must see him. I won’t go away 

without. I'll knock at the door myself. Euri- 

pides, my dear little Euripides; listen to me, if 

ever you listened to anybody. It is I myself— 

Dicaeopolis of Chollidae—who have called you. 
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Eur. (from within). I’ve no time to come 
down. 

Dic. Well, get the scene-shifter to show 

you. 

Eur. Impossible ! 

Dic. But you must. 

Eur. Well, I'll show myself; but I really 

haven’t time to come down. (He appears above 
at a window.) 

Dic. I say, Euripides! 

Eur. Well, what do you say? 

Dic. Do you work upstairs, when you 

should do it downstairs? No wonder your 

verses are so sublime. But have you got any 

property-rags from your tragedies, some sort of 

attire that will appeal to the charitable feel- 

ings? You're fond of putting beggars on the 

boards; and I do implore you, Euripides, lend 

me a rag or two from one of your old dramas. 

I’ve got to make a long speech to the chorus, 

and the penalty will be death if my appeal is 

not satisfactory. 

Eur. What sort of tatters do you want? 

Will you have those in which my unhappy 

Oeneus acted ? 
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Dic. O no! I want something much more 

agonising than that. 

Eur. Well, the rig-out of blind Phoenix? 

Dic. No! not that either. Something more 

fetching than Phoenix. 

Eur. What in the name of wonder does 

the man want in the way of rags? Do you 

mean the get-up of that poor beggar Philoc- 
tetes ? 

Dic. Something far, far more beggarly than 

that. 

Eur. Well, will you have the dirty costume 
which my lame Bellerophon wore ? 

Dic. No, Bellerophon won’t do; though the 

man I mean was lame, and a beggar. But he 

was glib-tongued and a deuce of a fellow to 

talk. 7 

Eur. Ah! I know the one you tell of— 

Telephus the Mysian. 

Dic. That’s the boy—Telephus. Give me 

his get-up, I beg of you. 

Eur. (to CEPHISOPHON). Here, boy, give 

me the rags of Telephus. You'll find them 

above the tatters of Thyestes, and beside those 

of Ino. (They are produced and inspected by 

DICAEOPOLIS.) 

4—2 
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Dic. Great God! you who can see through 

everything, everywhere, you have provided a 

fine mute appeal for me! Now, Euripides, 

since you have so far obliged me with these 

rags, lend me, by way of keeping up appear- 

ances, the battered felt hat the. Mysian wore, 

for I must look like a genuine beggar to-day, 

not a faked-up one; though I must be myself 
at the same time. I mean, the audience must 

know who I am, but the chorus must stand by, 

like the fools they are, whilst I twist them 
round my fingers with my rhetoric. 

Eur. You shall have it. Your dodge is 

an artful one. 
Dic. May you be happy and may Tele- 

phus get all the good I wish him. See, I am 

full of sententious sayings already. But I 

want a beggar’s staff. 

Eur, Here you are; and now leave my 

mansion, please. 

Dic. O my poor heart! you see he thrusts 

me forth, though needing, as I do, a lot of 
things. But, O my heart! be smooth-tongued 

and persuasive; ask him for something more. 

Euripides, give me a little burnt-out basket for 

my lamp. 
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_ Eur. Wretched man, why go in for wicker- 

work ? 

Dic. Only a fad of mine, perhaps; but 

still I want it. 

Eur. You’re beginning to be a bore. Get 

you gone. 

Dic. Ah! may you be lucky —as lucky as 

your mother was. | 

Eur. Go! 

Dic. Just one more property—the little 

battered cup for collecting alms. 

Eur. Take it, and be damned to you. 

You’re becoming a nuisance to my house. 

Dic. One moment. You don’t know what 

injury you do me if you send me off with 

imperfect properties. Sweetest Euripides, just 

this last detail, a little vessel bunged up with 

a sponge. 

Eur. Why man, you’re robbing me of all 

my stage-properties. Take it and go. 

Dic. I’m going. But what shall Ido? I 

want one more little adjunct, and I’m lost if I 

don’t get it. Listen, my very sweetest Euri- 

pides, if I get this I will go and not bother you 

further; give me a few leaves to put in my 

basket. ‘ 
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Eur. You'll be the death of me. There 
they are. My dramas are done for! 

Dic. I won’t ask for anything more, but 

will be off. I know I’m very troublesome. 

And yet I’m not generally looked upon as 

disrespectful to my superiors. But O, unhappy 

me, I am lost! I forgot my position. My 

dearest, sweetest Euripides; may I die if ever 

I ask you for anything more. Grant me this 

one favour, only this—a sprig of salad from 

your sainted mother’s greengrocery-stall. 

Eur. The fellow is insolent. Close the 

mansion. (EURIPIDES and CEPHISOPHON 

velire.) 

Dic. So then, my heart, I must go without 

my sprig of salad; and yet you know what a 

trial awaits me shortly, when I have to talk 

about the Lacedaemonians. Forward now, 

my heart; this is the starting-point. Do you 

hesitate? And yet have you not been im- 

bibing the spirit of Euripides? So, that’s 

good. Now forward, fluttering heart! Let me 

go and stake my head on saying what you 

prompt. Courage! Forward! Well done, 
heart! (Evxzit.) 
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Scene, the same as the 2nd. DICAEOPOLIS enters 

in his tragic costume, and takes his position 

at the block. Then enter the CHORUS resuming 
their positions avound him. 

Cuo. Now what will you do? What have 

you got to say? Why, the man has no feeling. 

You must be made of iron to stake your head 
to the city when you are going to speak against 

everybody else. And yet the fellow does not 

tremble. Go on, then, and speak, since you 

elect so to do. 

(DICAEOPOLIS poses, and delivers the following 

harangue in true tragic style.) 

Dic. You mustn’t be angry, spectators, it, 

beggar though I am, I address the Athenians 
on state affairs in the course of a comedy. 
Truth can be told even in a comic play, and 

my words may be bitter, but they shall be 

just. Not even Cleon can now twit me that 

I upbraid the city in the presence of 
strangers, for this is the Lenaeum,' and we are 
alone. No strangers are with us as yet, either 

those who come to pay tribute, or our allies 

1 Where the Anvaca, or festival of Bacchus, was held, 
at which dramatic contests, especially of the comic poets, 
took place. 
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from foreign cities. We are, as it were, 

winnowed, for strangers I regard as chaff com- 

pared with the citizens. 

Now I myself cordially hate the Lace- 

daemonians, and should be glad if Father 

Poseidon, the God of Taenarus, would get up 

an earthquake and topple over all their houses ; 

for my vines have been cut down as well as 

yours. But—I speak freely, since I have a 

friendly audience — why do we cast all the 

blame of this crisis on the Lacedaemonians ? 

For some of our people—I do not say the 

entire populace, mind that, not the populace as 

a whole—but certain good-for-nothing fellows, 

base, dishonourable, counterfeit citizens, have 

dropped down on the cloaks imported by the 

Megarians ;/ and if they saw such things as 

a cucumber, a leveret, a sucking-pig, a head of 

garlic, or some measures of salt, they pounced 

down upon them, denounced them as contra- 

band and sold them right off. These, however, 

were but trifles, and might be regarded as 

mere customs of the country. One day, 

however, certain young fellows on a tipsy frolic 

1 They were accused of concealing valuables under them. 
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carried off from Megara a strumpet named 

Simaetha, whereupon the Megarians, being 

nettled, ran away with two harlots from 

Aspasia’s establishment. This was the real 

origin of the war in which all the Hellenes 

were involved. It all arose from the abduction 

of three whores. Hereupon, in his wrath, our 

Lord of Olympus, Pericles, thundered, light- 

ened and turned Hellas upside down, enacting 

laws which were more like ribald songs, to 

the effect, “‘That the Megarians were to be 

excluded from our markets, and were not to 

show themselves on sea or land.” Upon this 

the Megarians, when gradually reduced to 

famine, besought the Lacedaemonians to get 

the decree—I mean that one about the three 

loose ladies—cancelled ; but we would listen 

to no proposals, though they frequently ap- 

proached us. Then began the clatter of shields. 

Somebody may urge it was not necessary ; but 

pray tell me what was to be done. 
Just look here: if some Lacedaemonian 

cruiser had denounced and sold a Seriphian' 

puppy, would you have stopped quietly at 

1 Seriphos was an island of little value under the rule of 
Athens. 
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home? Nota bit of it! You would straight- 

way have launched three hundred warships, 
the whole city would have been filled with 

martial din, shouting around the commander, 

dealing out pay, gilding the figure-heads of 

Athene. The porticoes would have been full 

of people, the corn measured out. The place 

would have been crammed with sacks, thongs, 

wine-buyers, garlic, olives, nets of onions, gar- 

lands, anchovies, singing-girls—and black eyes ! 

The docks would have been choked up with 

spars, noisy bolts, rowers rigging themselves 

up, words of command, whistles, pipes and 

fifes 

All this I know you would have done. 

. .. “And think we Telephus would have? 

done otherwise ?”’ 

The fact is, you have lost your heads. 

SEMICHORUS I. Really, you hangdog ras- 

cal, has it come to this, that you, beggar as 

you are, should dare to take us to task thus, 

even if there should be an informer or two 

about ? 

SEMICH. 2. By the sea-god Poseidon, but 

1A quotation from the Telephus of Euripides. 

5 
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he says what is true and just, and there’s no 
gainsaying him either. 

SEMICH. I. Even if it is just and true, was 

he the one to say it? But you shan’t make 

such statements with impunity. 

SEMICH. 2. Here, man, where are you 
running to? Stop where you are, and (to 

SEMICH. 1) if you hit this man you shall 

swing for it. 

SEMICH. 1. O Lamachus, come to our aid 

with lightnings in your eyes and your Gorgon 

plume on your head! Come, Lamachus, our 
friend and fellow-tribesman. Wherever there 

is a captain or a general or a besieger of forts, 

let him come quickly to our aid. Somebody 

has got hold of me by the middle of my 

person. 

Enter the General LaMAacuHus, in full military 

uniform. 

Lam. Whence heard I that warlike cry? 

Who wants help? Where is there the chance 

of a row? What is it that calls my Gorgon- 

shield from its repose ? 

SEMICH. Hail, Lamachus, hero of the helmet 

and host ! 

5—2 
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SEMICH. Hail, Lamachus! Hasn’t this fellow 

just been abusing the whole city ? 

Lam. You beggar, have you dared to do 

such a thing? 

Dic. O hero Lamachus! Pardon me if I 

have said anything unseasonable. 

Lam. What have you been saying about 

us? Tell me. 

Dic. I don’t know. 

Lam. How so? You don’t know? 

Dic. I am terrified at the sight of your 

arms. For goodness’ sake take away that 

terrible monster on your shield. | 

Lam. Well, there you are. 

Dic. Put it down on the ground, a. 

Lam. I lay it on the ground. 

Dic. Now just give me a feather from your 

plume. 

LaM. There’s the feather for you. 

Dic. Now hold my head. I’m going to be 

sick; I am so frightened at your plume. 

Lam. What are you up to? Are you going 
to tickle your throat with the feather to make 

yourself vomit ? 

Dic. What bird does this feather come 

from? Is it not the chattering jay? 
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Lam. [ll kill you. (He attacks DICAEOPOLIs, 

who successfully wards off his blow.) 

Dic. Not so fast, Lamachus. This is a bit 

beyond your strength. If you are so strong, 

why didn’t you try to take liberties with me? 

You are well equipped for that dirty work, we 

know. 

Lam. Dare you address the general thus, 

beggar as you are? 

Dic. A beggar, am I? 

Lam. Yes; what else are you? 

Dic. What else? Why, a good citizen; 

not a hunter after command. I have served in 

the ranks since the war began, whereas, since 

the war began, you have only drawn your pay. 

LAM. They gave me my appointment. 

Dic. Who did? Two or three cuckoos. 

Disgusted at this, I made a truce on my own 

account, when I saw grey-headed men in the 

rank and file, and youngsters like you shirking 
work, some drawing their three drachmas 

in Thrace — Tisameno- Phaenippi, Panourg- 

Hipparchidae and others with Chares; and 

those among the Chaonians, the Gereto- 

Theodori, the Diomealazones in Camarina, Gela 

and other places which have become mere 

laughing-stocks. 
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LaM. Well, they all had their appointments 

given to them. 

Dic. But have the goodness to tell me why 

you should be drawing pay here, there, and 

everywhere, while none of these men (pointing to 

the CuHorus) have that privilege. Have you, 

Marilades, though grown grey in the service, 

ever been appointed to an embassy? He 

shakes his head; and yet he’s a temperate, 

hard-working man. What about Dracyllus, 
Euphorides or Prinides, has either of you seen 

Ecbatana or the Chaonians? ‘“ Nota bit of it,” 

they say. But the youthful son of Coesyras, and 

you Lamachus, were sent out by your friends 

because you had not paid your debts. They 

told you to get out of the way, just as a woman 

does when she empties a chamber-pot out of 

the window. 

LaM. O democracy! Must we put up with 

such talk as this ? 
Dic. No, not if Lamachus ceases to draw 

pay. 

Lam. Well, I shall always wage war with 

the Peloponnesians, and do my best to rout 

them by sea and land, with all my might and 

main. 
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Dic. And I give notice to all the Pelo- 

ponnesians, Megarians, and Boeotians, that 

they can come to me to buy and sell. I only 

exclude Lamachus. 

(Exeunt severally. The CHORUS remain.) 

Cuo. That man has got the best of it, 

and convinces the people on the subject of his 

truce. Now we'll bestir ourselves for our 

customary anapaestic address. 

THE PARABASIS, OR ADDRESS TO THE 

AUDIENCE. 

Cuo. Since the time when our author 

first presided over comic choruses, he has 

never once presented himself in the theatre to 

tell you what a clever fellow he is. But he has 

been accused by his enemies to you hasty 

Athenians on the grounds that he burlesqued 

our city and insulted its inhabitants ; so he begs 

leave to answer that impeachment here in 
presence of yourselves—those same _ hasty 

Athenians in question. 
Now the poet ventures to submit that he 

deserves a good turn from you for preventing 

your being fooled by foreign phrases, or chuck- 
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ling at flattery, or—in one word—being gaping 

cits. Before this the ambassadors from the 

different cities used to gull you. First of all, 

they prated about ‘‘ Athens with its crown of 

violets,” and directly they trotted out that 

phrase you sat up erect on your posteriors, 

fetched by that same violet crown. Then 

again, if anyone tickled your ears with talking 

about ‘‘ sleek Athens,” he got all he wanted by 

means of that epithet “‘sleek,’’ which is more 

applicable to herrings than to Athens. Now, 

by putting you on your guard against this, your 

poet has done you any amount of good, show- 

ing the people in the different cities what a real 

democratic government is. And now folks will 

come from those cities, bringing you their 

tribute, and anxious to catch a glimpse of that 

consummate poet who dared to say to the 

Athenians what was just and right. 

Thus, for his very daring, his fame has 

spread far and wide. The Persian king, to 

wit, when pumping the Lacedaemonian em- 

bassy, asked them first of all which of the two 

powers was superior at sea. Then he went on 

to enquire about this poet, which of the two 

people he was most heavily down upon; for, 
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he remarked, those people ought to be greatly 
improved, and to gain most victories in the 

war, when they had this poet for their fellow- 

counsellor. On this account the Lacedae- 

monians ask you to make peace, and to give 

back Aegina;? not that they want the island, 

no; they only want to mulct your poet, who 

has a small estate there. But you won’t give 

it up; and so he will go on and treat you 

justly in his comedies. Yes, he promises to 

give you any amount of good things, so that 

you shall be happy ever after. He won’t flatter 

you, fee you, or fool you. He will never play 
you false or bespatter you with praise, but 

simply teach you what is best for your interests. 

Let Cleon play his trumps, then, and 

scheme as he will against me. Taking right 

and justice as my allies, I shall never be con- 

victed by the city—as he has been convicted— 

of being a coward and a catamite. 

Come hither, then, Muse, fiery and full of 

might, with the real Acharnian ring about 

thee. Be thou like the spark blown by the 

bellows from the oaken logs whilst our fish 

_ 1 Thucydides mentions the occupation and colonisation of 
Aegina as one of the chief causes of the Peloponnesian war. 
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lie ready to be fried, and one stirs up the 

Thasian sauce, whilst others knead the bread: 

so be the song lively, melodious, and smacking 

of the breezy country, when thou, O Muse, 

hast taken me as thy comrade! 

Now, we old men have a grievance against 

the city; for when we have fought our naval 
battles we are not tended in our declining 

years in a manner worthy of the victories we 
have won; but, on the contrary, we are treated 

most scurvily when we are impeached by the 

youngsters. You let us be made fun of by the 
advocates as though we were good-for-nothing 

deaf old chunks with our shrill piping voice, 

and for whom the only sea-god of safety now 

is the poor staff we carry in our aged hands. 

Tottering with years, we take our place on the 

stand, seeing only the faintest shadow of jus- 

tice, while the accuser, urging on the youthful 

advocates to plead his cause, soon bowls us 

over with those rounded phrases, and cross- 

examines us, setting word-traps for us, so that 

poor old Tithonus is badgered and brow-beaten. 

Pursing up his lips from very age, he goes off 

cast in damages, and remarks with tears to 

his friends, ‘‘ That fine will swallow up the 

6 
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few coins I had saved to buy my coffin!” 

How can it be right thus to ruin an old grey- 

bearded man on the word of an orator who 

talks against time—an old man who has worked 

hard for you, and often wiped off the manly 

sweat from his brow on your behalf—a man 
who fought at Marathon for this city? Then, 

when we were at Marathon, we were the 

pursuers; now we are pursued and hunted 

down by a set of scamps! What can even 

glib-tongued Marpsias say against this? 

Is it right, I ask again, that an old man 

bent with age, like Thucydides, should die in 

the Scythian desert of poverty at the hands 

of a chattering advocate like Cephisodemus ? 

How did I shed tears of pity when I saw that 
old man hustled by the executive—that Thu- 

cydides who, I vow by Demeter, when he was 

himself, would not have brooked any insult even 

on the part of Achaea herself, but would have 

floored ten such fellows as Euathlus? first, would 

have shouted down three thousand Scythian 

archers like Cephisodemus, and pierced with 
his arrows all that lineage! But now, since 

you will not allow old men any rest, at least 

1 An orator and informer. 

6—2 
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pass a decree by which actions at law shall be 

equalised, so that for an aged defendant the 

plaintiff must be old and toothless too, while 

for the young the prosecutor shall be some 

broad-bottomed chattering fellow like the son 

of Clinias.1 Legal actions there must still be, 

of course; but if anyone is to be brought to 

justice, let the old man be punished by an old 
man, and the young man by a young one. 

(Exeunt.) 

Enter DICAEOPOLIS. 

Dic. These, then, are the limits of my 
market. Here all Peloponnesians, Megarians, 

and Boeotians may trade, on condition that 

they sell to me, but not to Lamachus. I 

appoint three market-masters armed with these 

Lepraean whips.” Hereinto let no informer or 

other sneaking fellow enter. I myself will fetch 

hither the pillar on which the terms of my 
treaty are inscribed, and set it up in my market, 

plain for all folk to see. (Exitt.) 

1 Alcibiades. 

2 Lepraeum is the name ofatown. There is a pun here; 
the Megarians, according to the scholiast, being subject to 
‘leprosy. ’ 
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Enter MEGARIAN with two little Girls. 

MEG. Welcome, market-place of Athens, a 

joyful sight for Megarians! By the gods of 

peace and quietness! I’ve longed for you as 

though you were my mother. And now, un- 

happy children of a miserable father, come and 

get your cake—if you can find it. I address 

your empty stomachs; would you prefer to be 

sold or to starve ? 

Girxs. To be sold! to be sold! 

Mec. And sosay I. But who will be such 

a fool as to buy you at a dead loss? I’ve got 

a plan though—a real Megarian one. I will 

dress you up and say I’ve brought some little 

pigs for sale. Put on these pig’s trotters, that 

you may look as if you came from a good 

sow, since, by Hermes! if you go back home, 

you will perish miserably from hunger. Then 

put on these snouts and get into my sack. Take 

care to grunt and squeak and utter sounds like 

pigs prepared for the sacrifice. Now I'll go 

and call Dicaeopolis. 

Enter DICAEOPOLIS. 

Ha! Dicaeopolis; do you want to buy any 

little pigs ? 
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Dic. What is this, a Megarian ? 

Mec. Yes; come a-marketing. 

Dic. How fare you ? 

Mec. We don’t fare at all; we sit by the 

fire and starve. 

Dic. Well, sitting by the fire is pleasant 

enough, if you’ve got a piper present. But how 

fare the Megarians just now in other respects ? 

Mec. Much as usual. When I left, the 

authorities in the city were doing their best 

to ruin us as quickly and as completely as 

might be. 

Dic. Well, you'll soon be out of your 

troubles then. 

Mec. I should like to know how. 

Dic. And how go other matters in Megara ? 

How sells corn ? 

Mggc. Precious dear, like the gods. 

Dic. Got any salt? 

Mec. Haven’t you cut us off from our salt- 

pans? 

Dic. Any garlic ? 

Mec. Garlic! Why you, when you make 

your incursions, grub it up every time like so 

many field-mice. | 

Dic. What have you got there ? 
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Mec. Pigs, for sacrifice. 

Dic. That’s well. Let’s see ’em. 

Mec. Yes, they’re very good ones. Feel 

‘em, if you like; how fat and fine they are. 

(DicaEopo.is feels the bag and finds out 

they are not pigs.) 

Dic. What do you call this thing ? 

Mec. A pig, by God! 

Dic. You don’t sayso. What breed of pig? 

Mec. Pure Megarian. Isn’t it a pig? 

Dic. It doesn’t seem to me like a pig at all. 

Mec. Now isn’t that odd? Look at the 

man’s unbelief! He says it isn’t a pig. But 

come now, if you like, I'll lay you a wager of 

salt and thyme that it is a pig according to 

Hellenic customs. 

Dic. It’s a pig belonging to a branch of the 

human family.' 

Mec. Right you are. It belongs to me. 
Whose did you think it was? Would you like 
to hear their voices ? 

Dic. By God I should! | 

MEG. (aside to the Girls). Now make haste 

and squeak like a little pig. You’d better not 

1 The same word in Greek stands for a pig and for the 
female pudenda. 
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keep silent, you little wretches, or, by Hermes, 

I’ll carry you home again. 
GIRLS. Wee, wee ! 

Mea. There, isn’t that a pig ? 

Dic. Yes, it sounds like a pig now; but if 

you keep it for about five years it will be 

something very different. 

MEG. Yes, then it will be like its mother. 

Dic. But this one isn’t fit for—for sacrifice. 

Mea. Why not? Why isn’t it fit for such 
business ? 

Dic. Why, because it hasn’t got a tail 

between its legs. 

Mea. Because it’s young. When it grows 

up it will have a big, thick, red tail between its 

legs. Now if you like to feed it up here’s a 

fine sucking-pig for you. 

Dic. How like one little pig is to the other ! 

Mea. Yes, they come from the same father 

and mother. When it gets a bit bigger and 

well covered with hair, it will make a fine sacri- 

fice for Aphrodite, the goddess of love, you 

know. 

Dic. Only the pig isn’t sacrificed to Aphro- 

dite. 
Mec. Isn’t it, though? She’s the only deity 
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to whom it is sacrificed; and the flesh of this 

particular kind of pig is sweetest when its 

pierced by a spit. 
Dic. Can it eat without its mother yet ? 

Mec. O yes, and even without its father. 

Dic. What does it chiefly eat ? 

Mea. Anything you like to give it. Ask it 

yourself. 

Dic. Piggy, piggy! 

GIRL. Wee, wee! 

Dic. Could you eat some peas ? 

GIRL. Wee, wee! 

Dic. Some figs ? 

GIRL. Wee, wee! 

Dic. And could you—the other—eat some ? 
GIRL. Wee, wee! 

Dic. How quickly they asliasined to the 

figs! (To servants). Go, one of you, and bring 

some figs. I wonder whether they will eat 

them. Egad, how they gobble them up! 

Great Hercules, what pigs these are, real 

goblin pigs! But they can’t have eaten all 

those figs ! 

Mec. I only took one for myself. 

Dic. By God, they’re wonderful animals ! 

What shall I give you for these pigs? Tell me. 
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Mea. For one a bundle of garlic, and for 

the other, if you like, a measure of salt. 

Dic. Well, [’ll buy them. Wait here. 

(Exit.) 

Mec. So far, so good. Hermes of the 

Market! Why I’d sell my wife and my mother 
at the same rate. 

Enter SYCOPHANTES, the Informer. 

Syc. Now then, you fellow, who are you? 

MeEc. I’m a Megarian pig-dealer. 

Syc. Then I denounce you and your pigs 

as contraband of war. 

Mea. There it is again! My luck’s got 

back into the old groove. 

Syc. You shall repent these Megarian tricks 

of yours. Put down that sack. | 
Mec. O Dicaeopolis! (Re-enter Dicazo- 

POLIS.) Dicaeopolis, I’m dropped down upon. 

Dic. By whom? Who has been dropping 

down upon you? Market-masters, I thought I 

told you to keep all informers clear of this 

place. You active and intelligent officer, how 
did you get to be so brilliant without being 
wicked ? 

Syc. Oughtn’t I to be sharp on our enemies ? 

7 
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Dic. You'll do it at your peril if you don’t 

carry your activity and intelligence to some 
other quarter. (Exit SYCOPHANTES hastily.) 

Mec. What a nuisance these fellows are in 

Athens ! 

Dic. Keep your pecker up, Megarian. Here’s 

the exchange for your little pigs. Take the 

garlic and the salt ; and farewell. 

Mec. Ah, we never fare well now; it’s gone 

out of fashion in our parts. 

Dic. To be sure. I was so busy I forgot 

that. Well, may my good wishes recoil on my 

own head. 

Mec. Good-bye, little piggies. Take care to 

gobble up your salted cakes without your dad— 

that is, if you get anybody to give them to you. 

(Exit MEGARIAN.) 

Cuo. This man’s affairs are looking up. 
Don’t you hear how his plan succeeds? He'll 
just sit in his market here and sweep in the 

coin; and if Ctesias or any other informer puts 
in an appearance, he’ll make him sit down too 

—but sit howling. Nobody else who comes 

to buy food shall interfere with you. Prepis 
shan’t wipe his dirty rump on you, nor shall 

you collide with fat Cleonymus; but you shall 
7—2 
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just go along in your spic-and-span white 

tunic, and even when you meet lawyer Hyper- 

bolus, you shall manage to keep clear of his 
sort of suits. Smooth-shaven Cratinus, look- 

ing for all the world like a male strumpet, shall 

not solicit you, nor that naughty Artemon, the 

fast musical man, with his armpits stinking 

like the paternal goat. Nor, again, shall foul- 

mouthed Pauson foist his filthy jokes upon 
you, or, in this ideal market, Lysistratus, that 

ne’er-do-well from Cholargus, who’s hungry 

and dirty for more than thirty days out of 

every month. 

Enter the BOEOTIAN with ws Boy and several 

Pipers. 

BokEo. S’help me Hercules, but my neck is 

stiff and galled. Ismenias, lay the pennyroyal 
down gingerly. And you, my Theban pipers, 

blow up your bone pipes and play me the tune 

of “‘ The Dog’s Backside.” (They strike up.) 

Enter DICAEOPOLIs. 

Dic. Go to the deuce! Move on from my 

door, you buzzers. Have all the bumble-bees 

of Chaeris—confound them !—come to pay me 

a visit? (Exeunt Pipers.) 
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BorEo. True, by the hero Iolaus, stranger, 

and I thank you. These pipers have followed 

me all the way from Thebes, blowing every 

bloomin’ flower off my pennyroyal, and scat- 

tering *°em about the ground. Will you buy 

some of my chickens, or any other of the 

quadrupeds I’ve brought with me ? 

Dic. Ah, how d’ye do, my little bun-eating 

Boeotian ? What have you got? 

BoEo. Why, pretty well all the good things 

of Boeotia. Here’s marjoram and pennyroyal, 

mats and candlewicks, ducks and jackdaws, 

quails and waterhens, wrens and pigeons. 

Dic. Why, you’ve come upon our market 

like a winter storm that brings all the birds of 

the air down with it ! 

Boro. Then I’ve got geese and hares and 

foxes, moles and hedgehogs and cats, weasels 

and water-rats, and last, but not least, eels 

from Lake Copiis. 
Dic. Ah! there you've got a tit-bit, indeed. 

Let me pay my respects to them, if you’ve got 

those eels. 

Boro. Most beautiful of all my fifty nymphs 

from Copais, come forth, and salute our host! 

Dic. O best-beloved and long- looked - for ! 
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You come in answer to the prayers of our 

comic chorus and a veritable treasure for the 

gourmand Morychos. You servants, bring 

out to me here the cooking-stove and a pair 

of bellows. Look, boys, at this splendid eel 

that we have been expecting these six years 

past. Pay your respects to him, my boys. 

I shan’t spare coals to cook this welcome 

stranger. Carryit in. When it’s once properly 

cooked with beet, nothing but death shall cause 

a separation between us. 

Boro. But what are you going to pay me 

for this eel ? 

Dic. You can give it to me for market- 

dues. Have you got anything else to sell? 

Boro. Yes, all these things. 

Dic. Well, how much do you want for 

them? Or would you like to exchange them 

for some of our produce ? 

Boro. Ah! yes; I should like something 

special to Athens—something we Boeotians 
haven’t got. 

Dic. Will you have some anchovies from 

Phalerum—or some pottery ? 

‘Commercial relations were broken off between Athens 
and Boeotia, which sided with the Spartans. Lake Copais 
was in Boeotia. 
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Boro. Anchovies or pottery? Why we’ve 

got those in Boeotia. I want something 

which you’ve got and which doesn’t exist 

there. 

Dic. I know what to give you, then. Bring 
out an informer, and pack him just like pottery. 

BoEo. Aye, by Castor and Pollux! [I'll 

make money out of him by exhibiting him as 

a monkey full of tricks. 

Dic. And here, in the nick of time, comes 

Nicarchus to see what he can spot. 

Boro. He’s a very small one. 

Dic. True, but full of tricks. 

Enter NICARCHUS, the Informer. 

Nic. Whose are these goods? 

Boro. Mine. I’ve brought ’em from Thebes 

—God be my witness ! 

Nic. Then I seize them as contraband. 

Boro. But what harm have you suffered 

that you should wage war on a lot of birds? 

Nic. I'll seize you too. 

Boro. What have I done? 

Nic. I'll tell you, for the sake of these by- 

standers. You have imported a lot of wicks 

from the enemy’s country. 
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Dic. Are you going to seize him on account 

of a candlewick ? 

Nic. Yes, he might set the whole dockyard 

on fire. 

Dic. What! a single wick set the dockyard 

on fire ? 

Nic. Undoubtedly, in my opinion. 

Dic. How? 

Nic. Why, this Boeotian might fasten the 

wick on to a beetle, wait for a north wind, let 

the insect go through a water-pipe, and, if the 

ships once took fire, the whole place would be 

in a blaze straight away. | 

Dic. You stupid ass! Burnt by a beetle 

with a wick ? 

Nic. I’m sure of it. _ 

Dic. Stop the fool’s mouth. Bring me a 

cord, and I’ll pack him like crockery, so that 
he mayn’t be broken in transit. 

Cuo. O yes! cord the package carefully for 
the stranger, there’s a good man; it would be 

such a pity if he should be smashed. 

Dic. I'll take care of that. This pot has 

got a bad ring about it, as if it had been 

cracked in baking. The creature isin every way 

an abomination to the gods. 
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Cuo. But what use will he be? 

Dic. O, he'll do for lots of things. He’ll be 

a cup to compound nastiness in, a mortar to 

pound up lawsuits, or a lamp to show up the 

poor devils he informs against ; in fact, he’ll be 

a vessel for. the general confusion of everybody 

and everything. 

Cuo. But however will anyone venture to 

use him for a household utensil when he has 

such a bad ring about him ? 

Dic. Oh, he’s strong enough! You wouldn’t 

break him if you hung him up by the heels 
head downwards. 

Cuo. Now you’ve got him packed all right. 

BoEo. So I'll be off to attend to my har- 

vesting. 

Cuo. Lend a hand, most excellent stranger, 

to take up and pitch wherever you like this 

out-and-out informer. 

Dic. I’ve had a deal of trouble in packing 
him; and now you can carry off your crockery, 

Mr. Boeotian. 

Boro. All right. Bend down your poor 

galled shoulder once more, Ismenichus. 

Dic. And carry him very carefully. He’s 

not nice, I know; but do the best you can 
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with him. If you do make any money by 

him, you will be the first who ever got any 

good out of a common informer. 

(Exeunt BoEOTIAN, etc., with package.) 

Enter the SERVANT of LAMACHUS. 

Ser. O Dicaeopolis! 

Dic. All right. You needn’t shout so as to 

deafen me. 

Ser. Lamachus hereby orders that, in 

return for this drachma, you should send him 

some quails for the Feast of the Cups; and 

for these other three drachmas he orders you 

to add the eel from Copiis. 

Dic. Does he forsooth? And who is this 

Lamachus that orders my eel? 

SER. Who? Why, the terrible long-suffer- 

ing hero who brandishes the Gorgon shield 

and waves the shady plume. 

Dic. Is he indeed? But he isn’t going to 

have my eel, not even if he would give me his 

Gorgon shield. Let him wave his shady plume 

over a soldier’s ration of salt-fish. Ifhe doesn’t 

relish what I say, let him kick up a row, and 

then I’ll call the market-masters to him. I’m 

going to flit away indoors with my little lot, 

1 The second day of the Anthesteria, or Feast of Flowers, 

a festival of Dionysus. 
8 
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on the wings of my thrushes and blackbirds . 

here. (Exit.) 
CHORUS. 

Cuo. Now all the city can realise how wise 

and far-seeing this man is, who, all along of 

his truce, has managed to trade in these good 

things, some of them useful about the house, 

others good for eating and drinking. All these 

advantages come naturally tohim. Never will 

I receive War as a guest in my house, nor shall 

anybody at my table sing the song of Harmodius,’ 

as a fellow did once when he got a drop of wine 

in him. Everything went on serenely until he 
began to bluster and throw all into confusion. 

We begged him to sit down and drink on to his 

heart’s content ; but no; first of all he pitched 

- our vine-poles into the fire and then wasted the 

wine. . . . Now this man, on the contrary, 
shows how high-minded he is. Why, the very 
feathers before his door prove the kind of life he 

leads. 

O Peace, first cousin to the Cyprian Queen 

and the Graces, how is it that with such 

charms as yours you lie hid so long? May the 

1 Who, with Aristogeiton, overthrew the tyrant Hip- 

parchus. 

8—2 
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God of Love grant that I form a compact with 

you, wearing my crown of roses, as we see it 

in the picture! Do you think I am too old for 

this sort of thing? Ah! if I had only once got 

you, there are, methinks, just three things I 

should covet: first, a long row of vines, and 

then, alongside this, a fig-tree—our own vine and 

fig-tree. And then, there is a third thing this old 

man wants: an encircling olive-grove, so that 

you and I should anoint ourselves therefrom 

at each Feast of the New Moon. 

Enter the TOWN-CRIER. 

CRIER. Hear, hear, all people. The Feast 

of the Cups is to be celebrated according to 

custom. Drinking to be by sound of trumpet, 

and he who drains his flagon first will be 

rewarded with a skin of wine as big as 

Ctesiphon’s fat paunch. (Exit.) 
Dic. There, girls and boys, do you hear 

that ? Did youcatch what the crier said? Go 

ahead, boil, roast, turn the spits, skin the hares 

in all haste, and weave the garlands. Bring the 

spits, and I’ll skewer the birds myself. 
Cuo. That’s the kind of counsel I approve. 

Above all I like your arrangements for good 

cheer. 
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Dic. Ah, my boys! but what will you say 

when you see these birds actually frizzling ? 

Cuo. I shall say you are every inch a good 

fellow. 

Dic. Poke the fire. 

Cuo. Hark to him! How like a chef he 

talks, bearing himself proudly, as though on the 

eve of a heavy feed ! 

Enter a HUSBANDMAN. 

Hus. O lord! O deary me! 

Dic. Great Hercules! who’s this? 

Hus. A poor miserable devil. 

Dic. Well, keep your misery to yourself! 

Hus. But, my dear, good sir! you are the 

only one that has made atruce. Just give me 
a slice of peace—say a five years’ portion. 

Dic. What’s the row? 

Hus. I’m about done for. I’ve lost my two 

oxen. 
Dic. How so? 

Hus. The Boeotians bagged them from 

- Phyle. 

Dic. Fie, fie! And yet you’re not in 
mourning. 

Hus. Why, these beasts kept me in my 

daily food, if it was only on their dung. 
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Dic. Well, what do you want? 

Hus. I’ve cried my two eyes out for these 

cattle; so if you’ve any regard for poor Dercetes 

of Phyle, do anoint my eyes with the balm of 

peace. 

Dic. Why, my good fellow, I’m not the 

parish doctor. 

Hus. But help me to gladden my eyes with 

my oxen again. 

Dic. I can’t do it. It’s out of my line. 

Consult Doctor Pittalus. 

Hus. Just give me one drop of peace in 

this here bottle. 

Dic. Not a squirt. Carry your grievance 

somewhere else. 

Hus. O dear, O dear! I am a poor un- 

lucky devil, all along of those two oxen. (Exit.) 

Cuo. (aside). He’s got a good thing with 

that truce of his, and he doesn’t seem inclined 

to share it with anybody else. 
Dic. Now flavour the kickshaws with honey, 

and set the cuttlefish to cook. 

Cuo. Do you hear his word of command ? 

Dic. Fry the eels. 

Cuo. You'll kill me with hunger, choke 

your neighbours with smoke, and deafen them 

with your shouting. 
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Dic. Now roast these ; and mind you brown 

them well. 

Enter the GROOMSMAN and BRIDESMAID. 

Groom. Hallo, Dicaeopolis ! 

Dic. Who’s this? Who’s this ? 

Groom. Our bridegroom has sent you these 

tit-bits from his wedding-feast. 

Dic. It’s very thoughtful of him, whoever 

he may be. ; 

Groom. And he wants you in return to 

pour him out into this alabaster vase one 

drop of peace, so that he may not be called off 

to foreign service, but just stop at home and 

devote himself to continuous copulation. 

Dic. Take back the tit-bits; don’t give them 

to me. I wouldn’t part with one drop for a 

thousand drachmas. But who’s this lady ? 
Groom. The bridesmaid. She has a mes- 

sage from the Bride to convey to you in private. 

Dic. Come here, my dear. What have 

you got to say? (The BRIDESMAID whispers to 

him.) O, it’s absurd! Ye gods, it’s ridiculous 

what this Bride asks! She wants to keep her 

husband’s privates for her own sole use at 

home. Well, take this truce. I only give it to 

you, my dear, because a woman is not liable 
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for military service. Bring me your vase, young 

lady. Now do you know what to do with this?’ 
Tell the Bride that when the conscription is 

made, she is to anoint her husband’s cock-a- 

doodle with it. Then take back the rest of 
the truce, and bring me the wine-strainer that I 

may rack off the wine for the Feast of Cups. 

(Exeunt GROOMSMAN and BRIDESMAID.) 

CuHo. Now here’s somebody looking very 

glum, evidently posting hither with some bad 

news. 
Enter a MESSENGER. 

Mes. What ho, Lamachus! Alas, for toil 

and trouble ! 

Enter LAMACHUS. 

LAM. (bombastically). Who calls so loudly 

at my castle gates ? 

Mes. The generals bid you set off to-day, 

taking your hosts and helmets with you, and 

keep guard over the passes in the snow. It 

has been announced that Boeotian marauders 

contemplate an attack during the Feast of the 

Cups and Pitchers. 

Lam. Hang the generals! There’s a damned 

sight too many of them! 
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Dic. Isn’t it hard that a man can’t be let 

get his supper in peace? Curse this warlike 

preparation, say I. 

Lam. I am an unfortunate devil. You’ve 

got the laugh at me now. 

Dic. (showing him a locust). Would you like 

to have a set-to with the four-winged Geryon ? 

Lam. O lord, what a message that herald 

brought me! 

Dic. And here’s one coming with a message 

for me now! 

Enter a second MESSENGER. 

Mes. Dicaeopolis! 

Dic. Well ? 

Mes. Make haste to supper. Bring your 

basket and wine-cup with you; the Priest of 

the wine-god, Dionysus, sends to fetch you. 

Hurry up, for you’re keeping the banquet wait- 

ing. Everything is prepared—couches, tables, 

cushions, coverlets, garlands, perfumes, dainties 

of every description —concubines included — 

cakes of all kinds, and dancing-girls that would 

have delighted the heart of Harmodius. Make 

as much haste as ever youcan. (Evxit.) 

Lam. I repeat, what an unfortunate devil 

Iam! 
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Dic. You shouldn’t have enlisted in the 

service of the Gorgon. But shut the door, and 
let somebody get ready the supper. 

Lam. Here, boy—boy! I say—bring out 

my knapsack. 

Dic. Here, boy— boy! I say—bring out 

the basket for the provisions. 

Lam. Mind the salt, and don’t forget the 

onions. 

Dic. Bring the cutlets. I abominate onions. 

LaM. Bring me, boy, a chunk of that stink- 

ing salt-fish. 

Dic. Bring me a savoury pie. I'll warm it 

up when I get there. 

Lam. Mind the two feathers for my helmet. 

Dic. Don’t forget the pigeons and the 

thrushes for me. 

Lam. Beautiful is the white plume! 

Dic. Beautiful the browned flesh of the 

pigeon ! 

Lam. You fellow! don’t chaff at my equip- 
ment. 

Dic. And you, fellow! don’t cast sheep’s 

eyes on my thrushes. 
Lam. And now bring me out the helmet- 

case for my triple horse-hair plume. 
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Dic. Hare-pie for me. Bring it here. 

Lam. I wonder whether the moths have got 

at my crest? 

Dic. I wonder whether I might venture on 

a snack of this pastry before supper ? 

LaM. Man! have you got anything to say 

to me? 

Dic. No; only my slave and I have been 

discussing a matter forsometime. (To the slave.) 

Perhaps you would like to try a bit, and leave 

the decision to Lamachus ; it was whether lo- 

custs are better eating than thrushes. 

Lam. You bumptious fellow! 

Dic. Because, you know, my man prefers 

locusts by far. 

Lam. Boy, take down my spear and bring 

it here. 

Dic. Boy, take the roast meat off the spit, 

and bring it to me. 

LaM. Now I want to drag off the sheath 

from my spear. Hold on, boy. 

Dic. And you, boy, hold on to the spit. 

Lam. Now bring the wooden supports for 

my shield. 

Dic. Bring the bread—the main support 

of my chest. 
9—2 
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Lam. Now for the circle of my Gorgon 

shield. 

Dic. Now for me the wide circle of a cheese- 

cake. 

Lam. Is not this cheek too much for man 

to bear ? 

Dic. Will not this cake for man make 

dainty fare ? 

Lam. Now, boy, pour on the oil. Ah! 

when I look into the brazen shield I see 

the reflection of an old fellow who will be 

brought to trial for cowardice. 

Dic. Pour on the sauce. Ah! I can plainly 

see an old man who’s going to bring Lamachus 

and his Gorgon to grief. 

Lam. Now bring my warlike breastplate. 

Dic. Bring me my breastplate too— my 

winecup. : 

Lam. In this I shall withstand all my 
enemies. 

Dic. With this I will beat all my fellow- 
banqueters in drinking. 

Lam. The bedding. Pack that, boy, with 
the shield. 

Dic. Fasten the supper, boy, on the chest. 

Lam. I will take my knapsack with me. 
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Dic. T’ll get my cloak, and come out. ~ 
Lam. Take the shield, boy, and carry it 

with you. It snows. Ah! it looks like a 

rough night. 

Dic. Carry off the supper. It looks like 

a wet night—a soaking one, in fact. 

(Exeunt severally.) 

CHORUS. 

Go your ways to your different expeditions, 

but by what different roads! One to drink 

crowned with garlands; the other to shiver on 

his watch. One to sleep with a pretty wench, 

while the other must amuse himself—without 

the wench! 

My wish is simply that Zeus, the almighty, 

may bring to a bad end Antimachus, the son of 

Psacas, that scribbler of verses, who, when he 

was choragus* at the Lenaean festival, sent un- 

happy me away supperless. I should just like 

to see him hungry for a snack of fried fish, and 

whilst it was cooking, and his attention called 

off, I should then like to see a ravenous bitch 

run away with it. 

That’s one misfortune I should enjoy seeing 

1 Leader of the Chorus. 
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him suffer. The next should be a nocturnal 

adventure. As he was coming home in a state 

of fever-heat from riding, I should like some 

mad-drunk Orestes to break his head for him, 

and then, as he stooped to pick up a stone in 

the darkness, I should like him to take up a 
lump of shit recently deposited there; I should 

like him to take aim with this unsavoury 

missile, but to miss his mark and hit Cratinus' 

with it. 

Enter a MESSENGER. 

Mes. Now, you flunkeys hanging about the 

house of Lamachus, stir your stumps. Warm 

some water in a pipkin; get ready rags, oiled 

silk, greased wool, and a bandage for his ankle. 

The hero has been hurt by a stake as he was 

jumping over a ditch. His ankle was sprained, 
and he fell over with his head on a rock, 

knocking all the Gorgon out of his shield. As 

the plume he boasted of so much went toppling 
down the rocks, he began to sing out, “O 
glorious orb of day, now I look upon your light 

for the last time. I’m done for!’’? So saying, 

he tumbled into the ditch. He struggled out, 

! Not the comic poet. 
2 From some tragic poet. 
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and meeting some deserters, so far forgot 

his bad leg as to make after them with his 

spear. But here he comes; open the door. 

Enter LaMAcHus with his leg bound up, while he — 

is led by two slaves. On the other side enter 

DICAEOPOLIS, drunk, supported by two 

dancing-girls. 

Lam. O lord! Odear! What pain I am 

suffering. I’m ready to die of this wound 

from the enemy’s spear. But the worst 

fate of all for me would be if Dicaeopolis 

saw my dilapidated condition. He would be 

sure to laugh at my misfortunes. 
Dic. O lord! O dear! What titties 

you’ve got, as hard and plump as apples. Kiss 

me softly, my two golden pippins—a nice biting 

kiss. I was the first to drink up the cup of 
wine. 

LaM. O cruel fate! O these excruciating 

wounds ! 

Dic. Hallo! Is that Lamachus again? 

How are you, my jockey ? 

Lam. I’m in such pain. 

Dic. I don’t feel easy either. 

Lam. What are you kissing me for ? 
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Dic. You needn’t bite my nose off. 

Lam. That was a terrible charge in which I 

was wounded. 

Dic. Charge! D’you mean to say you were 

charged anything on the Cup Day ? 

Lam. O Apollo, God of Healing ! 

Dic. But this isn’t Hospital Day, it’s the 

Cup Day. 

Lam. Take me; catch me hold by the leg, 

friends. Hold me fast. 

Dic. And lay hold of me by the leg, my 

dears; I mean the middle leg. Both of you 

take hold of that. 

Lam. I feel a swimming in my _ head. 

Darkness comes over me. 

Dic. And I feel a standing in my tail. I 

should like to go to bed and copulate in the 
dark. 

Lam. Carry me off, please, to Dr. Pittalus 

for medical treatment. 

Dic. Carry me off to the judges. Where 

is the chief? Let me have the wineskin I have 

won. 

Lam. A horrid spear pierced through my 

very bones. 

Dic. Here’s my cup empty. See the Con- 

quering Hero! 
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Cuo. All right, old man. It shall be “See 

the Conquering Hero!” if you put it so. 

Dic. Mind you, it was neat wine, and I 

drained it at a draught. 

Cuo. Then you are a Conquering Hero. 

Come and fetch the wineskin you have won. 

Dic. Then follow me, singing ‘‘ See the 

Conquering Hero!” 

Cuo. For your sake, we will follow, and 

we'll sing ‘“‘ See the Conquering Hero!” to you 

and your wineskin. 
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE. 

Demus, the typical Athenian John Bull. 

soe rca he 

NICIAS, 

CLEON, the Paphlagonian (his Steward). 

THE SAUSAGE-SELLER (afterwards AGORA- 

CRITUS). 

CHORUS OF ATHENIAN KNIGHTS. 

SCENE.—The House of Demos. Norse of a scuffle 

within. Enter hastily DEMOSTHENES and 

Nictas.? 

Dem. O lord! here’s a pretty state of 

things! dear me, dear me! May the gods 

drop down upon that new Paphlagonian’® pur- 

chase and all his new-fangled ways! Since 

he entered the house, he’s always getting us 

servants into hot water. 

1 Two Athenian Generals in the Peloponnesian war. 
2 Cleon, 

lI0-—2 
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Nic. To the deuce with this warty rascal 

and his tell-tale tricks ! 

Dem. You unfortunate devil, how did you 

come off? 

Nic. Much the same as yourself, I fancy. 

About as badly as I could. 

Dem. Let’s do a mutual howl, then; some- 

thing after the fashion of the old Olympian 

dirge. 

BotH. Boohoo! Boohoo! Boohoo! 

Dem. But what’s the use of our boohooing ? 

Hadn’t we better hunt up some mode of escape 

more effectual than howling ? 

Nic. What’s your idea? Tell me. 

Dem. No; you tell me yours, so that I 

mayn’t clash with it. 
Nic. I won’t, by Apollo! Tell me your 

plan first, without beating about the bush; 

then I’ll tell you mine. 

Dem. “‘O that thou wouldst inspire me 

what to say!” (Hem, Euripides!) 

Nic. But I haven’t got the pluck. How 

could I quote Euripides ? 

Dem. Well, don’t. Drop that green-gro- 

cery,! and just give us something suggestive 
of bolting from our master. 

1 Euripides’s mother was said to have sold vegetables. 
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Nic. I will. Say, first of all — firmly and 

in one breath—the word ‘‘ camp.”’ 

Dem. I say it—‘‘ camp.” 

Nic. Now utter a big big “ D.” 

Dem. I do—* D.” 

Nic. Now put the syllables together. Say 

them quickly, increasing the speed gradually, 

just as you get the steam up when you are 

amusing yourself in private— you know what 

I mean, you rogue! 

Dem. Decamp, decamp, decamp! 

Nic. Isn’t it nice? 

Dem. Yes; only, as in that private amuse- 

ment you spoke of, the skin is apt to suffer. 

Nic. How? , 

Dem. Well, don’t you flay yourself in that 

little private amusement you spoke of ? 

Nic. If that’s the case, then, we’d better 

say our prayers at the altar of some God or 

other. 

Dem. An altar! Do you really believe in 

Gods? 

Nic. I do. 

DeM. What proof have you got of their 

existence ? 

Nic. The fact of their treating me so badly 

when I don’t deserve it. | 
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Dem. Right you are. I’m converted to 

your way of thinking. 

Nic. Well, we must try something better 

than saying our prayers. 

Dem. Shall I lay the matter before the 

audience ? 

Nic. That’s not a bad idea. Only tell 

them one thing. They must signify in the 

usual way, by their countenances, whether 

they are satisfied or not with our speech and 

acting. 

Dem. (to the audience). So, then, I’ll tell 

you all about it. The fact is, we’ve got a 

master who’s quick in his temper, like a horse 
fed on beans—you know—just a bit uncertain. 

His name is Demus, and he’s a member of the 

Assembly, quick-tempered as I told you, and 

rather hard of hearing. Well, last New Moon,’ 

this old fellow bought a fresh slave, a Paphla- 
gonian tanner, who’s the very devil for mischief- 

making. This blustering tanner soon found 

out the old man’s weak points, fawned upon 

him, flattered and toadied him, until he regu- 

larly wheedled him with his cobbler’s chatter. 

Here’s a sample of his twaddle: ‘‘O Demus,” 

1 When a great deal of business was transacted. 
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says he, ‘“‘ just try one case, and then take a 

bath, have a long drink and a good feed. Let 

me set supper for you.” Then he comes and 
catches up any little kickshaw we’ve been 

preparing for the master, and so this Paphla- 

gonian gets the credit of it. Only yesterday 

I made a fine Laconian cake at Pylos,) when 
he came and cunningly appropriated what I 

had compounded, setting that before the master 

too. He drives us off and won’t let anybody 

but himself wait on the old chunk; but there 

he stands with his leather fly-flap at supper- 

time and whisks away the very orators them- 
selves. Then he quotes oracles to him, and 
the old fool listens to all his hanky-panky; so 

when the Paphlagonian sees him interested, he 
goes on and concocts stories. And thisisn’t the 

worst. He tells downright lies about the rest 

of us, and gets us flogged. This Paphlagonian 

goes round among his fellow-servants, cajoles, 

confounds, and blackmails them in some such 

fashion as this: ‘‘ You see,” says he, ‘‘ what 

1 Referring to the siege of the island of Sphacteria, in 

front of the harbour of Pylos (modern Navarino), Cleon 
declared that he would take it in twenty days; he was taken 
at his word (which he by no means intended), but chance 
enabled him to carry out his enterprise successfully. 
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happened to Hylas,! how he got flogged through 

me. You’d better come to terms with me, if 

you value your lives.’”’ Then we fork out. If 

not, the old fellow is down upon us until we 

are fit to dirt ourselves. So now (to NICIAs), 

my good fellow, we really must make up our 

minds what we shall do, and whom we can get - 

to help us. 

Nic. Well, my friend, there’s only one 

course, as I said before; we must decamp— 

bolt. 

Dem. But there’s no dodging this Paphla- 

gonian, he’s got his eyes everywhere. He 

keeps one leg in Pylos and the other in the 
Assembly ; while, notwithstanding this stride, 

his backside is at the same time in Chaonia, 

his hands among the Aetolians, and his mind 

with the Clopidians.” 
Nic. Well, then, we’d better die. Let’s 

consider which is the most plucky way of 

putting an end to ourselves. 

Dem. How can it be plucky to put an end 

to one’s self at all? 

Nic. We'd better drink bull’s blood. That 

1 Supposed to be the fictitious name of a slave. 

2 Humorously formed from KkAérTw (steal). 
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was the method adopted by Themistocles,’ and 

it seems a good one. 

Dem. No, by God, no blood. Let’s try the 

strong wine of our good Genius. Perhaps that 

will inspire us with some practical idea. 

Nic. Wine, indeed! What good can come 

of wine? How could a drunken man devise 

any practical scheme ? 

Dem. Say you so, you wretched water- 

swiller? Do you dare to abuse wine, as if it 

muddled the mind? Can you point out any- 

thing more practical than wine? Don’t you 
see? When men drink, they are rich, they 

succeed, they win their cases; they are well 

off themselves, and able to do good to their 

friends. Go and get me a cup of wine as fast 

as you can, so that I may whet my wit, and 
say something to the purpose. 

Nic. O dear, what will be the end of this 

drinking ? 

Dem. Nothing but good. Go and get the 

wine. (Exit Nictas.) [ll just lie down; and, 

if once I get well drunk, I shall overwhelm 

everybody with my plans, devices, and dodges. 

1 Thucydides does not mention this, and it is probably an 
invention. 
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Re-enter Nicitas with wine. 

Nic. How fortunate I was not caught 

prigging the wine from within! 

Dem. Tell me, what’s the Paphlagonian up 

to? 

Nic. The trickster has made a hearty meal 

of confiscations and forced sales, and now, 

having gorged himself, he is snoring away with 

his nose in air as he lies outstretched upon a 

heap of hides.’ 
Dem. Now, then, pour me out a full draught 

of neat wine. 

Nic. Take it, and offer a libation to your 
good Genius. Drain the cup in honour of the 

Pramnian ® deity. 

Dem. (suddenly inspired) O my good 

Genius, the plan is yours, not mine! 

Nic. What is it? Tell me. 

Dem. Go within and filch the oracles from 

the Paphlagonian while he is asleep. 

Nic. What? I’m afraid this suggestion 

comes from some evil Genius. 

1 Cleon was a tanner. 

2 The locality is doubtful; some place Mt. Pramne in 
Icaria, others in Asia Minor. Pramnian wine was famous. 

II 
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Dem. Meanwhile, I’ll take another cup of 

wine, as I observed just now, that I may whet 

my wit and say something to the purpose. 

(Exit Nictas. DEMOSTHENES drinks deeply.) 

Re-enter Nicias with a packet. 

Nic. There’s that Paphlagonian farting and 

snoring still, so that I had no difficulty in 

filching this sacred oracle of which he is so 

specially careful. 

Dem. You clever chap! Give it to me and 

I'll read it. But first pour me out some wine. 

(Drinks.) Ah! now let’s see what there is 

here. Do give me another cup of that wine, 

and be quick about it. (Drinks again.) 

Nic. There! Now, what says the oracle? 

Dem. Give me another drink. 

Nic. Is ‘‘Give me another drink” in the 

oracle? (He gives it to him.) 

Dem. O Bacis!? 

Nic. What is it? 

Dem. Another drink, quick! (He has another 

drink.) 

Nic. Bacis must have been a very thirsty 

soul! 
1 An old Boeotian seer. 

I1I—2 
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Dem. You rascally Paphlagonian! No won- 

der you kept this so snug! You dreaded what 

this oracle said about yourself. 

Nic. What does it say? 

Dem. Herein is contained the prophecy of 

his downfall. 

Nic. How so? 

Dem. How? Why, the oracle says straight 

out that first of all a seller of hemp’ shall manage 

the affairs of the state. 

Nic. Well, that’s one jobber. Who comes 

next? Goon. 

Dem. After him comes a dealer in sheep.? 

Nic. Two jobbers. What was to happen 

to him? 

Dem. He was to be in power until a bigger 

thief than himself came to the front; then he 

retires. The Paphlagonian hide-seller succeeds, 

a robber and a roarer, with the voice of a 

Cycloborus.® 

Nic. So the sheep-dealer was to be squashed 

by the leather-seller ? 

Dem. By the Lord, yes! 

1 Eucrates, the immediate successor of Pericles in 

authority. 

2 Lysicles, the husband of the famous Aspasia. 
3 A mountain-torrent in Attica. 
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Nic. Dear, dear! Then there’s no other 

jobber left for us ? 

Dem. Yes, there is; one who possesses a 

yet more excellent craft. 

Nic. Tell me, who can that be? 

Dem. Shall I say? 

Nic. For God’s sake, yes! 

Dem. It is a sausage-seller who shall put 

this fellow’s nose out of joint. 

™ Nic. A sausage-seller! In the name of the 

Sea-god Poseidon, what a business! Where in 

the world shall we find such a man as this? 

Dem. We must hunt him up. 

Nic. Look! there is one on his way to 

market. He must have been sent by Pro- 

vidence ! 

Dem. Hi, hi! You beatified sausage-seller ! 

come hither, come hither, my best of friends! 

Come up here! You have appeared as a saviour 

for the city and for ourselves ! 

Enter the SAUSAGE-SELLER. 

Saus. What’s up? What d’ye call me for? 

Dem. Come here, and learn what a fortunate 

fellow you are, and how your luck is looking up! 

Nic. Go and relieve him of his table; then 
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tell him what the oracle says about him. I'll 

be off and keep my eye on the Paphlagonian. 

(Exit.) 

Dem. Now put your things down on the 

ground. Then kiss the ground and return 

thanks to the gods. 

Saus. Allright! But what for? 

Dem. You happy fellow! You rich man! 

To-day you’re nobody, but to-morrow you'll be 

a big swell! O, you ruler of happy Athens! 

Saus. There, leave me to wash my guts and 

sell my sausages! What are you chaffing me 

for ? 

Dem. What guts, you fool? Look! Do 

you see all those rows of people yonder? 

Saus. Yes, I see ’em. 

Dem. Well, you’re going to lord it over all 

of them, over the market-place, over the har- 

bours and the House of Assembly. You shall 

have the Senate under your feet and make the 

generals eat humble-pie. You shall put people 

in prison or in the guard-house, while you shall 

exercise your own freedom so far as to forni- 

cate in the Town Hall. 

Saus. What, I? 
Dem. Yes, you; and you don’t see all the 
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good things either. Mount up on the table 

and see all the islands’ round about. 

Saus. I see ’em. 

Dem. D’you see the markets and the 

merchant-ships ? 

Saus. I do. 

Dem. Well, ain’t youa lucky trump? Then 

just cast your eye to Caria on the right, and to 

Carthage on the left. 

Saus. But I shan’t look like a lucky trump 

if I squint. 

Dem. You needn’t do that; only mind, all 

these different places are yours to buy and sell. 

This oracle here says you are to be a big toff. 

SAaus. But how can I, being neither more 

nor less than a plain sausage-seller, be a big 

toff? 

Dem. For that very reason, because you’re 

a low chap, a man of the market-place, as they 

say, but at the same time you’ve got plenty of 

bluster about you. 

Saus. Um! But I haven’t quite enough 

impudence to go in for being a toff. 

Dem. What do you mean by not going in 

for being a toff? One would think you knew 

1 The Cyclades. 
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of some good points in yourself. Why, you 

ain’t born of respectable parents, are you ? 

Saus. Not I. I’m as low-born as they 

make ’em. 

Dem. You lucky dog. You’re the very man 

for the place. 

Saus. But, my good fellow, I’ve got no 

education. I just know my letters, and that 

very imperfectly. 

Dem. Ah, that’s against you. You ought 

not even to know your letters at all. The 

leadership of the people is no more meant for 

an educated man than it is for one of good 

character. It goes naturally to an uneducated 

blackguard. But don’t omit the directions 

given you in the oracle. 

Saus. What says the oracle? 

Dem. Well, it’s cleverly put, but there’s 

some little doubt about the meaning. Listen: 

‘* When the leathern eagle with crooked claws 

shall seize in his beak a senseless serpent, the 

drinker of blood; then the Paphlagonian pickle- 

garlic shall come to an end, and God shall 

give glory to gut-sellers, unless those latter 

prefer to continue their sausage-business.” 

Saus. But what on earth has all this to do 

with me? Tell me! 
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Dem. Well, of course, our Paphlagonian 

here is the leathern eagle. 

Saus. But why “ with crooked claws” ? 

Dem. Because he knows how to curve his 

hand for a theft or a tip. 

Saus. And who’s the serpent ? 

Dem. That’s plain enough. A serpent is a 

long thing; so isa sausage. Both the sausage 

and the serpent drink blood. So, then, the 

oracle says the serpent shall conquer the 

leathern eagle, unless it allows itself to be 

flummoxed by words. 

Saus. I rather like these oracles. But what 

I can’t quite make out is, how I am qualified to 

manage the people. 

Dem. Bless you, its the easiest thing in the 

world. Just do what you’re doing now. Jumble 

up and make a hash of all things. Get the 
people on your side by basting them well with 

a few culinary expressions, and there you are. 

All the other accomplishments of a demagogue 

you possess—a harsh voice, low birth, and 
connection with the market-place. You’ve 

really got every qualification for political life. 

The oracles are all in your favour, even the 

Delphic. Put a chaplet on your head, then 
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pour a libation to Dulness, and mind you drop 

down heavily on this fellow. 

Saus. All very fine; but who will help me? 

The rich people fear him; the poor are in 

absolute terror of him. 

Dem. Ah! but there are a thousand doughty 

knights who hate him, and will help you. All 

the respectable citizens, too, and every man 

in this audience who’s got any sense. I'll 

help you too, and God Almighty will help 

you. Don’t be afraid; you won't see his face. 
The mask-makers were afraid to make a por- 

trait of him. But you will recognise him. 
Yes, the audience has got gumption enough for 

that. Enter Nictas, in a fright. 
Nic. Look out! Here’s the Paphlagonian 

coming. Enter CLEON. 

CLE. By the Dozen Deities, you shall get 
it! You're plotting against Demus. What’s 

the meaning of this Chalcidian cup? I know; 

it means you are going to stir up the Chal- 

cidians' to revolt. You shall be done for; you 

shall die, you brace of scoundrels ! i 

(The SAUSAGE-SELLER tries to bolt, but is 

detained by DEMOSTHENES.) 

1Chalcis in Euboea, which had been subdued by the 
Athenians before the Peloponnesian war. 

12 
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Dem. Here, you fellow, stop, don’t bolt. 

My noble sausage-seller, don’t desert our 
cause. Knights, support us. Simon, Panaetius, 

to the right wing. The men I told you about 

are close by. Come back and stand firm. Look 

what a dust they’re kicking up already. You’ve 

only got to stand your ground. You'll soon 

put him to flight. 

Enter the CHORUS OF KNIGHTS. 

Cuo. Hit him hard, the rascal, the dis- 

turber of the public peace, the publican, the 

sink of iniquity, the abyss of fraud, the 

scoundrel! the scoundrel! I shall go on 

calling him scoundrel, for he played the 

scoundrel over and over again every day. Hit 

him hard, hunt him down, trip him up, maul 

him, mangle him—that’s what we are about 

—hustle him and howl at him. Mind he 

doesn’t escape, for well he knows all the ways 

along which Eucrates? ran to hide himself in his 
own meal-tub. 

CLE. (appealing to the audience). Old fellows, 
gentlemen of the jury, pals with whom I 

1 The person already mentioned ; he is said to have made 
enough money to buy a flour-mill. 

I2—2 
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earned three obols a day,! and whom I feed by 

my impeachments, just or unjust, come to my 

aid, for I am being pummelled by this gang of 

conspirators. 

Cuo. And justly too; since you devour the 

public funds before they are voted. You squeeze 

unhappy delinquents like figs to see which of 
them is ripe or unripe for your devouring. Then 

-if you find any of them unbusiness-like and 

gawky, as if newly arrived from some foreign 

parts—the Chersonese*® say—you fasten on to 

him and bring him down; you look out for these 

sheepish citizens, anybody, in fact, who is rich 

and unsophisticated and afraid of business. 

CLE. What, are you joining the attack on 

me too? Thus it is, my friends, I am pum- 

melled on your account, just because I was 
going to state my opinion, that it was only 

fair you should have a statue set up to com- 

memorate your bravery. 

Cuo. The fawning rascal! You see how 

he tries to wheedle us, just as though he were 

fooling a lot of old dotards. If he succeeds, he 
1 The pay for attending the courts of justice. 

2 The Thracian Chersonese, which was subject to Athens. 

Cleon is supposed to summon some of its inhabitants to 
Athens to answer a trumped-up charge. 
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will suffer for it; and if he tries to slip away 

here, he will find he comes into collision with 

my toe. 

CLE. O city! O people! By what a lot of 

wild beasts am I being disembowelled ! 

Cuo. You dare to invoke the city, when 

you have always plundered it ? 

Saus. (plucking up courage). If it comes to 

shouting, I think I can beat you in that line. 

Cuo. Bravo! If you beat him in bawling, 

you'll score a victory. If you beat him in im- 

pudence, we take the cake indeed. 

CE. I denounce this man for sending sup- 

plies of his messes to the Peloponnesian war- 

ships. 

Saus. And by God I denounce this fellow, 

because he bustled into the Town Hall with an 

empty belly and came out with a full one. 

Dem. Yes, by the Lord, and carried off with 

him against the regulations—bread, meat, and 

fish, delicacies which even Pericles never 

dreamed of. 

CLE. I'll be the death of you two. 
Saus. I can shout three times as loud as you. 

Cie. You can’t, I’ll bawl you down. 

Saus. Try it; Ill outbawl you. 
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Cre. I’ll denounce you if you are elected a 

general. 

Saus. I'll tan your hide for you. 

Cue. I’ll take the nonsense out of you. 

Saus. I'll puta stopper on your little games. 

Cie. Look at me, if you can, without 

winking. 

Saus. Look at you! Wasn’t I brought up in 

the market-place ? 

Cie. I'll tear you in pieces if you mutter 

at me! 

Saus. And I’ll cover you with shit if you 

talk to me. 

Cre. If I steal, I confess it; you don’t. 

Saus. By Hermes? ofthe Market,I do! Ican 
perjure myself too, whoever may be looking on. 

Cie. So, then, you appropriate gifts of 

which I claim a monopoly. I shall denounce 

you to the Prytanes for having in your posses- 

sion entrails sacred to the gods, on which no 

tithe has been paid. 

Cuo. You nasty, filthy fellow! you blatant 

bellower! The whole land is full of your im- 

1 The God of Thieves, and also of the Market-place, 
where there was a statue of him. 
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pudence; the whole Assembly, offices,’ suits, and 

court of law, all reek with it. You stirrer-up of 

mud, you have thrown the whole city into con- 

fusion and deafened our Athens with your 

shouting. You watch for plunder just like an 

angler sitting on the rocks and waiting for a bite. 

Cie. I know well enough where all this 

business has been faked up. 

Saus. You ought to understand all about 

faking up, just as well as I understand sausages. 

It was you, by-the-way, who fraudulently sold 

to some country bumpkins the skin of a diseased 

ox, faking it up so as to appear thick, and before 

the poor beggars had worn it a day it stretched 

about two palms’ breadth. 

Dem. Yes, by God! and I had a taste of 

his faking-up too. He made me a laughing- 

stock to my fellow-demesmen and friends, for 
before I got to Pergasae my shoes were so big 

I could swim in ’em. 

Cuo. No doubt you were from the very first 

trained to impudence, which is the prime quali- 

fication for rhetoricians. By the aid of this 

accomplishment you milk the most productive 

of the citizens. You are first in your trade, 

and the son of Hippodamus? can only shed tears 

1 Of the “* publicans.” 
2 Archeptolemus, the pattern of an honest man. 
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of envy when he sees your success. - But now 

there has come upon the carpet a far more 

abandoned character than yourself; and I 

rejoice to say he will put an extinguisher upon 

you, since clearly he beats you hollow in bold- 

ness and trickeries. And now (to the SAUSAGE- 

SELLER) you, who have been brought up in a 

school where men are made—well, what they 

generally ave made—please prove to us that a 

liberal education counts for just nothing at all. 

Saus. Listen, and I’ll tell you what kind 

of a citizen this fellow is. 

CLE. Let me speak first. 

Saus. By the Lord! but I won’t, though. 

Why, I’m as big a blackguard as yourself. 

Cuo. If that doesn’t settle him, say your 
parents were blackguards like yourself. 

CLE. So you won’t give place to me ? 

Saus. No, by God! 

CLE. By God, you shall! 

Saus. By the Sea-god Poseidon, I won’t. 

CLE. O Lord! I shall burst. 

Saus. You shan’t. 

Cuo. O, let him burst! Don’t, for Heaven’s 

sake, prevent him, if he wants to. 

Cie. What in the world emboldens you 

to speak against me? 
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Saus. Why, the fact that I can speak, and 
season my speech like my sausages. 

CLE. Speak, forsooth! I should like to see 

you take a rotten case in hand; a fine hash 

you’d make of it. It’s just the way with you 

tap-room orators. You take up some trumpery 

case against a foreigner, mumble over your 

speech all night, and as you go along the 

streets, you sup water and bore your friends, 

and then you pose as an orator. Out upon 

such tomfoolery ! 

Saus. And I wonder what liquid you imbibe, 

which has the effect of shutting up all the rest 

of the city to listen to your twaddle. 

Cre. Whom will you pit against me? Give 

me a Slice of fish and a glass of good wine, and 

I’ll talk down all the generals in Pylos. 

Saus. Give me some beef tripe, or a taste 

of pig’s guts, and let me sop up the gravy with 

my dirty fingers, I’ll throttle the orators and 

turn Nicias inside out. 

Cuo. That’s all very well; but there’s 

one part of your plan I don’t approve—you 

monopolise the gravy. 

CLE. You couldn’t bluster after dining on 

mullets of Miletus. 
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Saus. Couldn’t 1? I could make a hearty 

dinner on shin of beef and straightway nego- 

tiate for farming the silver mines. 

Cre. After my meal, I could burst into the 
Council Chamber and turn everything upside 

down. 

Saus. After mine, I could kick your arse 

and use it for stuffing with sausage-meat. 

Cie. Arse, do you say? I would seize 

you by yours and put you headforemost out of 

doors. 

Cuo. By Poseidon! you shall do the same 

to me, if you can put him out. 

CLE. I'll have you pilloried ! 

Saus. I'll pillory you as a coward ! 

CE. I'll tan your hide for chair-cushions ! 
Saus. And I'll curry yours into a thief’s 

purse ! 

CLE. I’ll pin you to the ground ! 
Saus. And I’ll make you into mincemeat ! 

CLE. I'll pluck out your eyebrows! 

Saus. I'll slit your gullet ! 

Dem. For God’s sake put a peg into his 

mouth, after the fashion of cooks! Pull out 

his tongue, and then we'll examine him care- 

1 Of Laurium in Attica. 

a3 
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fully from head to arse to see whether he’s 

diseased. 

Cuo. There are things hotter than fire; and 

so too, in this city, there is impudence even 

more shameless than his. That fact is worth 

making a note of. Go for him, and turn him 

up. Don’t stand at trifles; you’ve got him 

round the middle now, and if you let him off 

easily, you'll find him a coward. I know his 

ways. | 

Saus. Yes; the fellow all his life has posed 

as a hero at other folks’ expense ; and now he 

wants to sell the harvest, which he has got cut 

and dried. 

Cre. I defy you, so long as the Senate exists, 

and that old fool Demus sits like the ass he is. 

Cuor. His impudence is sublime! he doesn’t 

change colour in the least. 

CLE. I do hate you! If I don’t, may I turn 

into the mattress Cratinus’ piddles over, or may 
I have to act in a tragedy by Morsimus!? 

Cuo. You blooming receiver of bribes, if 

you could only be made to disgorge your 

plunder as easily as you got it, then we’d sing 

1 The comic poet Cratinus was a great drinker. 
2 A feeble poet. 

13—-2 
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to the tune of ‘‘ Drink to me only”’ in celebra- 

tion of the event; and the son of Julius, who 

has to keep his eye on the victuals, would be 

ready to chant, “Io Paean” and “ Bacchus, 

Bacchus !” 

Cre. By Father Poseidon, the sea-god, if 

you lick me in impudence I’ll never again dare 

to take part in the functions of Zeus, the pre- 
siding deity of the market. 

Saus. By all the blows and bastings I got in 

my boyhood, I believe I can beat you; if not, 
I shall have grown up to no purpose on the offal 

I devoured. 

CE. Yes, offal—like a dog as youare. And 

how can you, thus fed on dogs’ meat, hope to 

go in for a fight with a dog-faced baboon ? 

Saus. (retrospectively). Yes, and there were 

other tricks I used to practise when I was a 
boy. Didn’t I swindle the cookshop-keepers ! 

*‘Look, my boys,’’ I used to sing out, ‘* don’t 

you see, there’s a swallow; spring is coming.” 

Then they would gawk, and I would nick a 

piece of meat. 

Cuo. Clever lad! you did begin early to 

attend to your swallow. You must have been 

brought up on early nettles. 
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Saus. They never caught me. Or if they 

did, I would hide the meat between my thighs, 

and swear by all the gods I hadn’t got it; so 

much so, that one of our orators, who saw my 

little dodge, said, “‘ That lad will get on; he 

will boss the people one of these days.” 

Cuo. He was a seer indeed. It is clear 

how he prognosticated—you stole, you perjured 

yourself, and—you had a meaty backside. 

CLE. I’ll soon stop your nonsense—aye, I’ll 

settle the pair of you too. I'll swoop down 

like a strong wind, and throw sea and land into 

confusion. 

Saus. Whereas I shall quietly furl my sales 

—that is, my sausages—let myself drift with 

the gale, and so comfortably bring you to grief. 
Dem. Whilst I, in anticipation of a leak, 

will take care of the hold. (Exit.) 

CLE. Now, look here, so help me Demeter ! 

you robbed the Athenians of ten talents, and you 

ain’t going to get off scot-free. .. . 

Dem. Slack sail; here’s the strong wind 

swooping down. He’s going in for his favourite 

game of informing. 

Saus. I know you potted ten talents from 

the Potideans. 
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CLE. Hallo! (Aside, in a stage whisper.) Will 

you take one talent to hold your tongue? 

Cuo. Take it, man, and be thankful. Now 

we can loosen the ropes. The wind slackens. 

CLE. (aloud). Ill bring four actions against 

you, damages a hundred talents in each. 
Saus. Four! I'll bring twenty against you 

for shirking mflitary service, and more than a 

thousand for peculation. 

CLE. I’ve been looking into your ante- 

cedents, and I find you come of a cursed lot. 

Saus. I’ve looked up yours, too. Your 

grandfather held office. 

Cie. Under whom ? 

Saus. Byrsina, the wife of the tyrant 
Hippias. 

CLE. You're a fraud! 

Saus. You’re another ! 

Cuo. Hit him hard. 

CLE. Murder! I’m being pounded by 

these conspirators. 

Cuno. Hit him harder. Pound his guts © 

out ; give him colic! 

Most noble embodiment of physical force, 

surpassing all the rest in pluck: you have 

appeared as a saviour indeed to the city and to 
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us citizens. How cleverly you talked the fellow 

down! How shall we congratulate you so as 

adequately to show our delight ? 
Cre. By Mother Demeter! this jobbery has 

not escaped my notice. I knew you were 

fixing it up. 

Saus. And I spotted his little plans with 

the Argives. He pretended to make them our 

friends, and all the while he was coquetting 

with the Lacedaemonians. 

Cuo. Yes; but can’t you give him a few 

of his own similes from the waggon-building 

business ? 

Saus. O yes, I saw him blowing up the 

fire about the prisoners. 

Cuo. Good! The blacksmith’s business 

_ matches the carpenter’s. 

Saus. In that quarter, too, people are 

hammering to the same tune as yourself, and 

it’s no use to bribe me with silver or gold, or to 

send friends to me begging me not to tell the 

Athenians. 

CLE. Very well. Then I’ll go off to the 

Senate myself and peach upon you. I’ll tell 

them about all your little plots, your nocturnal 

meetings in the city, and all your hanky-panky 
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with the Medes and the Persian king, as well as 

your cheese-press business with the Boeotians. 

Saus. Cheese, forsooth! How is cheese- 

selling among the Boeotians at present ? 

CLE. I'll lay you out, my friend, by Her- 
cules! but I will. (Exit.) 

Cuo. Now then, you must ‘show what nous 

and judgment you’ve got, if, as you say, you 

used to hide the filched meat in your buttocks. 

You must rush off to the Senate-house, since 

that fellow will burst in upon it, impeach every 

mother’s son of us, and scream till he gets a 

hearing. 

Saus. I’m off. But I'll leave my sausages 

and my knives here. 

Dem. Hold hard. Anoint your neck with 

this ointment, so that you may be able to 

slip out of his impeachments. 

Saus. Right you are! just like the wrestlers 

in the gymnasium. 

Dem. Swallow this garlic too. 

Saus. What for ? 

Deo. It will put your pecker up, as it does 

with the game-cocks. Now stir your stumps! 
Saus. I will. 

Dem. Remember, then! Bite him, go for 
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him, peck at his crest, and, when you’ve quite 

demolished his cock’s comb, come back to us 

again. (Exeunt all but CHORUS.) 

Be off, and farewell; fare as I would have 

you fare, and Zeus of the Market befriend you! 

Then, when you have won the victory, may 

you return to us covered with chaplets. 

And (to the audience) do you give us your 

ears for our anapaests—you who have listened 

to every form of our Muse. 

THE PARABASIS, OR CHORAL ADDRESS TO THE 

AUDIENCE. 

If any of the old comedy-writers had 

suggested that we should face the audience 

and say a few words to them, he would not 

easily have carried his point. But now the 

poet is worthy of such a concession, because 
he hates the same people as we do, and dares 

to say what is just and proper, while he nobly 

comes forward to dare the whirlwind and the 

hurricane. But with regard to the wonder 

expressed and the questions asked by such of 
you as have interviewed him, as to why he 
didn’t ask for a chorus on his own account, he 

bade us say this for him. He says that he does 
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not delay through any foolish diffidence, but 
simply because he deems comedy-writing the 

hardest of all occupations. Many woo the 

comic Muse, but few gain her favours. He 

found, too, that you long ago proved your- 

selves somewhat capricious and changeable 

towards your former dramatic poets when 

they grew old. He knew what happened to 

Magnes’ when his hair turned grey. He used 

to carry off a large number of victorious tro- 
phies from his rivals and gave you all sorts of 

different styles in his choruses, harping, flut- 
tering, acting the Lydian, imitating the fig- 

insect, and adapting the complexion of frogs ; 

but it was all of no use. Directly he got 

into years and left his youth behind him, 

he was dropped in his old age because 

he had ceased to be funny. Then he be- 

thought him of Cratinus, who formerly sailed 

on the full stream of your applause through the 

level plains carrying away with him, like a 

torrent, oaks and plane-trees, and all his com- 

petitors quite uprooted. Then no songs were 

heard at the banquet but his Bribery Song and 

his Sycophant Hymn, such a blooming bard 

1 A poet of the Old Comedy. 

14 
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was he. But now, when you see him in his 

dotage, you have no pity for him, for his pegs 
are all lowered, his strings loosened, his tone 

gone down and his harmonies out of joint. He 
is an old man, and therefore deserted, just like 

the piper Connas, with his withered garland 

and himself dying of thirst when he ought, on 
account of his former victories, to be drinking 
in the Prytaneum, and no longer to be obliged 

to play the fool, but to have a seat in the theatre 
as a joyful spectator close by the altar of 

Dionysus. Then what caprices and ill-treatment 

Crates experienced from you, though he used to 

give you great entertainment at slight expense, 

and sent you all away happy, uttering as he 

did the wittiest ideas with his delicate lips, and 

yet his success was only occasional and partial. 

Thus he was always in a state of anxiety, and 

moreover used to say, that a man should first 

be an oarsman before he went to the helm, but 

then should guide the prow and watch the 

winds, acting as his own pilot. 

For all these reasons, because he was 

prudent and did not jump up to talk a lot of 

nonsense, give our poet a hearty round of 

applause, a good Lenaean round like the plash 

14—2 
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of eleven oars, so that he may go off with his 

best wishes fulfilled and with a smile beaming 

on his brow. 

O King Poseidon, God of the Knights, thou 

who delightest in the clash of the brazen-hoofed 
horses, and in their neighings and whinnyings : 

thou who lovest the swift merchant-ships and 

the contests of those fast youths in the chariot- 

race, where they so often come to grief; come 

hither to our Chorus, thou of the golden 

trident, O thou monarch of the dolphins wor- 

shipped in Sunium!! Geraestian,” son of Kronos, 

friendly to our Admiral Phormio, and best-dis- . 
posed of all the deities to Athens in her present 

crisis ! 

We would celebrate our fathers, too, be- 

cause they were worthy of this land of the 
peplus®* of Athene. Whenever and wherever 

they fought, by land or sea, they won the 

victory, and ever adorned this city. Never, 

when they faced the enemy, did they stay to 
count the numbers of the foe, for their martial 

ardour was their mainstay. If any one of them 

1 A promontory in Attica. 
2? A promontory in the island of Euboea. 
’ A woman’s full robe or shawl. 
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fell in a combat, he would just wipe off the 

dust from his shoulders and vow he had never 

fallen at all, and so would he go back to the 

struggle again. Nor did any of the former 

generals ever ask Cleaenetus! for maintenance. 

But now, unless they get the chief seat and full 
rations, they refuse to fight. We, however, 

feel it right to defend our city and the gods 

of the country without reward, claiming only 
that, when peace is proclaimed and we rest 

from our labours, we shall not be grudged 

if we let our hair grow long and pay some 

attention to our personal appearance. 

Pallas, guardian of our city, thou who 

swayest this most sacred land, making it 
famous for arms, for art and material power; 

come hither, and bring with thee as thy com- 

rade in our armaments and battles that Victory 
which has ever stood by us, which is the 

friend of all actors, and joins with us to rout 

our foes. Show thyself now; for now, if ever, 

we knights need victory. 

Nor would we omit to praise the noble 

deeds of our horses, which we know so well, 

1 Author of a resolution restricting the distribution of pro- 
visions. 
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and richly do they deserve our laudation. 

They have taken their share with us in our 

incursions and engagements. But it is not 

so much their doings on land we admire; for 

when, just like the brave fellows they are, they 
leapt on board the horse-transports, after pro- 

visioning themselves with wine, garlic, and 

onions, they took each an oar, just like us 

ordinary mortals, crying out as they sat to 

work, ‘‘Gee-up! Put your back to it! Go 

at it! What are you about? MHeave ahead, 

Samphora!” Then they disembarked at 

Corinth, and the youngsters went digging beds 

and attending to the bedclothes. They caught 

‘ :bs, and substituted these for Median pas- 

Y -es, whenever one of these creatures came out 

of the water, or even dredged the deep sea for 

them; so much so that Theorus!? tells us the 

Corinthian crab complained, ‘‘It’s rough on us, 

Sea-god Poseidon, if we cannot escape these 

Knights either in the abyss of ocean, or on 

earth, or among the waves! ”’ 

Re-enter the SAUSAGE-SELLER. 

Cuo. Best and bravest of men, how anxious 

we’ve been on your account! And now, since 

1A poor and needy poet. 
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you’ve come back again safely, just tell us how 

you have succeeded. 

Saus. In one word, you may call me 

Nicobulus—the Conqueror of the Council. 

Cuo. Bravo! Then we can congratulate 

you, O brave speaker, but rather in deeds 

than in words. Tell me everything clearly, for 

I’d goa long day’s journey to hear your story. 

Speak plainly, then, best of fellows, for we are 

all well pleased with you. 
Saus. (im the loftiest style of Greek tragedy). 

My story is well worth hearing, I assure you. 

Well, you know I went straight away after that 
fellow ; and I found him in the Council-chamber 

thundering out his words in the most wonderful 

way against the Knights. He heaved rocks at 

‘em, calling em conspirators, and in a general 

way lying like truth. The whole Senate sat there 

listening, whilst his lies grew as fast as mush- 

rooms. Those grave and reverend elders looked 

as angry as mustard, and began to knit their 

brows. As soon as ever I saw they were being 

humbugged and taken in by his tricks, I fell to 

saying my prayers. ‘‘Come to my aid,” I 

said, “‘ye gods of roguery, rascality, impu- 

dence, ignorance, and blackguardism. Spirit 
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of the market-place in which I was born and 

bred, inspire me with pluck and ready jaw and 

shameless jabber.” As I was meditating thus, 

some bugger broke wind on my right. I took 

this as a happy omen, and did reverence to 

him. Then I put my backside against the 

railings, forced them open, and sang out: “O 

Senators! I come, first in the field, to give you 
good tidings. Sprats have never been cheaper 

since the beginning of the war.” Then their 

countenances grew calm, and they crowned 

me for my good news; whereupon I told 

them of a secret plan which I made up 

at the moment, whereby they might purchase 

the largest possible number of sprats for a 

penny, collecting all the potters’ dishes to carry 

them. Thereupon they renewed their applause, 

and gazed at me with their mouths wide open. 

But the Paphlagonian, seeing the turn things 

were taking, and knowing exactly the kind of 

proposal which pleased the Council, trotted 

out his plan. ‘‘ Senators,” said he, ‘‘I think 

we ought, in recognition of the good news just 

received, to sacrifice a hundred oxen to the 

goddess.” Then the Council gave their assent 

to him once more; but I wasn’t going to be 
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done with his dirty cow-dung, so I shot ahead 

and suggested a sacrifice of two hundred, 

proposing also to throw in a thousand kids to 

the Goddess of the Chase, Artemis, if anchovies 

fell next day so low as a hundred for a penny. 

That fetched the Council back to me again. 

The Paphlagonian was fairly knocked out of the 

running by my proposal, and began to talk 

rot, whereupon he was promptly expelled by 

the Prytanes and officials. The rest of 
them were still discussing the anchovy ques- 

tion when he begged them to pause awhile, 

since an envoy had come from Lacedaemon 

to treat for peace. That settled him. With 

one consent, they all cried out, ‘* What 
have we to do with a truce? They have 

found out, you wretch, how cheap sprats are 

with us. We don’t want peace; let the war 

drag on.’’ Then they yelled out to the Prytanes 

to dismiss the Assembly, and straightway leapt 

over the barriers in all directions. For my part, 

I bolted off and bought up all the coriander-seed 

and onions in the market. These I gave them 

gratis to season their sprats, and they were 

delighted. They loaded me with praises and 
applause ; and so, Knights, I have come back 
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to you after capturing the whole Council with 

an obol’s worth of coriander ! 

CuHo. You have acted in all respects as one 

of fortune’s favourites. That rascal has found 

one more perfectly equipped with rascality 

- than himself, more fertile in dodges and tricky 
speeches. Take care that you contend with 

him as successfully in future, and be sure that 

you have us for faithful allies. 

Saus. Here comes the Paphlagonian bent 

on a final struggle, fussing and fuming as though 

he were going to trounce me at last. What 

ideal impudence! 

Enter CLEON. 

Cue. If I don’t polish you off now—pro- 
vided my stock of lying fail me not—may I 

perish miserably ! 

Saus. I like your threats. I laugh at your 

empty bluster, kick up my heels and cry cuckoo 

at your spirit of impudence. 

CLE. By Mother Demeter! may I die if I 

don’t eat you up off the surface of the earth. 

Saus. Die if you don’t eat me up? So may 
I, if I don’t gulp you down at one swallow, and 

then—burst. 

CLE. I’ll do for you. I vow it by the proud 

15 
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pre-eminence I gained through my success at 

Pylos. 

Saus. Pre-eminence, forsooth! May I live 

to see you brought down from your “ proud 

pre-eminence ”’ to a back seat at the show. 

Cre. I’ll pillory you; by Heaven I will! 
Saus. How irate youare, tobe sure! What 

would you like to take in the way of refresh- 

ment? Will youtry... 
CLE. I’m going to claw your bowels out 

with my nails. 

Saus. No you ain’t, because I shall cut your 

nails to stop your clawing up the public rations. 

CLE. I’ll drag you before Demus and charge 

YOu Ws’. : 

Saus. You won’t, because I shall drag you 

before Demus, and bring more charges against 

you. 

CLE. Why, you scamp, he cares nothing 

about you; whilst I can laugh at him as much 

as I like. 

Saus. So you have come to look upon 

Demus as your own private property. 

CLE. Yes, because I knowhow to feed him up. 

Saus. You feed him as bad nurses do little 

babies ; you chew the victuals and give him a 

15—2 
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little bit, swallowing three times as much your- 

self. 

CLE. By God, I’m so clever that Ican make 

Demus, so to say, open and shut as I will. 

Saus. What of that? I can do the same 

with my arse. 

CLE. My good fellow, don’t suppose you 

are going to put me down in the Council. 

Let’s appeal to Demus. 
Saus. By all means. Come on. There’s 

nothing to prevent it. 

CLE. Demus, come out. 

Saus. Yes, for God’s sake, Father Demus, 

do come out and see how I’m being insulted. 

Entey DEMUS. 

Dem. Who are you fellows kicking up this 

row? Be off from my doors. You’ve knocked 

down my olive-branch. Now, Paphlagonian, 
who’s injuring you ? 

Cue. I’m being thrashed on your account by 

this man and a lot of young fellows. 

DeM. Why? 

CLE. Just because I’m fond of you, Demus ; 

because I am your admirer. 

Dem. And pray who are you? 
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Saus. Well, not exactly an admirer of him. 

I have long admired you, and wished to do you 
a service, and a good many other respectable 

people too; but we are all prevented by him. 

You are just like one of those young chaps who 

go in for sodomy, giving up respectable society 

to mix with lamp-sellers,! cordwainers, cobblers, 

and—tanners. , 

CLE. But I do good service to Demus. 

Saus. Tell me how. 

CLE. I circumvented the generals at Pylos, 

and sailed hither with the Lacedaemonians as 

prisoners. 

Saus. And once upon a time too I, in like 

manner, coming back from the workshop, saw a 

fellow cooking his dinner, and I prigged it. 

Cie. Well, Demus, you had better convoke 

the Assembly at once, find out which of us is 

more kindly disposed towards yourself, and 

take him into favour. 

Saus. By all means, decide it—but not in 

the Pnyx. 

Dem. Yes,I can’t sit in any other place; so 

forward you go, to the Pnyx. 

Saus. Then I’m done for. This old chunk, 

1 Hyperbolus, another demagogue. 
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when he’s at home, is the cleverest of men, but 

directly he gets his rump on that rock he gapes 

like little boys bobbing for figs. 

Cuo. Now you must let out all your cable. 

Assume a bumptious air, use big words, and so 

trounce this rascal. He’s up to all sorts of 

tricks and can get out of any scrape. Go for 

him at once, and mind you make a brilliant 

opening. Only take care; before he can get at 

you, use your weapons of assault, bring your 

craft alongside and board him. 

CLE. Now I say my prayers to Athene, 

the protectress of the city. If I be the best 

friend of Demus next after Lysicles, and those 

lively young ladies Cynna and Salabaccho,! 
then may I, as at present, do nothing at all 

and feed in the Town Hall. But if I hate you, 

and do not fight for you or stand in the gap on 

your behalf, may I perish miserably, be sawn 

asunder and cut up into thongs. 
Saus. And as for me, Demus, if I don’t 

love and adore you, may I be cut up into mince- 

meat and cooked. If that isn’t enough to 

inspire and with confidence in me, may I, 

furthermore, be scraped like cheese and made 

1 Well-known courtesans.- 
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into an omelette, and then may I be dragged 

off by my testicles with a flesh-hook to burial 
in the Ceramicus.' 

Cie. And, Demus, how could any citizen 

better prove his devotion for you than I have? 

First of all, when I shared your counsels, I 

always showed a surplus in the exchequer. 

Some people I tortured, others I strangled ; 

of others, again, I begged, never regarding 

the interests of individuals so that I might 

do you a favour. 

Saus. Why, Demus, there’s nothing re- 

markable in that. I, too, can filch other 

folk’s bread and set it before you. But I 

will show you that all his love and affec- 

tion for you is due to the fact that he warms 

himself at your fireside. Though you fought 

for us at Marathon against the Medes, and by 

your victory made us famous, yet he takes no 

thought for you sitting as you are on this 

hard rock; whilst I have cobbled up this soft 

cushion which I now present to you. Rise up, 

and then sit down comfortably, that you may 
not have the sore bottom you had at Salamis. 

1 There were two places of this name: one, a public 
burying-place in the suburbs ; the other, within the city, a 
favourite haunt of courtesans. 
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Dem. Why, man, who are you? You must 

be a descendant of the patriot Harmodius ; this 

attention of yours is so truly noble and demo- 

cratic. 

CLE. You have managed to gain his favour 

by backdoor means ! 

Saus. You hooked him with a smaller bait 

still. 

Cie. And yet, Demus, I’ll wager my head 

no man ever loved you better than I did. 

Saus. You love him, when you’ve seen 

him for the last eight years living in cellars 

and slums and about the ramparts, and yet 

felt no compunction! On the contrary, you 

have crowded him out and smoke-dried him ; 

and when Archeptolemus’ cameto propose terms 

of peace, you kicked the backsides of the am- 

bassadors who brought the treaty, and you 
turned them out of the city. 

Cie. Yes I did, but only in order that you 
should rule over all the Hellenes. It is written 

in the oracles that this Demus shall sit in 

Arcadia® and get five obols* a day for it, if he 

1 Perhaps one of the ambassadors sent by the Lacedae- 
monians to Athens after the capture of Sphacteria. 

2 Put for the whole of the Peloponnesus. 
8 The usual fee was three obols. 
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only holds out. So I will do all I can to keep 

him going, by fair means or foul, and enable 
him to get for the time being his daily three 

obols. 

Saus. No, by the Lord, you had no such 

Arcadian aspirations! You only wanted to 

plunder and blackmail the cities. You think, 

if Demus is plunged in war and confusion, he 

will not perceive your misdeeds, but, being 

oppressed by debt and need of pay for his 

forces, will look only to you. Mark me, however, 

if once this old gentleman gets back to his 

country-seat and enjoys the blessings of peace, 

and regains his good spirits by eating frumenty 

and attending to his olive-crop, then he will 

realise the blessings from which you cut him 

off in order to raise pay. Then he will drop 

down on you as a sturdy rustic, and hunt 

about for a pebble to blackball you with. All 
this you know well; so you go on cajoling him 

and trumping up all sorts of hanky-panky about 

yourself. 
CLE. Is it not too bad of you to say such 

things and malign me to the Athenians and to 

Demus, when you know I have done far more 

good to the city—so help me Demeter!—than 

even Themistocles himself ? | 
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Saus. (with a tragic quotation). ‘‘City of 

Argos! Hear you what he says ?” 

Do you dare to compare yourself with 

Themistocles? He found the city well supplied 

indeed, but he filled it to overflowing. In addi- 

tion to this, he prepared the Piraeus’ as a kind 

of extra dish. Without depriving it of its 

former dainties, he served up fresh fish for it. 

You, on the other hand, have only tried to 

minimise the Athenian citizens with your cross- 

walls and your oracles, and then you venture 

to compare yourself with Themistocles. He, 

moreover, was exiled from his country, whereas 

you feast on Achillean dainties.? 

Cre. Isn’t it hard, Demus, that I should 

be vilified by this fellow, all on account of my 
affection for you? 

Dem. Shut up, you fellow, and don’t be 

abusive. I’ve been your dupe long enough. 

Saus. He’s an awfulrascal, my dear Demus, 

and gets up to all kinds of mischief, while 

you're in a state of blissful ignorance. He 

cabbages all he can from folks in trouble, and 

1 Themistocles fortified the three ports of Athens,— 

Phalerum, Munychia, and Piraeus. 

2 Supposed to be cakes of fine barley. 

16 
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helps himself with both hands to the public 

money. 
CLE. You ain’t going to get off scot-free. 

I shall prove that you have pocketed thirty 

thousand drachmae. 
Saus. Why flounder and splash about so, 

when you know you have swindled the 
Athenian Demus? As I live, I can prove, so 

help me Demeter! that you received bribes 

from Mitylene' alone to the tune of more than 
forty minae. 

Cuo. You have indeed appeared as a bene- 

factor to all of us, and I envy you your ready 

speech. If you go on thus, you will be the 
greatest of all the Hellenes; you alone will 

have the chief seat in the city, and will rule 

the allies with your trident, like the Sea-god 

himself, exacting money by shaking and up- 

turning everything. Don’t let go this fellow, 

since he has given you such a hold upon him. 
You can easily do for him with those lungs of 

yours. 

1 The Athenians had despatched Chares with instructions 
to put to death all the inhabitants of Mitylene in Lesbos. 
After his departure, they changed their minds, but the lives of 
the Mitylenaeans were only saved by the strenuous exertions 
of some of their fellow-countrymen at Athens, who fitted out 
a vessel and sent the news of the countermanding of the 

original instructions. 

16—2 
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CLE. Not so, my fine fellows, not so, I swear 

it by the Sea-god himself. I have done such a 

deed as at once and for ever to stop the mouths 

of my enemies, so long as there remainsa single 

one of the shields captured at Pylos. 

Saus. Hold hard there at those shields! 

they, in fact, afford a handle against you. If 

you are so fond of Demus it was not right of 

you deliberately and of set purpose to let them 

hang up those shields with their straps on them." 

That’s his little game, Demus, so that, if you 

want to drop down on him, you mayn’t be able. 

You see what a surrounding of young tanners 

he’s got. Around these dwell the dealers in 

honey and the cheesemongers. They all pull 

together ; so that, if you roar at any one of them 

and threaten him with transportation, they will 

make a raid by night, take down the shields and 

cut us off from our supplies. 
Dem. Good gracious! Are the straps on 

the shields? O, you scoundrel! What a long 

time you’ve fooled me with your demoniacal 

tricks ! 

1 In which case they would be ready for use in the hands of 
evilly-disposed persons. When shields or other weapons were 
consecrated and hung up in temples, it was the usual thing to 
take off their handles and straps. 
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Cie. My dear sir, pay no heed to this 

chatterer. Be quite sure you'll never find a 

better friend than myself; since single-handed 

I have put down conspiracies. No sedition has 

ever been hatched in the city but I have detected 

it and at once given you the alarm. 
Saus. Yes, you’re for all the world like 

fellows hunting for eels. So long as the water 

keeps calm, they catch nothing. They stir up 

the mud, and then they succeed. So you make 

a haul when you contrive to turn the city topsy- 
turvy. Just tell me this. You sell a lot of 

hides, don’t you? But have you ever given 

Demus a piece of leather to make him shoes ? 

Dem. So help me Apollo! he never has. 

Saus. Then you know what sort of a fellow 

he is. Look here, I’ve brought a nice ready- | 

made pair of shoes for you, and I herewith 

present them to you for your wear. 

Dem. Then, so far as I can see, you’re the 

right sort of man for Demus; best disposed 

towards the State in general and the state of 

my toes in particular. 

CLE. Isn’t it strange that a pair of shoes 

should avail so much, and that all the good turns 

I’ve done you should count for nothing? Why, 
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I put a stopper on all the sodomites when I 

got rid of Gryttus. 

Saus. Wasn’t it a bit suspicious that you 

should take so much care of their precious 

backsides, and be so anxious to suppress 

sodomy? You were afraid, no doubt, they 

would turn out orators. And yet, at the same 

time, you took no thought for the back of 

Demus. You saw him, at his time’ of life, 

sitting without a great coat, but it never oc- 

curred to you that you might present him with 

one, though it was winter. Well, I present 

him with this one. 

Dem. Why, Themistocles himself was never 

so thoughtful as this. True, he gave us the 

Piraeus—that was a happy thought of his; but 

so far as I am personally concerned, that 

doesn’t seem to me a happier thought than 

this great coat. 

Cie. Hang it! You ave circumventing me 

with these monkey-tricks of yours! 

Saus. Not at all. I only do the same as 

tipplers do when they want to shit and take 

somebody else’s shoes to go out behind with. 

I’m just borrowing your dodges as they do the 

shoes. 
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CLE. Anyhow, you won’t beat me in the 

way of fawning and flattery. Why, I give him 

my own coat. Look at that and weep, you 
pettifogger ! 

Dem. Faugh!_ Go to the devil with your 

coat. . It stinks of leather. 

Saus. If he had wanted to suffocate you, 

he couldn’t have gone a better way to work. 

It’s not the first time he has plotted against 

you either. You recollect, no doubt, how he 

ran down the price of assafoetida—which pro- 
duces such disagreeable effects—until he got it 

sold at next to nothing. 

Dem. I remember he did. 

Saus. He did that purposely, so that you 

judges should buy and eat it, and then, when 

you went into Court you should kill one an- 

other with your farts.’ 

Dem. True, by Poseidon! and a dung-mer- 

chant made the very same remark to me. 

Saus. I hope when you farted you didn’t 

paint your under-garments. 

Dem. By God! it was a dirty trick, worthy 

of the sycophant Pyrrhandrus himself.’ 

} This was supposed to be the effect of assafoetida. 
2 Meaning Cleon. 
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Cie. You cad! You sicken me with your 
vulgarity. 

Saus. Yes, the goddess herself bade me try 
and beat you on your own ground—at vulgarity 

to wit. 

Cie. But you won’t. Demus, I’ll give you 

a tit-bit as a reward, though you sit still and do 

nothing. 

Saus. I’ll do more than that; I’ll give you 

a gallipot of medicine, and some ointment for 

your poor feet. 

Cre. I'll pull out your grey chee and make 

you look young. 

Saus. And here’s a hare’s tail for you to 
make up your eyes. 

Cre. And, O Demus, when you’ve got a 

dirty nose, wipe it on my head, do. 

Saus. No, on mine. 

CLE. On mine, I say. (To the SAUSAGE- 

SELLER.) As for you, I’ll get you appointed 

trierarch at your own expense.’ You shall fit 

out an old hulk, which will entail no end of 

money spent on her, and I’ll take care she has a 

rotten sail. 

1 In which case he would have to fit out a vessel for the 

public service. 
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Saus. Look at his froth. Take care you 
don’t boil over. Better remove some of his 

combustibles, and draw off a portion of his 

threats. 

Cie. You shall smart for this, when you 

find yourself weighed down with liabilities. Ill 

have you registered among therich, and let you 

see what that means. 

Saus. Well, I won’t threaten, except so far 

as tosay I should like to see you stand over a 

fizzing pan of cuttle-fish, when you were forcing 

through the Assembly a Milesian bill,’ which 

would bring you in, say a talent, if it passed. 

You would, of course, be in a hurry to bolt your 

fish before going to the House. I should like 

to see a fellow fetch you, and you yourself 

bustle off so fast to pocket your talent that you 

choked yourself in the attempt. 
Cuo. Good, good! by Zeus, Apollo, and 

Demeter ! 

Dem. This seems about the best public ser- 

vant I’ve had for a long time for my three 
obols ; whereas you, my Paphlagonian friend, 

1 The inhabitants of Miletus (Athenian colonists) had 
appatently bribed Cleon to procure them some favour from 

Athens. 
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when you proposed to salute me, only succeeded 

in getting my dander up, as though I had been 

a garlicked game-cock. Now hand me back 

your official ring; for you shall no longer be my 

steward. 3 

Cre. Take it; but I can tell you thus 
much, that if you dismiss me from my office, 

you will get somebody worse than myself, who 

will quickly do for you. 

Dem. This isn’t my ring. The impression 

is quite different, unless my eyes deceive me. 

Saus. What was the impression on yours ? 

Deo. A fat joint of beef, well cooked. 

Saus. There’s nothing of that sort here. 

Dem. No joint! What is there then? 

Saus. A gaping cormorant haranguing upon 

a rock. 

Dem. O Lord! 

Saus. What’s the matter ? 

Dem. Take it away. He was wearing the 

ring of Cleonymus, not mine at all. Take this 

one from me, and act henceforth as my steward. 

CLE. Good master, make no change until 

you have heard my oracles. 

Saus. And mine too. 

CLE. If you entrust your private affairs to 

him, you'll find yourself obliged to lick him. 

17 
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Saus. If he once gets your privates into 

his hand, he’ll skin you from top to bottom. 

CLE. My oracles say that you are to be 

crowned with roses and to rule the whole of 

this country. 

Saus, While mine assert that, clad in a 

purple and gold-bedizened robe and chaplet, 
you shall pursue, in a gilded chariot, Smicythes 

the King of Thrace and his decidedly better 

half. 

Dem. Go and get them. Let this fellow 

hear them. 

Saus. That I will. 

Deo. (to CLEON). Get yours too. 

CLE. Right you are. 

Saus. Agreed, by God! Why not? 

(Exeunt CLEON and SAUSAGE-SELLER.) 

CHORUS. 

Sweet will be the light of this day, both to 
those who are present and to those who shall 

come after. Some old-fashioned fogies, with 

their usual snarls, as they looked down the 

cause-lists in the courts, vowed that, if Cleon 

were cast, the State would lack two useful 

articles—a pestle and a mortar. But what I 
17—2 
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wonder at most is the swinish character of 

this creature’s education. His schoolmates say 

that when he learnt to play the lyre, he could 

only be induced to play the Doric music— 
nothing else paid. Whereupon the music- 

master declared he had no sense of harmony, 

though he acknowledged Cleon was a highly 

gifted pupil. 

Re-enter CLEON and the SAUSAGE-SELLER 

heavily laden. © 

CLE. Look, here’s a lot, and yet I haven’t 

brought ’em all. 

Saus. O Lord! I’m fit to shit myself with 

fatigue ; and I haven’t brought all mine either. 

Dem. What are these things ? 

CLE. Oracles. 

Dem. What, all of ’em? 

Cie. You are surprised; but, by God! I’ve 

got a chestful more. 

Saus. I’ve got an attic and a couple of out- 
buildings crammed full. 

Dem. Let’s see ’em. Whose oracles are 
they ? 

CLE. Mine are those of Bacis. 

Dem. And yours? 
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Saus. Mine come from Glanis,’ an elder 

brother of Bacis. 

Dem. What are they about ? 

CLE. Mine are about Athens, about Pylos, 

about you, about me, and about things in 
general. 

Dem. Yours ? 

Saus. About Athens, about pease-pudding, 

about the Lacedaemonians, about fresh mac- 

kerel, about those who give short measure in the 

market, about you, about me, and—a pox on 

this fellow ! 

Dem. Read them to me, and especially that 

one I was so pleased with, where it is pre- 

dicted that I am to be a sky-soaring eagle. 

CLE. (cutting in). But just give me your 

attention for a moment: ‘‘Son of Erectheus, 

consider the bearing of the oracles which 

Apollo utters to you from his shrine by means 

of the sacred tripods. He bade you regard as 

sacred the sharp-toothed dog, who, by snarling 

and barking horribly on your behalf, will provide 

you with funds. If you omit this, you will 
come to grief, for many jackdaws in their 

enmity croak against him.” 

1 A name coined in imitation of Bacis. 
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Dem. Holy Mother! I’ve no notion what 

it’s all about. What in nature has Erectheus 

got to do with jackdaws and a dog? 

CLE. I am the dog. I howl on your behalf. 

Phoebus bids you take care of me, your faithful 

watchdog. 

Saus. The oracle says nothing of the sort. 

This dog nibbles the oracles as he does the 

door-post to which you chain him. I'll tell 

you the true tale of this man and this dog. 

Dem. Go on; but I’ll pick up a stone first, 

lest this oracular dog should bite me in a 

private part. 

Saus. (reads). ‘‘ Take care of—that is, be on 

your guard against—the thievish dog who wags 

his tail at you, but keeps on the look-out until 

you’re at supper, and then steals your food if 

you look another way. He’ll stroll furtively 

into your kitchen by night, and, dog-like, lick 

clean your plates—and your islands.” 

Dem. Ah, your oracle is much more to the 
purpose, Glanis. 

Cie. My good sir, listen to me and then 

decide. (Reads.) ‘‘ A woman shall bring forth a 

lion in holy Athens, which noble animal shall 

fight a lot of gnats all on account of Demus, 
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just as though he were defending his own cubs. 

Take care of him,” the oracle goes on to say; 

‘make a wooden wall and iron towers.” Do 

you know what that means? 
Dem. By Phoebus Apollo! I haven’t the 

most distant idea. 

CLE. The god means you are to take par- 

ticular care of me. I am the lion. 

Dem. Are you indeed? How long have 

you posed as a lion without my finding it out? 

Saus. There’s one part of the oracle he 

seems unwilling to expound to you—the iron 

and the wood, and the wall in which Apollo 
tells you to keep our friend here. 

Dem. What does his divinity mean by this ? 

Saus. He means you are to fasten this 

fellow in a pillory with five holes—two for 

his arms, two for his legs, and one for his 

head. 

Dem. Then it appears to me this oracle 

stands a fair chance of being straightway ful- 

filled. 

CLE. Don’t heed him. The envious ravens 
croak. But trust you in the hawk, remember- 

ing how he brought that raven-brood from 
Pylos in chains to you. 
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Saus. A happy venture which our Paphla- 

gonian made when he was drunk. But, most 

mistaken son of Cecrops, why should you think 

this such a doughty deed? Even a woman 

can carry weight if a man puts it on her; but 

she wouldn’t fight ; she’d dirt herself with funk 

first. 

CLE. Remember, too, the old oracular utter- 

ance, “‘ There is a Pylos, before Pylos”.. . 

Dem. What the dickens does he mean, “‘a 

Pylos before Pylos ?” 
Saus. He’s the Pylos. He’s going to pile 

up all your bath-tubs and carry them off from 

your bath. 

Dem. Then I shall join the unwashed to- 

day. 

Saus. You must, if he carries off your tubs. 

Now this next oracle refers to the navy; so 

please give it your best attention. 
‘Dem. That I will. Read it; and tell me 

first of all how I’m to find pay for the sailors. 

Saus. (veads). Son of Aegeus, beware of the 

dog-fox, lest he deceive you. He’s treacherous, 

swift-footed, has a tricky wag of the tail, and 

knows too much. Do you know who’s meant 

by this? 
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Dem. I suppose Philostratus? is the dog-fox. 
Saus. No. The man referred to is one who 

asks for swift ships to cruise about and collect 

the tribute-money. Apollo bids you not to give 

these. 

Dem. Can’t say I see the connection be- 

tween a warship and a dog-fox. 

Saus. You don’t? Why, both the warship 

and the dog are swift in hunting down their 

prey. . 

Dem. But how comes the fox to be thrown 

in? 

Saus. The soldiers are compared to foxes, 

because they both steal grapes in the country. 

Dem. Granted. Where am I to get pay 

for my foxes ? 

Saus. I’ll get them their accustomed three 

days’ pay. Now listen to another of Apollo’s 

orders. He bids you not to be taken in by 

Cyllene. 

Dem. And who’s Cyllene ? ! 

Saus. The fellow who’s always holding out 

his hand?’ for a tip. 

1 A pimp, mentioned elsewhere by Aristophanes. 

* Here there is a play upon KvAAjvn (Cyllene, a town in 
Messenia) and «vA Ay (a crooked hand). 
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Cie. Wrong again. Phoebus means the 

hand of Diopeithes'—not mine. But now here’s 
the high-flying oracle about yourself, which 
gives it out that you shall be an eagle soaring 

over all the land. 

Saus. Mine says morethan that. You shall 

sway the Red Sea as well as the land, and 
you shall sit in judgment at Ecbatana lick- 
ing up kickshaws. 

Cre. Ah! but I’ve seen a vision. The 

goddess Athene herself appeared to me, pouring 

out health and wealth from her urn on the head 

of Demus. 

Saus. And, by the Lord! I’ve had a vision 

too. This same goddess appeared to me with 

her owl sitting upon her, and from her vase she © 

poured out on your head ambrosia, but on the 

head of this fellow some very sharp pickle 

indeed. 

Dem. Ha, ha! Never was a wiser man 

than Glanis. Now, therefore, I put myself in 

your charge, that you may make the old man a 

boy again. 

CLE. Pray don’t jump atconclusions. Wait 

until I provide you with barley-bread and the 

rest of your daily requirements. 

1 Who was supposed to have lost the use of one hand. 

18 
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Dem. Barley-bread be hanged. I’ve been 

swindled long enough by you and your sub. 

Thouphanes.’ 

Cie. Well, I’ll do more than this, I’ll find 

you meal carefully prepared. 

Saus. Meal, indeed! IT’ll provide you with 

sweatmeats and roast. It shall be nothing but 

meals every day and all day long for you. 
Dem. Well, be quick, bothofyou. I'll hand 

over the reins of the State to the one who deals 

most handsomely with me. 

CLE. I'll run, and get first. 

Saus. You won’t. I'll beat you. 

(Exeunt. DEMUS remains.) 

CHORUS. 

O Demus, fair indeed is your dominion, 

since all fear you as a king of men. But you 

are easily led, fond of being flattered and 

befooled. You gape open-mouthed at any- 
one who speechifies to you. You have some 

common-sense in you, but it is apt to go astray. 

Dem. There is no sense at all in those flow- 

ing locks of yours, when you set me down as a 

1 According to the scholiast, a demagogue who hum- 
bugged the people by giving them presents of corn. 

18—2 
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fool. I am a fool on principle and by fixed 

intent. What I like to do is to drink all day 

and keep one thief as my factotum. This thief, 

when he has run to the end of his tether, I take 

up and smash him. 

Cuo. So far, then, you will act wisely if there 

is really method in your madness; if you rear 

these as public sacrifices in the Assembly, and 

then, when they are well feathered and you have 

no other food to eat, you slay them and sup 
upon them. 

Dem. See, then, whether I do not cleverly 

circumvent those who think they are clever and 

try to swindle me. I always keep my eye upon 

them, without seeming to do so, when they are at 

their little games. Then I make them disgorge 
whatever they have pilfered from me, tickling 

their throats with a public trial. 

(During the Chorus CLEON and the Sav- 

SAGE-SELLER have veturned and seated 

themselves.) 

CLE. Go to hell! 

Saus. Go there yourself. 

Cie. My dear Demus, I’ve been sitting 
here three ages already and willing to benefit 

you. 
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Saus. Whilst I’ve been sitting for ten, | 

twelve, a thousand ages, and more than that— 

ages, ages, ages! 

Dem. And I have been waiting for thirty 

thousand ‘‘ ages, ages, ages,” and damning you 

both. 

Saus. Do you know what you ought to do? 

Dem. If I don’t, you'll tell me, I'm sure. 

Saus. Yes. Start this fellow and myself 

squarely from a point, and let us race in doing 

you services. 

Dem. By all means. Off you go! 

CLE. Ready. 

Dem. Off! 

Saus. No, no; start fair. (They run off.) 

Dem. Well, by God, I ought to be happy 
to-day, with these two lovers of mine, or else I 

must be very difficult to please. 

Re-entey CLEON and SAUSAGE-SELLER. 

CLE. See, I’m the first to bring you a seat. 

Saus. Yes, but no table. I’m first before 

him there. 

CLE. Here’s some barley-cake warranted 

made out of the barley I brought from Pylos. 

Saus. I bring you these cakes made by 

Athene and dinted with her ivory hand. 
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Dem. What a big finger you must have, 

O venerated goddess ! 

Cie. Here again is some pea-soup, of good 

colour and quality, stirred up in like manner by 

Pallas, who helped me to fight at Pylos. 

Saus. Demus, the goddess openly patronises 

you, for she holds above your head this pot of 

broth. 

Dem. Do you think we could ever get on if 

we had not above us the divine—pot ? 

CLE. The goddess who puts to flight armies 

sends you this slice of fish. 

Saus. While the daughter of the Almighty 

adds this ragout, and a taste of tripe along 

with it. 

Dem. Well done; her divinity evidently has 
an eye to the peplus. 

CLE. The Gorgon-crested deity bids you 

eat of this pulled bread, so that we may be able 

to pull our warships well. 

Saus. Take this string of sausages. 

Dem. What am I to do with all these yards 

of guts? 

Saus. She sends them by way of yards for 

your cruisers, since she is anxious about the 

navy. Take a drink too. It’s stronger than 

half-and-half; in fact, it’s three to two. 
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Deo. It’s deuced good, and stands its three 

admirably. 

Saus. Ah! yousee, Tritogeneia tritogenized it. 

CLE. Take aslice of this rich cake from me. 

Saus. Take a whole cake from me. 

Cie. But you can’t give him hares, as I’m 

going to. 

Saus. (aside). Confound it! Where can I get 

some hares? Now, my mind, invent some dodge. 

CLE. Do you see this, you scurvy scoundrel? 

Saus. I don’t care. There’s those people 

yonder are coming to me. 

CLE. What people ? 

Saus. Those envoys with their purses full 

of money. 

CLE. Where, where? | 

Saus. What’s that to you? Can't you leave 

the stranger alone? (CLEON runs off. The 

SAUSAGE-SELLER fakes the hares and presents 

them to DEMUS.) There, my dear Demus, do 

you see the hares I’ve brought you? 

CLE. (re-entering). Why, damn it, you’ve 

stolen mine! 

Saus. Yes, by the Sea-god! just as you did 

the prisoners at Pylos. 

Dew. (laughing). Tell me, do, how you con- 

trived to crib them ? 
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Saus. The idea was an inspiration from the 

goddess; the execution my own. 

Cre. I caught the hares... 

Saus. But I served them up. 

Dem. Be off! My thanks are due to him 

only who served them up. 
Cie. Confound it! I’m getting bowled out 

in my boldness. 
Saus. Now, Demus, why don’t you decide 

which of us two is the better man for you—and 
your belly ? 

Dem. And what criterion shall I use, so 

that the audience may think me a sensible 

fellow ? 

Saus. I'll tell you. Go, on the quiet, to 

my chest and see what’s in it. Then do the 
same by the Paphlagonian’s. You shall soon 

see what you shall see. 

Dem. Well, let me see what’s in yours. 
Saus. You see, it’s empty, my revered 

parent. I’ve given you all there was in it. 

Dem. Ah! that chest shows thoughtfulness 

for Demus. 

Saus. Now pass to the Paphlagonian’s. 

Do you see? 

Dem. Lawks! Why, it’s stuffed full of good 
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things. What a sight of cake he’s got there, 

and he only gave me the least little bit. 
Saus. That’s the way he has always mani- 

pulated you. He’s given you the merest frac- 

tion of what he’d got, and kept the surplus for 

himself. 

Dem. You villain! You’ve been robbing 

me when I never suspected; nay, I crowned 

you and tipped you... 

CLE. Robbed! yes; but it was for the 

public good. | 

Dem. Off with your crown this moment; 

I shall give it to him. 

Saus. Yes, down with it, you jail-bird! 

Cre. I shan’t; because there’s a Pythian 

oracle which states clearly by whom alone I 

am liable to be worsted. . 

Saus. And it mentions myname as clearly 

as possible. 

Cie. I want to put you to the proof, and 

see whether you correspond to the divine pre- 

dictions. Tell me this first of all. Where did 

you go to school ? 

Saus. To the place where they scalded pigs, 

and where they whacked me. 

CLE. How say you? How the oracle 
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touches me up! Well, what did you learn of 

your gymnastic master ? 
Saus. I learnt to steal, deny the theft on 

oath, and to look innocent. 

CLE. (plunging into tragedy). Phoebus 

Apollo—Lycian—what art thou about to do 

with me? How did you get your living when 

you grew up? 

Saus. I sold sausages and went in for 

occasional sodomy. 

CLE. (aside). O Lord! O Lord! I’m no- 

where. It is a slender hope that now sustains 

me! (Aloud.) Now tell me this. Where did 

you sell your sausages, in the market, or at the 

gates ? 

Saus. At the gates, where they sell the fried 

fish. | 

Cre. Done for! The oracle of the God 

is fulfilled. ‘‘ Trundle this miserable wretch! 

within!” Farewell my crown! I give you up 

against my will. Some other will take you and 

wear you. A bigger swindler than myself he 

cannot be, though a more successful one he 

may be. 

Meaning himself. The quotation is from the Bellerophon 

of Euripides. 

19 
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Saus. Hellenic Zeus! to you I owe my 
victory. 

Enter DEMOSTHENES. 

Cuo. Hail, conqueror! Remember it was 

I who made a man of you. I’ve one small 

favour to ask, namely, the post of secretary at 

present filled by Phanus. 
Dem. Now tell me your name. 

Saus. Agoracritus. I was the critic of the 

Agora—born and bred in the markets. 

Dem. Well, then, I entrust myself to 

Agoracritus, and from henceforth give up this 
Paphlagonian. 

Aco. I’ll take the very greatest care of you, 

my dear Demus; and force you to acknowledge 

that no one attends as well as myself to the 

vast interests of the Gapers’ City. 

(Exeunt all but the CHORUS.) 

Cuo. What is better, from start to finish, 

than to sing the exploits of horsey men and 

their fast steeds, and to refrain from willingly 
girding any more at such poor devils as 
Lysistratus and Thumantis, the latter of whom 
is without house or home? O friendly Apollo! 

this unfortunate creature is always hungry and 
19—2 
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praying to you, as he touches your quiver at 

Delphi, to relieve his fallen fortunes. 
There is nothing invidious in scarifying 

your thorough-paced rascals; in fact, it is only 

right for reputable people to do so. If the 

fellow I am going to abuse were of any notoriety 

at all, I would not name alongside him a man 

who is my friend. Everybody who knows 
black from white knows Arignotus; but his 

rascally brother Ariphrades is a very different 

character ; and he is so of set purpose. He 

is not only a rascal; of that I should have 

taken no notice; not only a thorough-paced 

rascal, but he is inventive in his rascality. He 

pollutes his tongue with the basest pleasures. 

In the brothels, I ween, he licks off that 

abominable liquid, defiles his beard with it, and 

puddles about with the lips of the girls’ privates. 

Then he does dirty work with Polymnestus 

and sodomizes with Oeonichus. If there is 
anybody who does not utterly despise such a 

beast as this, I would rather he did not drink 

out of the same wine-cup with me. 

I am often puzzled in thoughts by night to 

guess where that glutton Cleonymus gets his 

food by sponging. They say that when he 
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contrives to creep into the houses of the rich, 

they can’t get him out of the larder; though 

they pray and beseech him, ‘‘ Good sir, come 

out, and have mercy on our provisions! ”’ 

It is reported that our warships assembled 

for a confab, and that one of the more elderly 

among them said to the others, “‘ Is it possible, 

you young maidens, that you have not heard 

what is going on in the city? That very shady 

citizen of ours, the scapegrace Hyperbolus, has 

requisitioned a hundred of us for Carthage. 

Now this appears intolerable to some of our 

number who have never yet been manned ; and 

they protest in some such modest terms as 

this: ‘O Lord, averter of evils, may I rather 
rot in dock, and worms feed on my bottom, 
than be boarded by such a fellow. Nauphantes, 

the son of Nauson, despite his naval names, 

is not fit for such a trim-built craft as me. If 
the Athenians determine to grant the request, I 

must go and sit as a suppliant at the Temple 

of Theseus, or of those venerable old females the 

Furies, for he shall never fool the city by taking 
command of us. Let him sail off to the devil, 

if he likes, in one of those old tubs where he 

used to sell his lamps.’ ”’ 
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Enter AGORACRITUS, the ex-SAUSAGE-SELLER. 

Aco. Shut up! say none but words of happy 
omen, forbear to subpoena witnesses, close those 

courts of which our city is so fond, and lay on 

brand-new pzans at the theatre. 

Cuo. You light of holy Athens, and best 

ally of the islands, what good news have you 
got, that you want us to lay down our streets to 

high jinks ? 

Aco. Why, I’ve re-cooked Demus, and 

made him a handsome fellow, instead of a 

scurvy old chunk. 
Cuo. Where is he now then, after this won- 

derful transformation of yours ? 
AGo. He is now hanging out in the good 

old-fashioned Athens with its violet crown. 

Cuo. Can’t we see him? We want to know 
what he looks like in his new rig-out. 

Aco. He is now just what he was when he 

used to hobnob with Aristides and Miltiades in 

the brave days of old. But you shall see him. 

Even now I hear the gates of the Propylaea’ 

opening. Mind you give the customary round 

of applause when you are treated to a sight 

1 The entrance to the Acropolis. 
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of Old Athens in all its fame and glory, where 
now Demus dwells. 

Scene changes to the Propylaea. 

Cuo. O bright, violet-crowned and happy 
Athens! Show us now the monarch of Hellas 

and of all this land. 

Aco. There he is, conspicuous by that olden 

emblem the grasshopper,’ no longer stinking of 
ballot-boxes, but fragrant with truces and per- 

fumed with myrrh. 

DEMUS appears in gorgeous array. 

Cuno. Hail! thou King of the Hellenes ; we 

congratulate ourselves on your account. Your 

conduct is worthy of the city and of the trophy 

at Marathon. 

DEM. Most friendly of men, Agoracritus, 
come hither. What a benefit you have con- 

ferred on me by thus re-cooking me ! 

Aco. I? Why, my dear sir, you forget 

what a parlous state you were in just now, 

and what you did then, or else you would 

think I was a deity indeed. 

1 In early times the Athenians wore golden grasshoppers 

as emblems of their race. 
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Dem. What did I do? Tell me, and what ~ 

sort of a creature I was. 

Aco. Well, first of all, if anybody in the 

Assembly said, ‘‘ Demus, I do love you, and I 

am your friend; I care only for you and take 
counsel for you’—whenever they uttered this 

claptrap, you used to sit up on your hind-legs 

and elevate your horns... . 

Dem. I did? 
Aco. You did; and then that speaker went 

off triumphant, knowing he had tricked you. 

Dem. What are you saying? Do you mean 

to say I did this without knowing what I was 

about ? 

Aco. Yes, by God! you spread out your 

ears and then furled them again, for all the 

world like an umbrella. : 

Dem. Was I really such a damned old 

fool ? 

Aco. By the Lord you were! Why, if two 

orators addressed you, one proposing to build 

new warships, and the other on some petty 

subject of pay, the man who talked about 

the chink would go off in triumph after driv- 
ing the advocate of the naval preparations 

clean out of the field. But, I say, why do you 
bend down? Keep your place. 
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Dem. No, I am ashamed of my former pec- 

cadilloes. 

Aco. You were not to blame in all this 

business so much as those who misled you 

Now tell me, if one of these bunkum orators 

was to bid you stop the supplies of the judges 

unless they gave a particular decision in some 
suit, what would you say to such a devil’s 
advocate ? 

Dem. What? Why, I’d take him up and 

shy him into the bottomless pit with Hyperbolus 

swung round his neck. 

Aco. Right you are! Now you are talking 

like a sensible man. And pray inform us, 

what will be your general policy in other 

respects ? 

Dem. First of all, the brave fellows who 

man our warships shall have the whole of their 

pay fair and square directly they put into port. 

Aco. That will be good news for lots of 

sore backsides. 

Dem. Then, no soldier once entered on the 

register shall, by using interest, get his name 

removed. 

Aco. That will take the straps off old 

Cleonymus’s’* shield! 

1 He was known for his cowardice. 
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Dem. No beardless fellows shall spout in 

the Assembly. 

Aco. That again stops the jaw of Clis- 

thenes and Straton. 

Dem. Those are the very slips I mean, 
mashers who hang about gossiping in the per- 

fumers’ shops, after such fashion as the ‘‘ Haw 

yes! Phaeax was a clever fellow and escaped 
by the mere skin of his teeth. Ya-as, he’s a 

very handy fellow; knows how to get things 

through, full of maxims, clear-headed and pene- 

trating, particularly expert at catching hold of 

things and getting at the inside of ’em—you 

understand what I mean, eh?” 

Aco. You'll put a stopper on such idle 

chatter as this? 

Dem. By God will I! Ill make these - 
mashers go out hunting, and stop legislating. 

Aco. Then, on these conditions, let me 

present you with this folding-chair and this lad 

—warranted entire, no eunuch—to carry it for 

you. If you like, you can use him for your 

folding-chair when you feel inclined. 

Dem. Ah! that seems like old times again. 

Aco. You'll say so when I hand over the 

two pretty Truces to you. Come hither quickly, 

Truces. 

Enter two Girls representing the Truces. 

20 
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Dem. Gracious goodness, they are scrump- 

tious girls! By all the gods of Olympus, I 
should like to make a thirty years’ truce with 

them. Where did you pick ’em up? 

Aco. The Paphlagonian had them hidden 

in your house, so that you should not find them. 
Now I hand them over to you. Take ’em with 

you into the country and have a little rural 

exercise. 

Dem. And how will you punish the Paphla- 

gonian, who did all this mischief ? 

Aco. I’lldo nothing worse to him than make 

him follow my former business. He shall just 

sell sausages at the city gates, compounding the 

savoury messes of dogs’ and asses’ flesh. Then 

he shall get drunk and bully the whores, or 

swill with the attendants at the baths. 

Dem. You have elaborated a thoroughly 

suitable punishment for him—to bally-rag with 
whores and bathmen. In return for all these 

favours, I invite you to the Town Hall, where 

you shall occupy the very seat that cuss used to 

fill. Put on these heavy togs and follow me. 

Some one go and introduce that fellow to his 
new walk of life, where the foreigners whom he 

used to insult may have a good sight of him. 
20—-2 
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THE CLOUDS 

DRAMATIS PERSONAE. 

STREPSIADES, a Bucolic Personage. 

PHEIDIPPIDES, his Son, a Fast Young Man. 

SERVANT OF STREPSIADES. 

STUDENT in Socrates’ Thinking-house. 

SOCRATES. 

CHORUS OF CLOUDs. 

Just ARGUMENT. 

Unjust ARGUMENT. 

PASIAS, 

AMYNIAS, 

A WITNEss. 

Money-lenders. 

STREPSIADES bedroom. PHEIDIPPIDES and 

SLAVES asleep. STREPSIADES stis up and 
soltloquises. 

STR. O dear! O dear! Almighty God, 

how endless these nights are! Will it never 

be day? I could swear I heard the cock crow 

a long time since; and yet these servants are 

snoring. Ah! it wasn’t so in former times. 
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Damn the war, say 1; amongst other reasons, 

for this one—you can’t thrash yourslaves. And 

here’s this model young man, he’s never troubled 

with insomnia. He farts away the whole blessed 

night, wrapped up in his five blankets. Well, 

let’s all of us snore. Hang it, I can’t sleep, 

worried out of my life as I am by house and 

stable expenses and debts, all on account of 

this precious son of mine. And there is he, 

with his long masher locks, riding and driving 

about. Why, he even dreams of horses. And 

here am I driven to distraction when I see the 

moon ruthlessly bringing round the days on 
which my interest has to be paid. 

Here, you fellow, bring a light and my 
writing-case. I must see how much I owe, and 

tot up that same interest that’s due. Let’s see, 

what are my liabilities ? Twelve minae to 

Pasias—and what did I get out of those twelve 

minae due to Pasias? Well, I bought that 

high-stepping horse. Fool that I was! I'd 

better have had my eye knocked out with a 

stone before I saw him. 

PHE. (in his sleep). Hi there, Philo! you are 

cheating. Keep your own course. 

Str. There, that’s what ruins me. He’s 

dreaming of his horse-racing. 
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Pure. How many times round the course 

have the war-chariots got to go? 

Str. You are running your poor father a 

pretty race. So, what liability faces me after 
Pasias’ little bill? Three minae to Amynias for 

a smart trap with a pair of wheels. 

Pue. Take the horse home when you've 
given him a roll in the grass. 

STR. You young scamp, you are rolling me 

out of all my revenues. I’ve lost several cases 

already, and now these other fellows are going 

for me on account of the interest due to them. 

PHE. (awaking). Hallo, guv’nor, what are 

you grumbling about, twisting and turning the 

whole blessed night ? 

Str. O nothing; only an officer out of the 

bedclothes is worrying me. 
Pue. In the name of the devil let me have 

a wink or two of sleep. 

Str. Sleep on; only be sure that all these 

debts will one day come down upon your head. 

O dear, O dear! I wish that matchmaker had 

been slaughtered who first introduced me to 

your mother. Mine was a rustic, pleasant, 

sleepy kind of go-as-you-please life, passed 

without any parade among my bees, my sheep, 
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and my olives. Then, farmer as I was, I must 

needs marry the niece of Megacles, son of 

Megacles, a fine city lady, accustomed to all 

sorts of kickshaws and trying to imitate the 

swells in her goings-on. Yes, I married her—I 

who stunk of my wine-vats and cheese-presses 

and sheep-skins, while she was fragrant with 

myrrh and saffron. Then she went in for 

billing and cooing, for expense and high-living, 

not to mention the several pleasures of Colias? 

Genetyllis. I can’t say she was good-for- 

nothing, but she went ahead too fast ; so much 

so that I showed her this old coat of mine, 

thereupon taking up my proverb and gently in- 

sinuating, “‘Good wife, you are going ahead 

too fast!” | 

Enter a SERVANT. 

SER. There’s no oil in the lamp. 

Str. Confound it! What the deuce did 
you light that extravagant lamp for? Come 
here, you shall suffer for it. 

SER. Why should I suffer for it ? 

Str. Why, because you put a thick wick in 

the lamp. 

A name given to Aphrodite from her temple at Colias, 
a promontory of Attica. 
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Well, after a bit this son was born to us— 

to me and my good wife, whereupon we at 

once began to quarrel about his name. She 

would have some horsey element in it, such 

as Xanthippus, or Chaerippus or Callippides, 

whereas I wanted the child called after his 

grandfather Pheidonides. Fora long time we 

went on jangling, and at last we split the 

difference, and he was named Pheid-ippides— 

a kind of compromise between the ancestor and 

the horse. By-and-by my wife took this son of 

ours in hand and wheedled him thus: “‘ How 

glad I shall be when you are grown upand drive 

your chariot to the city as Megacles did, dressed 

in gorgeous array.” Then I cut in: “ How 

glad I shall be when you drive your goats in from 
the mountain-side clad in a suit of hide like 

your father before you.” Of course he never 
listened to a word I said, but wasted my money 

on his horsey mania. Now I spend whole nights 

trying to see a way out of my difficulties ; and 

I can see only one, but that’s a devilish good 

one. By adopting this method I may be saved 

if I can only bring the lad round to my way of 

thinking. First of all, however, I must call 

him. I wonder which is the most agreeable 
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way of awakening him. How shall I do it? 

Here, Pheidippides! My dear Pheidippides. 

PHE. What is it, guv’nor ? 

Str. Kiss me, and give me your right hand. 

Pue. Well, what do you want ? 

Str. Tell me, boy, do you love me? 

Pue. Yes; by the horse-god Poseidon! 

Str. For heaveh’s sake don’t talk to me 

about a horseman. It’s these horsey men who 

have brought me to grief. But, my lad, if you 

love me really and from your heart, obey me. 
PuHE. In what ? 

STR. Quit your present ways as soon as 

possible; and go and learn what I want you to. 

PuHE. Tell me what you want. 

Str. And will you obey me? 
PueE. I will. I swear now by the wine-god 

Dionysus. 

STR. Come hither and look out of the 

window. Do you see that door yonder, and 

that small house ? 

PuE. I see. What place is it, guv’nor ? 

Str. That’s the Thinking-house for wise 

souls. Therein dwell men who say that heaven 

is a furnace which surrounds us on all sides, 

and that we are the coals. Well, these people, 
21 
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if you pay them a small fee, teach you, when 

you talk, to carry your point, whether it be 

right or wrong. 

PHE. Who are they ? 

Str. I don’t exactly know their names; but 

they are meditative men and highly respectable. 

PueE. They’re a rum lot, I know. You mean 

those talkee-talkee fellows, with sallow faces, 

amongst whom are those poor devils Socrates 

and Chaerephon. 

Str. Shut up; don’t talk like a child. 

If you care at all for the paternal resources, 

join these people, I pray you, and shunt the 

horsey business. 
PuHE. Not I, by Dionysus; no, not if you 

would give me every blessed pheasant that 

Leogoras’ breeds. 

Str. But I beseech you, you dearest of 
all human beings to me, go and be taught. 

PuHE. But what can I learn that would do 

you any good ? 

STR. They tell me these people have got 

two methods of argument—the greater, what- 

ever that may be, and the lesser. Now I am 

informed that if a person adopts the latter 

1 A gourmand. 
21-2 
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method—the lesser, that is—he will carry his 

point, though it be the more unjust of the two. 

If, then, you will learn for me this unjust 
method of argument, I won’t pay a penny to 

anybody out of all those debts which I have 

incurred on your account. 

PueE. Can’t do it, guv’nor. I could never 

face the Knights if my complexion changed to 

the same colour as those philosophers’. 

Str. Then by Mother Demeter you shan’t 

feed at my expense—you or your horses. I'll 

drive you from my house straight to the devil. 
PHE. My uncle Megacles won’t let me go 

without a horse. So, guv’nor, I shall retire, 

and take no heed of what you do. (Exit.) 

Str. I’m not going to be floored by you, 

though. I shall just say my prayers to the 

gods and then go off to the Thinking-house 

and get myself taught; though I don’t know 

how an old man somewhat short of memory 

and slow can learn to chop logic. I must go, 

however. (Exit.) 
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Scene changes to the outside of the Phrontis- 

tertum, or Thinking-house. 

Enter STREPSIADES. 

Str. Now why do I hang about in this way, 
and not knock at the door? (He knocks.) Hi! 

boy, my dear boy, I say. 

Enter SOCRATIC STUDENT. 

Stu. Go to the devil. Who is it knocking 

at the door ? . 

Str. Strepsiades, the son of Pheidon, from 

Cicynna. 

Stu. By God, you must be an ignorant 

person to kick at the door so inconsiderately. 

You’ve just spoilt a splendid new idea. 

Str. Pray excuse me; I live far out in the 

country. But tell me what idea it was I spoilt. 

Stu. No, I mustn’t tell anybody except the 

students. 

Str. You needn’t be afraid to tell me. I 

have come to enter myself as a student at the 

Thinking-house. 

Stu. O, then I'll tell you; but mind, you 

must consider all these matters as mysteries. 

Socrates asked Chaerephon just now how many 

times the length of its own feet a flea could hop. 
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One of them had bitten Chaerephon’s eyebrow, 

and then jumped on to the head of Socrates. 

Str. How did he measure it, then ? 

Stu. Most cleverly. He melted some wax, 

then took the flea and dipped its feet in it. 

Directly it had cooled, Persian -slippers ad- 

hered to the flea’s feet. These Socrates un- 

fastened, and measured the distance. 

Str. My God! What subtilty of mind! 
Stu. I wonder what you would say if I told 

you about another device of Socrates ! 

Str. What device? Do tell me. 

Stu. Chaerephon the Sphettian asked 

whether, in his opinion, gnats buzzed through 

the mouth or through the backside. 

Str. And what did he say about the gnat ? 

Stu. Why, he said that the inside of the 

gnat was narrow, and that on account of its con- 

traction the air passed violently through the 

backside, and that, being attached to the narrow 

part, the gnat’s arse sounded by the force of the 

wind. 

Str. I see. The gnat’sarse forms a kind of 

wind-instrument. But how much penetration 

is displayed in getting at the bottom of so small 

an orifice? Surely anybody who could thus 
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see through a gnat’s inside would easily be able 

to solve the intricacies of a lawsuit. 

Stu. Only lately he was robbed of a big 

idea by a lizard. 

Str. In what way? Do tell me. 

Stu. He was investigating the moon and 

her motions, when, as he was gaping up by 

night, a lizard on the roof happened to have a 

motion, too, and dirtied all over him. 

Str. O, I likethat. Fancy a lizard shitting 

on Socrates ! 

Stu. Yesterday evening, again, there was 

nothing for supper. 

Str. And how did Socrates get over the 

difficulty about the meal ? 

Stu. He spread a light covering of dust 

over the table, on which to draw his figure. 

Then he took his compasses in one hand and a 

crooked piece of iron in the other, with which 

latter he filched a cloak from the palaestra, and 

so provided for supplies. 

Str. And yet we think so much of the 

philosopher Thales! But make haste ; open 

the Thinking-house, and show me Socrates as 

soon as ever you can. I want to be a student. 

Open the door, I say. (The door ts opened. Stu- 
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dents, &c., discovered.) Great Hercules! What 

kind of critters are these ? 

Stu. Why are you surprised? What do 
they seem like to you? 

Str. They strike me as being like the La- 

conian prisoners taken at Pylos. But why in the 

world are they grubbing into the ground ? 

Stu. These are looking for roots under the 

earth. 

STR. Onions, no doubt. Don’t bother about 

them. I’ve got some—all very fine and large. 

Who are those that are grubbing deepest 

of all? 

Stu. These are pursuing occult studies 

down below Tartarus. 

Str. Then why is their arse turned up to 

the sky? 

Stu. Because that particular part of them 

is studying astronomy on its own account. (To 

the Students.) But you had better go in, in case 

he catches you. | 

Str. Let ’em stop. I want to tell ’em 

about my little affair. 

Stu. No, they mustn’t stay out long. 

Str. By all the gods, what are these 
things? Tell me! 
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Stu. This is astronomy. 

Str. What’s this? 
Stu. Geometry. 

Str. What’s the use of that? 

Stu. To measure the earth. 

STR. What, to parcel it out in allotments ? 

Stu. O no! the whole world. 

Str. That’s good. It is a popular and 

useful pursuit. 

Stu. This is the circumference of the whole 

earth, do you see? Here is Athens. 

Str. What are you talking about ? I don’t 

believe you. Why, there are no courts sitting. 

Stu. Still, that is the land of Attica. 

Str. Where, then, are my fellow-parishioners 

of Cicynna? 

Stu. Here they are; and here is Euboea, 

as you see, stretching along the mainland. © 

Str. I know. It was ‘‘stretched”’ a good 

deal by ourselves and by Pericles. Where’s 
Lacedaemon ? | 

Stu. Where is it? There. 

Str. How close it is to us! Try to get it 

moved a bit further off. 

Stu. That’s impossible. 

1 Referring to its subjection and taxation by the Athenians. 
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Str. By God! you'll catch it if you don’t. 

Who’s that up there in a basket ? 

Stu. That’s he. 

Str. Who’s “he”? 

Stu. Socrates. 

Str. O, Socrates! Here, I say, you call 

out to him for me. 
Stu. Call him yourself. I’m busy. (Exit.) 

Str. Hi! Socrates— my good fellow, 

Socrates ! 

Soc. Ephemeral creature! why do you call 

me? | 

Str. First of all, I want to know literally 

what you’re up to. 

Soc. I walk in air and contemplate the sun. 

Str. So from your coign of vantage you can 

take the measure of the gods, which you couldn’t 

from the earth—if, indeed there be .. . 

Soc. No, I could never have mastered supra- 

mundane matters aright, unless I had thus 

suspended my intelligence and mingled my 

understanding with its kindred air. If I had 

studied sublime matters from below—from the 

standpoint of the groundlings—I should not 

have floored them. The earth strongly attracts 

to itself all the moisture of our intelligence. 

Mustard and cress will do the very same. 
22 
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Str. What? Does intelligence draw off all 

the intellect in the direction of mustard and 

cress? But descend to my level, good Socrates, 

so that you may give me some of the intelligence 

whereof I have come in quest. 

Soc. What have you come for? 

STR. I want to learn to talk. I am ground 

down by interest and worried to death with 

persistent money-lenders. I’ve got my chattels 

seized for debt. 

Soc. How did you manage to blunder into 

such a corner as that ? 

STR. It’s a horsey disease that has worn me 

out—a terribly wasting business. Post me up 

in one of your methods, the non-paying one. 

Whatever fee you charge I swear by the gods 

I will pay. 

Soc. What gods are you talking about? 
First and foremost, observe that gods don’t 

pass current with us. 

Str. Then what have you got to swear by? 
Do you make oath on iron money, as they do 

in Byzantium ? 

Soc. Do you want to clearly understand 

the true state of theological matters ? 

StR. By God, that’s exactly what I do want. 
22—2 
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Soc. And would you like to interview the 

Clouds, who are our deities ? ; 

Str. Above all things. 

Soc. Then sit you down upon this sacred 

pallet. 

Str. See, I sit there. 

Soc. Take this crown. 

Str. What do I want a crown for? I say, 

Socrates, you ain’t going to sacrifice me like 

Athamas,’ are you? 

Soc. No, but we all of us do this when we 

are initiating people. 

Str. What good shall I get by it? 

Soc. You will bcome a conversationalist, 

what they call an agreeable rattle, full of small 
talk. 

Str. By God, you won’t deceive me, will 

you? After your treatment I ought to be a 

small talker indeed. 

Soc. Now the old gentleman must observe 

an auspicious silence and listen to our prayer : 

O Lord, Immeasurable Air, who holdest the 

earth suspended; thou clear Aether, and ye 
venerable Clouds, in whom are the thunder and 

the lightning, rise in mid-air, O our ladies, and 

appear to a philosopher. 

1 A reference to a play of Sophocles 
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Str. Hold hard! not just yet; let me put 

on my cloak or I shall get wet through in the 

rain. Whata fool I was not to have brought 

wraps from home with me! 

Soc. Come, then, ye hallowed Clouds, and 

show yourselves openly to him: whether ye are 

now sitting on thesacred snow-crowned summits 

of Olympus, or leading the sacred dance with the 

Nymphs amid the gardens of your father 

Ocean; whether ye draw water from the 

streams of Nile in your golden chalices, haunt 

the lake Maeotis or the snowy rock of Mimas, 
deign to listen, receiving our sacrifice and 

having respect to our sacred rites. (Thunder 

and lightning.) 

Enter, at a distance, the CHORUS OF CLOUDs. 

Cuo. Eternal Clouds! Let us rise dis- 

playing our light and dewy nature, from the 

bosom of foaming Ocean to the forest-clad 

summits of the lofty mountains, that we may 

gaze upon the far-off promontories, the sacred 

earth bedewed into fruitfulness, the ripple of 

the divine rivers, and the heavy plash of the 
sea; for the tireless eye of Aether flashes 

forth its glittering beams. Shaking off from 

7? 
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our immortal forms the rain-clouds that con- 

ceal them, let us scan the earth with far- 

glancing eye. 

Soc. Thrice holy Clouds, ye have plainly 

heeded my invocation. (To STREPSIADES.) 

You heard their voice low-murmuring amid 

the divine thunder, didn’t you? 

Str. Yes, I heard it; and I reverence you, 

O venerable goddesses. I try to fart responsive 

to your thunderings, but I am so frightened at 

the noise that, if I may be allowed, I—I want 

to shit. 

Soc. Don’t jeer and imitate those idiotic 

asses of burlesque-writers, but keep a decent 

tongue in your mouth. Here’s a whole swarm 

of the goddesses moving hither with their songs. 

Cuo. Ye Virgins that bring the showers, 

let us come to the bright land of Pallas, come 

to see the pleasant country of Cecrops, with 

its brave men; where there is reverence for the 

unutterable mysteries ; where there is seen the 

Temple that opens wide its gates with holy 

rites for the Mystics; where are gifts for the 

Gods of Heaven, lofty fanes and statues; where 

are most sacred means of access to the Blessed 

Ones, and every hour sacrifices and banquets 
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with votive chaplets for the gods. In the open- 

ing spring is honour done to Dionysus, with 

the attractions of harmonious dances and the 

shrill melody of flutes. 

Str. Tell me, I beseech you, for God’s sake, 

who are these that have uttered such a high- 

falutin’ strain? Are they demi-goddesses ? 

Soc. Not a bit of it. They are the celestial 

Clouds, the mighty goddesses of lazy men, 

who supply us with judgment, reasoning, and 

nous generally; who give us, moreover, humbug, 

circumlocution, cheating, and catch-questions. 

Str. Directly their voice reached it, my 

mind began, to soar aloft, and already seeks to 

chop logic, to vapour, and quibble. Ifit bein any 

way possible, I want now to see them face to 
face. 

Soc. Very well. Look off to Mount Parnes, 
for already I see them softly descending its 

slopes. 

Str. Where? Show me. 

Soc. They are slanting up in their vast 

numbers through the valleys and the thickets. 

Str. What’s the matter with me that I 

don’t see them ? | 

Soc. Now they are at the entrance. 
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Str. Even now I scarcely see them. 

Soc. But now you must see them, unless 

you’ve got something as big as a pumpkin in 

your eye. 

Str. Yes, by God! now I see them, the 

venerable goddesses, for they are filling all space. 

Soc. And yet you didn’t know they were 

goddesses, or think of them as such. 

Str. By the Lord, no! I thought they 
were only mist, and dew, and smoke. 

Soc. No; for by the Powers above, you did 

not guess it was they who nourish the great 

mass of sophists, diviners, quacks, long-haired 

swells with signet rings, bombastic poets and 

astrological humbugs. They are the patronesses 

who feed the lazy loafers that invoke them with 
their rhapsodies. 

Str. I see. So that is how it is, then, 

these poetasters write their bombast about 

“the terrible on-coming of the moist clouds 

that eclipse the light;” of ‘‘ fierce tempests 

with the tresses of hundred-headed Typho;”’ 
about ‘‘aérial, liquid birds with crooked talons ;”’ 

about ‘‘ watery showers from the dewy clouds ;” 

and that sort of rodomontade, in return for 

which these bards feed on the choicest morsels 

of fish and fowl. 
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Soc. Don’t they amply earn such rewards? 

Str. But now tell me this: if they were 
really clouds, why do they look like mortal 

women? These are not such. 

Soc. No? What are these like? 

STR. I don’t quite know. To me they have 
a fleecy appearance quite unlike women—by 

the Lord! utterly unlike—though I grant their 

noses are feminine. 

Soc. Now, answer my question. 

STR. Well, what do you want ? 

Soc. Don’t you sometimes, when you look 

up to the sky, see a cloud that appears like a 

centaur, a leopard, a wolf or a bull ? 

Str. Often. What of that? 

Soc. Why, they assume any shape they 

please. If they see, for instance, a long-haired, 
shaggy paederastic fellow like the son of Xeno- 

phantes, in order to satirize his filthy mania, they 

assume the form of centaurs. 

STR. But when they see a plunderer of 

public money, like Simon, what do they do 
then ? 

Soc. Suddenly turn into wolves to repre- 

sent his rapacity. 

Str. So when the other day they saw 
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Cleonymus, who chucked away his shield and 

bolted, to brand him as a coward they became 

stags. 

Soc. And now, see you, because they have 

caught a sight of Cleisthenes, they have turned 

into women. 

(The Cuorus have now assumed the female 

form.) 

Str. Hail, ladies! If ever you did it for 

anybody else, raise for me a song as high as 

heaven, you queenly creatures ! 

Cuo. Hail! aged man of ancient lineage, 
you who hunt after wise words; and you too, 
master of ingenious trifling, tell us what you 

want. We would not have heeded any of these 
star-gazers except Prodicus,’ for his wisdom and 

judgment, or yourself, because you swagger 

along the streets with your eyes about you, 

while with your unshod feet you sustain many 

hardships, and you are reverential in your air 

towards ourselves. 

Str. O Earth, what a voice! how holy, 

grand, mysterious ! 

1 The sophist-rhetorician Prodicus of Ceos, the author 
of the well-known fable of the Choice of Hercules. 

43 
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Soc. Yes, these are the only goddesses ; all 

the rest are frauds. 

Str. What, I say, tell me, for Earth’s sake, 

isn’t Olympian Zeus a god? 

Soc. What Zeus? Don’t talk nonsense. 

There is no Zeus. 

Str. What do you say? Then who makes 

the rain? Tell me that before all else. 

Soc. These goddesses. I can give you 

strong proof of that. Did you ever see it rain 

without Clouds? If Zeus were the rain-maker, 

he should dispense with their services, and give 

us rain with a clear sky. 

Str. Yes, by Apollo! You have demon- 

strated that perfectly by your present argument ; 

and yet, up to this time, I have always thought 

the rain was due to Zeus pissing through a 

sieve. But tell me who makes the thunder. 

It always causes me to tremble. 

Soc. These make the thunder too, by 
rolling. 

STR. How so, you bold man? 

Soc. When they are full of water, and com- 

pelled to drift suspended in the air, then of 

necessity, heavy as they are, they come into 

collision with one another, burst, and make a 

noise. 

23—2 
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Str. But who compels them thus to drift ? 

Isn’t it Zeus? 

Soc. Not a bit of it. It is the celestial 

vortex. 

Str. Oh, Vortex, is it? You see, I never 

heard of him. I suppose Zeus is no more, and 

Vortex reigns in his stead. But you have told 

me nothing about the noise and the thunder. 

Soc. Did you not hear from me that when 

the Clouds are, as I say, full of water, they 

collide with a crash through their density ? 

Str. Come, now, who is going to believe 

that? 

Soc. Why, I can prove it from yourself. 

When, at the Panathenaic festival, you are full 

of soup and a bit troubled in your stomach, 
does it not result in a colly-wobble ? 

Str. By Apollo, yes! I get terribly. dis- 
turbed, and the soup does make a thundering 
noise. It does go ‘“‘colly, colly, colly,’ and 

then, ‘“‘ wobble, wobble, wobble,” and by-and-by, 

“‘colly-wobble, colly-wobble, colly-wobble! ” 

Afterwards, when I go to stool, it does thunder 

out ‘ colly-wobble,”’ just like these. 

Soc. Very well, then, if you can emit such a 

fart from your belly, small as it is, don’t you 
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think that the boundless air can do something 

big in this way? 

Str. Yes, there is no doubt great similarity 

between farting and fulmination. But tell me, 

whence comes the thunderbolt, glowing with 

fire, which burns us up when it strikes us or 

scorches us if we are not killed? Clearly Zeus 

sends this against wicked people. 

Soc. You fool, with your antique ideas and 
old wives’ fables, if Zeus strikes down the 

wicked people, why hasn’t he burned Simon or 

Cleonymus or Theorus? They are wicked 

enough, forsooth. On the contrary, he strikes 
his own temple, and Sunium, the sacred promon- 

tory of Athens, and the tall oaks. Why? The 

oaks ain’t wicked, I suppose. 

Str. I’m not so sure of that. Still, there’s 

something in what you say. Now tell me, what 

is a thunderbolt ? 

Soc. When dry wind, raised high in air, 

is shut up in these, it bursts them from 

within just like a bladder—pop! And then, 

having found a vent, it is carried swiftly along 

through the compression, and so, with a whirr 

and a rush, sets fire to itself. 

Str. Yes, by the Lord, I was in the same 
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fix myself once at the Diasia.* I was cooking 

some tripe for my relatives, and was careless 

enough not to slit the paunch. It burst, and all 

of a sudden sputtered up into my eyes, burning 

them and blackening my face. | 
CxHo. O man! you who desire to obtain 

great wisdom from us! how happy you will be 
among the Athenians and the Hellenes, if you 

are only careful, meditative, and if there be 

endurance in your disposition! especially if 

you weary not of standing or walking, don’t 

mind the cold, and are not over-anxious about 

regular meals! if you abstain from wine, from 

gymnastic exercise, and other such fooleries, 

feeling, as a clever man naturally would, that the 

most desirable end and aim in life is to excel in 
action and in counsel and to possess an aggres- 

sive tongue. 

Str. So far as a stubborn mind goes, and 

power of enduring cares which keep you awake 

at night ; so far as spare diet goes, and capacity 

for appreciating a dinner of herbs, you may 

reckon on me. I can safely promise to be as 

hard as an anvil in all these affairs. 

Soc. One thing more. Will you believe in 

1 A festival in honour of Zeus. 
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no god but our god—in Chaos, that is, the 

Clouds and the Tongue—these three ? 

Str. I simply wouldn’t speak to any of the 

other deities if I met him. I won’t sacrifice, 

pour libations, or pile up incense. 

Cuo. Very well, then; now tell me freely 

what we can do for you. Depend upon it you 

won’t fail, so long as you honour us, admire 

us, and try to be a clever fellow. 

Str. Ladies, I ask you this one little fa- 

vour, that I may beat every one of the Hellenes 

by a clear hundred furlongs in force of jaw. 

Cuo. This will we grant you. For the fu- 
ture no one shall carry more measures in the 

House than yourself. 

Str. Never mind what are called ‘‘impor- 

tant measures,” I don’t care for these. I just 

want to twist justice to my own advantage and 

to wriggle out of the money-lenders’ clutches. 

Cuo. You shall compass your desires, for 

you do not aspire too high. Just give yourself 

confidingly into the hands of our attendants. 

Str. I shall do so with every confidence in 

you. Necessity compels me, all along of these 

high-stepping horses and that marriage which 

has been the ruin of me. (Aside.) Let ’em do 
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what they like with me. I hand them over this 

carcase of mine to beat, starve, befoul and flay 

into a wineskin, if only I can get clear of my 

debts. I don’t care if I appear to men to be 

bumptious, bold-tongued, a patcher-up of lies, 

an inventor of stories, a perverter of justice, 

an old fox, a hypocrite, an impious fellow and 

a villain—let them call me all these names 

when they meet me, and, in fact, do with me 

whatever they will; aye, by holy Mother De- 

meter, they may make me into a sausage and 

serve me up to the occupants of the Thinking- 

house ! 

Cuo. (aside). This fellow’s spirit has plenty 
of “go” in it. (To Str.) Learn these few 

matters from us, and your renown among your 

fellow-men shall reach to the sky. 

STR. How so? . 

Cuo. All your days you shall spend an 

ideal life. 

Str. No, really! Shall I ever attain such 

a consummation ? 

Cuo. Yes; to such an extent that every day 

you shall have at your doors a crowd of people 

come to interview you and to consult you about 

complicated business -claims, counter - claims, 
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and the like, involving a lot of money, and 

not unworthy even of your great abilities. (To 

SocraTEs.) Take this elderly gentleman in hand 

and teach him whatever you propose, stir up 

his intellect, and make trial of his judgment. 

Soc. Come now, tell me something about 

your character, so that I may know what new 
machinery I must bring to bear on you. 

STR. Good God! What do you want with 

machinery? Do you contemplate assault and 

battery ? 

Soc. No, but I want to ask you just a few 

questions. Have you got a good memory ? 

STR. By God, I’ve got two sorts of memory. 

If anything is due to me, I’ve got an excellent 

memory; but if I’m so unfortunate as to owe 
anything, I am apt to be oblivious. 

Soc. Have you a natural gift for speaking ? 

Str. I haven’t much power of talk, but I’m 

a dab at cheating. 

Soc. Well, how are you going to learn, then? 

Str. Oh, all right ; never you fear. 

Soc. Come on, then ; when I propose to you 

some learned question about supra-mundane 

matters, take care that you grasp it at once. 
Str. What, have I got to grab at wisdom 

like a dog ? 
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Soc. (aside). An ignorant and boorish clown. 

(Aloud.) I’m afraid, old fellow, we shall have to 

resort to corporal punishment. Now, what do 

you do when anybody beats you ? 

Str. Well, I am beaten—at first. Then, 

after a while, I subpoena witnesses, and eventu- 

ally, without loss of time, go to law. 
Soc. Come on, then; put down your cloak. 

Str. What, have I done anything wrong ? 

Soc. No, but it’s usual to enter here with- 

out it. 

STR. But I’m not going to search for stolen 

goods. 

Soc. Take it off and don’t jabber. 

Str. Tell me this. If I’m very attentive 

and learn quickly, which of your students shall 
I be like ? 

Soc. I fancy you’ll be very like Chaerephon. 

Str. The devil! Why, I should be like a 
death’s-head. 

Soc. I wish you wouldn’t chatter, but just 

follow me quickly within. 
STR. Give me the honey-cake as a sop for 

the serpents first; I amin such a funk. I feel 

for all the world as though I were descending 

into the cave of Trophonius. 

24 
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Soc. Go in; why do you hang about the 

door? (Exeunt.) 

Cuo. Go; we commend your courage; and 

good luck attend this fellow, since, at his ad- 

vanced time of life, he has still the tint of youth 
about him, and goes in for the pursuit of wis- 

dom. 

THE PARABASIS, OR CHORAL ADDRESS TO THE 

AUDIENCE. 

Spectators! So help me Dionysus, whose 

protégé I am, I am going to tell you the truth, 

the whole truth, and nothing but thetruth. In 

this way I hope to gain the victory and to get 

credit from you as being aclever poet; for I 

hold you to be able critics, and I was anxious to 
produce before you, first of all, this cleverest of 

my comedies, which had cost me most pains to 

write. Then, however, I had to retire, being 

worsted by worthless men, though I don’t think 

I deserved such a fate. This grievance I lay 
before you, sagacious spectators, for whose sake 

I took so much trouble. Still, you see, I do not 
deprecate your able criticism. In my first piece, 

my Model Man and my Scapegrace received 

1 The Aaradcis, or Banqueters. 
24—2 
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applause here at the hands of men before whom 

it is indeed a privilege to speak. I was then but 

a maiden author, who had no business with a 

bantling at all, so I just put the thing out to 

nurse, and another mother adopted it, but you 

took that bantling up and gave it a good educa- 

tion; and from that time forward I have had 

the highest confidence in your judgment. Now, 

then, like a second Electra, this new comedy 

appears on the stage just to see whether it will 

meet with an audience as discriminating as 

heretofore. If Electra sees but one lock of hair 

belonging to her brother’ she will know that all 

is right, Just see how chaste and temperate 

she is in her character. She does not come 

before you with a great thick leathern phallus 

painted red at the tip in order to make 

the boys guffaw. She doesn’t jeer at the bald 

heads or dance the cordax, nor does she 

bring an old fogey who, while he recites his 

lines, lays about him with his stick on every- 
body he meets, so as to prevent them from 

detecting his stale jokes. She does not come 

as a Fury with flambeaux, shouting out, 

‘Here we areagain!’’ She appears before you 

1 i.c., If my play meets with your approval. 
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relying on her own powers and on the lines she 

has to recite. 

And I myself, too, being such a poet as I 

am, do not pose as a swell with long hair. I 

don’t try to deceive you by presenting the same 

stuff twice or thrice over, but take care always to 
offer you some new ideas, not all with a family 

likeness to one another, but every one of them 

clever. When Cleon was at the height of his 

power, I gave him a blow in his breadbasket, 

but I didn’t go for him again, or jump upon 

him when he was down. Then, when Hyper- 

bolus once gave them a handle against him, the 

other poets never ceased kicking this poor devil 

and hismother. Eupolis first dragged forward 

his ‘‘ Marica,”’ which he had pilfered from my 

* Knights’ in a poor travesty, throwing in a 

drunken old woman just for the sake of making 

her dance the cordax. Even that old woman 

he cribbed from Phrynichus, who made her 

devoured by a sea-monster. Then, again, Her- 

mippus went for Hyperbolus; and now they all 

of them gird at this poor wretch, copying my 

simile of the eels hunted for in muddy water. 
If anybody laughs at such poor stuff as this, he 

won't, I hope, patronise me. But if you approve 
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of me and my inventive skill, you will be wise for 

ever and for ever ! 

First of all do I invite to the dance mighty 

Zeus, the King of the Gods, who reigns on high; 

then the almighty Wielder of the Trident, 

fierce shaker of the earth and the briny sea; our 

Father of many vows, too, the venerable Aether, 

who nourishes life in all; and the charioteer, 

who with his bright shining rays fills the whole 

expanse of earth, the great deity among Gods 

and mortal men. 

And now, O most sage spectators, turn 

your attention for awhile to ourselves. We 

Clouds are here before you to complain of the 
injustice we suffer at your hands. We of all 

the gods are the ones who do most good to 

your city, yet to us alone of the deities you offer 

neither sacrifice nor drink-offering, and we still 

watch over you. If you ever go forth on any 

ill-judged expedition, we straightway thunder 

or rain. Then, when you chose for your general 

that Paphlagonian currier, hateful to the gods, 

we frowned and made a rarehubbub. Thunder 

broke forth from the midst of the lightning, the 

moon wandered from her orbit, and the sun with- 

drew his light into himself, vowing he would 
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not shine upon you if Cleon were your general. 

Still you chose him; for they say that evil 

counsels prevail in the city, but that the gods 

over-rule even your faults for your good. We 

will tell you, then, how this mistake may be 

turned to your advantage. If you will only 

take this hungry cormorant Cleon, convicted 

of bribery and corruption, and fix his neck in 

the pillory, then, whatever errors you may have 

made, they shall turn to your good, and you 

shall return to your olden state of prosperity. 

Come to me once more, O Delian monarch 

Phoebus, thou who dost haunt the lofty sum- 

mits of Cynthus;’come, blest Artemis, whose 

golden temple is at Ephesus, where the Lydian 

maidens pay thee special honour. And thou, 

our native Goddess Athene, patroness of the 

city, who wieldest the aegis. Thou, too, who 

presidest over sacred Parnassus, and who 

with flaming torches dost celebrate thy mighty 

festivals, lording it over the Delphian Bac- 

chantes, thou reveller Dionysus ! 
As we were preparing to start hither, Selene 

the Moon-goddess met us, and commissioned us 

first of all to greet in her name the Athenians and 

their allies. Then she said she was angry, for 
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she had suffered ill-treatment at your hands, 

though she had benefited you all, not in words 
but in deeds. First of all she saves you every 

month no less than a drachma in torches. 

Every one of you as he goes out of an evening 
says to his slave, ‘‘ You need not buy a torch 
to-night, boy, for the moonlight is good.” 
Other advantages, she added, you owe to her, 

and yet you are so ungrateful that you do not 

keep the days regularly, but jumble them all up 

together; and then, she says, the gods assail her 

on all hands when they find themselves done 

out of a dinner, and go back home again dis- 

appointed of the festival they had expected, 

all through the confusion in your calendar. 

And then, when you ought to be sacrificing, you 

are torturing criminals or trying law-cases ; 

whilst often, when we gods are fasting—when, 

for instance, we wail for the death of Memnon 

or Sarpedon—you are pouring libations and 

laughing. For this reason, when Hyperbolus 

was this year elected to the office of Sacred 

Remembrancer,’ we deprived him of his crown 

just by way of reminding him that he must 

regulate the days of his life according to the 
moon. 

1 The Sacred Secretary, or Recorder, sent by each of the 
States that composed the Amphictyonic Council. 
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Enter SOCRATES. 

I vow by Respiration, Chaos and Air I’ve 
never in my life seen such a clodhopper, so 

impenetrable, stupid and forgetful. Directly 

he has learnt a few little quibbles he forgets 

them again almost before he has got them off 

by heart. Still, I’ll call him forth into the 

daylight. Here, Strepsiades! where are you? 
Come out and bring your bed with you. 

Enter STREPSIADES. 

Str. I can’t bring it; the bugs won’t let me. 

Soc. Put it down and attend to what I say. 
STR. Well, there you are. 

Soc. Where do you want to begin among 
those items in which your education has been 

neglected so far? Tell me. Shall it be about 

measures or rhythms or words? 

Str. It might be as well to begin with the 

first, for I was recently cheated out of two 

measures of meal by a dealer. 
Soc. That isn’t the kind of measure I was 

asking you about. I mean, for instance, which 
do you consider the best measure, the trimeter 

or the tetrameter ? 
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Str. I think there’s nothing handier than 

a half-pint measure. 

Soc. You’re talking nonsense, man. 

Str. Bet me now that a tetrameter isn’t 

the same as a half-pint measure. 

Soc. Go to the deuce. You are an in- 

corrigible clown. But you could soon learn 

about rhythms. 

Str. How will rhythm help me in the meal 

question ? | 
Soc. In the first place, rhythm will enable 

you to shine in society, if you understand ex- 

actly what rhythm suits a war-song and what 

is fit for the dactyl. 

Str. The dactyl ? 

Soc. By the Lord, yes! the dactyl. 
Str. But I know... 

Soc. Well, tell me. 

Str. Why, ‘‘ dactyl”’ means “ finger”; and 

when I was a small boy my appendage was no 

bigger than my little finger. 

Soc. You’re a fool, and a foul-mouthed 

one too. 

Str. My good man, I don’t want to learn 

any of this nonsense. 
Soc. What do you want to learn? 

25 
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Str. Only one thing—the most unjust 

method of argument. 

Soc. But you must first learn about words, 

especially their genders; for instance, what 

animals are male... 

Str. You must think me a fool if I don’t 

know that—a ram, a bull, a dog, a fowl... 

Soc. There—you are a fool; you are calling 

the male and female fowl by the same name. 

Str. What ought I to say, then ? 

Soc. Cock and hen, to be sure. 

Str. O! cock and hen, is it? That’s clever 

now. In exchange for this piece of information 

I'll fill your cardopus’ up with meal. 

Soc. There you are again. You make car- 

dopus masculine when it’s feminine. 

STR. How do I make cardopus masculine ? 

soc. Just as you do when you mention 
Cleonymus. 

STR. How in the world? 

Soc. Cardopus and Cleonymus are just the 
same. 

Str. There I beg your pardon. Cleonymus 

hadn’t got a cardopus to bless himself with; he 

used a round mortar. But how shall I call 

this thing ? 
1 A kneading-trough. 

25—2 
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Soc. Call it cardope, to be quite clear ; just 

as you say Sostrate. 

Str. All right. Pe if you like; though on 

the same principle I ought to say Cleonym—e. 

Soc. Then you ought to learn about proper 

names of people, which are masculine and 

which feminine. 

STR. (saucily). I know which are feminine. 

Soc. Tell me. 

Str. Lysilla, Philinna, Cleitagora, Deme- 

tria. 

Soc. Don’t you know any masculine ? 

Str. O, yes, any number — Philoxenus, 

Milesias, Amynias. 

Soc. But, my fine fellow, those are not male 

names. 

STR. Don’t you consider ’em such? — 

Soc. Not in the least. If you were to meet 

Amynias, how would you address him ? 

Str. O, then, of course, I should address 

him in the vocative case, and say, ‘‘ Amynia.” 

Soc. There you are. Then youturn Amynias 

into a woman. 

Str. Wouldn’t that be right for a money- 

grubbing fellow who shirks military service? 

But why am I to learn these things that we 

all of us know ? 
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Soc. That’s not so, by God! However, lie 

down on your pallet-bed. 

Str. To do what? 

Soc. Just to think out some of your own 

affairs. 

Str. Not on that bed, I beseech you. If I 
must recline, let me think out these matters on 

the ground. 

Soc. No, here. Nowhere else. 

Str. O Lord, O Lord, what a penalty I 

shall pay to those bugs to-day! (Lies down.) 

Cuo. Now think and consider well. Twist 

and turn every way, and then pull yourself 

together. Then if you get into a dilemma, hop 

from one horn of it to the other. Let not sleep 
come over your eyes. . . . (Pause.) 

Str. O dear, O dear! : 

CuHo. What is the matter? What troubles 

you? 

Str. I’m being devoured. The Corinthians! 

crawling out of this infernal bedstead are eating 

my flesh, drinking my blood, tearing out my 

balls, and digging into my backside. They’ll 

eat me up! 

1 A pun on Kopiv@co. and xépers (bugs). Athens and 
Corinth were enemies. 
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Cuo. Don’t take it too much to heart. 

Str. How can I help it? My money is 

gone, my complexion gone, my life-blood is 

gone, my very shoes are gone; and in addition 

to this you would have me sing at my post 

when I’m almost gone—the whole lot of me! 

Soc. Now then, what are you about? Ain’t 

you thinking ? 

Str. Yes, by the Sea-god Poseidon, I am 

thinking. 

Soc. What are you thinking ? 
Str. Whether anything of me will be left 

from the bugs. 

Soc. You will come to grief. 

STR. Excuse me, my good sir, I have come 

to grief. 

Soc. You musn’t be so squeamish. Cover 

yourself up. You’ve got to think out some 

schemes and contrivances. 

Str. I wish some one would suggest to me 

a contrivance for cheating these confounded 

sheepskin rugs. 

Soc. (after another pause). Now then, I'll 

look once more and see what he is about. You 

fellow, are you asleep ? 

Str. Asleep! By Phoebus Apollo, not I. 
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Soc. Have you got hold of anything ? 

Str. Not I, by God. 

Soc. Nothing at all? 

Str. Only my privates, which I’m holding 

in my hand for safety. 

Soc. Cover yourself up again then, and get 

on with your thinking. 

Str. What am I to think about? Tell me 

that, Socrates. 

Soc. First tell me what you want to find 

out. 

STR. You’ve heard a thousand times what 

I want, in the matter of clearing off my interest 

and paying nobody. 

Soc. Go on then. Cover yourself up once 

more, and separating your mind from matter, 

survey the state of your affairs, rightly discerning 

and investigating. 

Str. O dear, O dear! 

Soc. Keep quiet. If you are in difficulty 

with any one of your devices, put it aside and 

go away. Then, by-and-by, bring it back to 
your mind again and weigh it well. 

STR. (after awhile). My dear Socrates ! 

Soc. Well, old man? 

Str. I’ve got a swindling notion about my 

interest. 
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Soc. Trot.it out. 

Str. Tell me now... 

Soc. What? 

Str. If I were to buy a Thessalian sorceress, 

get her to draw down the moon one night, and 

then shut up the luminary like a looking-glass 

in a case, and keep it there... 

Soc. What good would that do you ? 

Str. What good? Why, if the moon didn’t 
rise at all, I shouldn’t have to pay my interest. 

Soc. Why not? 

Str. Because the money’s paid by the 

month. 

Soc. Good! But I have another clever 

scheme to lay before you. Supposing you were 

fined, say five talents, how would you conceal 

the amount? Tell me. | 

Str. How—ah, how? I must look into 

that. 

Soc. Well now, don’t confine your thought 

within yourself, but let your imagination ex- 
patiate in the air, like a cockchafer tied by one 
leg with a string. 

Str. I have it. I’ve got a most dodgy 

way of erasing that claim, as I think you will 
acknowledge. 
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Soc. What is it ? 

STR. You’ve seen that beautiful clear stone 

at the drug-seller’s with which they kindle fire ? 

Soc. You mean the crystal lens ? 

Str. Yes. Well, suppose I took that, and 

when the clerk wrote out the claim, I were to 

stand in the sun and burn out the writing from 

my fine ? , 

Soc. Clever, by the three Graces ! 

Str. I’m glad, then, to have got rid of a 

liability of five talents. 

Soc. Now try to grasp this quickly. 

STR. What? 

Soc. How to avoid durance vile, if you were 

in danger of being condemned for lack of 

witnesses. 

Str. That’s a trifle—as easy as possible. ' 

Soc. How would you do it ? 

Str. I'll tell you. On the day of the trial, 

before the case was called on, I would go and 

hang myself. 

Soc. Absurd! 

Str. Not at all. They couldn’t try me if 

I was a corpse. 

Soc. You are talking nonsense. Be off! 

I won’t teach you any more. 
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Str. But why? In the name of the gods, 

Socrates... 

Soc. You immediately forget everything 

you have learnt. Now tell me, what was the 
first thing you were taught? 

Str. Let’s see. You taught me first of 

all—what was it he did teach me first? It 
was something about meal. Dear me! what 

was it? 

Soc. Go and be hanged, for the silliest 

and most forgetful of old fogies. 

Str. Dear, dear! what will become of me? 

I’m lost if I don’t learn to quibble. Good 

Clouds, give me some useful advice. 

Cuo. Our advice, old chap, is, if you’ve got 

a son, send him to learn instead of yourself. 

Str. I have got a son, a fine young fellow. 

But there, he doesn’t want to learn. What 

shall I do? , 

Cuo. Do you allow him to refuse ? 

Str. I can’t help myself. He’s a good- 

looking young sprig, and in the bloom of 

youth. Besides, he comes on the mother’s 
side of the grand dames descended from 

Coesyra. But I'll go to him, and if he re- 

fuses to obey me I'll throw him out of doors. 

Wait for me a little while. (Exit.) 
26 
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CHORUS. 

(To SocraTEs). Do you see what advan- 

tages you are getting through us? No other 

goddesses treat you so. He is ready to do all 

you tell him. The man is struck, and full of 

enthusiasm. So you ought at once to clip him 

close. Such feelings are apt to prove fleeting. 

Entey STREPSIADES and PHEIDIPPIDES. 

STR. No, I swear by the Clouds, you shan t 

remain at home any longer. Go and live on 

the grand doorposis of Megacles—there isn’t 

much else left. 

PuE. My dear good guv’nor, what the devil 

is the matter with you? You are not in your 

right senses, I swear by Olympian Zeus. 

Str. There! Olympian Zeus! What foolery 

to believe in Zeus—at your age, too! 

PuE. What is there to laugh at ? 

Str. At the idea of you, a mere boy, having 

such old-fashioned notions. But come here; 

I’ll tell you something that may help to make 

a man of you. Mind you don’t tell anybody 

though. 

PHE. All right. What is it? 

STR. You swore just now by Zeus. 

26—2 
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PHE. Yes; I did. 

Str. Now see the advantage of learning. 

Pheidippides, there 7s no Zeus. 

PuE. Then who is there ? 

Str. Vortex reigns. He has deposed Zeus. 

Pue. Gracious! What bosh is this ? 

Str. It’s not bosh; it’s the truth. 

PuE. Who says so? 

STR. Socrates the Melian, and Chaerephon 

the philosopher, who tracks the footsteps of fleas. 

Pure. And are you so mad as to trust these 

bilious fellows ? 

Str. Shut up! Say nothing against these 

able and intellectual men. For the sake of 

economy, they have foresworn barbers, per- 

fumers, and baths; while you swamp my sub- 

stance as if I were already dead. But come at 

once and learn instead of me. 

PuE. Now what earthly good could anybody 

learn from these ? 

Str. Can you ask? Why, all human wisdom. 

Learn to know yourself—how ignorant and 

dense you are. Just waitherea moment. (Exit, 

then returns with a pair of fowls.) 

PHE. What shall I do? My dad’s daft. 

Shall I treat him as a lunatic, or go farther and 

speak to the undertakers ? 
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Str. Here! what do you think I’ve got in 

my hand? 

Pue. Why, a fowl. 

Str. Very well. Inthe other hand? 

Pue. A fowl too. 
Str. Then they are both the same, you ass! 

Don’t talk such rot in future, but call this one 

a hen and this a cock. 

Pue. All right; cock and hen. Is this the 

cleverness you learnt from the giants in yonder? 

Str. Yes, and heaps of other things, which 

I’ve forgotten. My memory is failing a bit 

through age. 

PueE. And is that how it is you’ve lost your 

cloak ? 

STR. I haven’t lost it; I’ve thought it away— 

devoted it to the Thinking-house. 

Pue. And your shoes, silly man! what have 

you done with them? 

Str. I have used them, as Pericles used to 

say, ‘‘for necessary purposes.” But come, 

move on; let us be going. If you go wrong, 

do it out of obedience to your father. When 
you were only a little fellow of six I humoured 

you, at the time when first I earned my obols 

as a judge, and with them bought a toy-cart 

for you at the festival of Zeus. 
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PHE. But you will be sorry for this some 

day. 

Str. You do well to comply. Come here, 

Socrates. Socrates, come out. (Enter SOCRATES.) 

I bring you my son here, though I have had 
some difficulty in persuading him to come. 

Soc. He’s young yet, and so far unaccus- 

tomed to our hanging baskets. 

PuE. I’d like to accustom you to hanging. 

Str. To the deuce with you! Dare you 

revile the Master ? 

Soc. He wished I might be hanged, he 

said. What a ridiculous speech, and how 

ridiculously spoken, without compressing his 

lips! How would he ever learn to defend 
a case, to call evidence, or to persuade the 

judges in his favour? And yet Hyperbolus 

learnt all that for a single talent. 

STR. Don’t notice him, but just teach him. 

The fellow has good natural talents. When 

he was a youngster so high he used to build 

houses at home, hollow out ships, make carts 

out of leather, and frogs, you have no idea how 

cleverly, out of peel. Now, let him learn the 

two Modes of Arguments which you teach, 

the Strong, whatever it may be, and the Weak 
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which, by speaking unjustly, overthrows the 

Strong. Anyhow, let him learn the Unjust 

Argument, by all means. 

Soc. He shall learn from the two Argu- 
ments themselves. I will go away. 

STR. Only remember he is to be thoroughly 

posted up in gainsaying justice. (E-xeunt.) 

CHORUS. 

[This Ode ts lost.] 

Enter Just and Unjust ARGUMENT. 

Just. Come forward. Show yourself to 

the audience. You’ve got quite the requisite 

amount of impudence. 

Unj. Where you will. I shall enjoy all the 

more demolishing you before a lot of people, 

when we come to talking. | 

Just. You demolish me! Who are you? 

Uny. Whoam I? I’m Argument. 

Just. Yes, but the Inferior. 

Unj. I shall soon conquer you, though you 

do boast of being Superior. 

Just. How? 

Unj. By having my ideas posted up to 

date. 

Just. Mere novelty only catches the fools 
yonder. 
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Unyj. No, it fetches the wise. 

Just. I'll demolish you—utterly. 
Unyj. How, pri’thee ? 

Just. By saying what is just and right. 

Unj. There I have you. I assert that 

justice does not exist. 

Just. Does not exist ? 
_Unyj. No. If so, where is it ? 

Just. With the gods above. 
Unyj. Not a bit of it. If it does, why has 

not Zeus come to grief for putting his own 

father in chains? 

Just. Faugh! This impiety is sickening. 

Bring me a basin. 

Unj. You are an old fogy, and badly 
hitched together. 

Just. You are a young sodomite, without 
sense of shame. 

Uny. You are crowning me with roses by 

such a remark. 

Just. A loafer ! 
Unyj. Now you place a chaplet of lilies on 

my brow. 

Just. A parricide. 
Unj. Now without intending it you adorn 

me with gold. 
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Just. I’ve never adorned you with any- 
thing better than lead. 

Unj. But now your abuse is a real orna- 

ment for me. 

Just. You are saucy and overbold. 
Unj. You are a specimen of antiquity. 

Just. Through you none of the youths will 
come to school. One of these days the Athe- 

nians will find out what you are teaching the 

fools. 

Unj. You are disgracefully dirty. 

Just. You are flourishing enough now, 
though formerly you were a beggar. Giving 

yourself out as Telephus the Mysian, you 

mumbled the maxims of Pandeletus? which you 
had stowed away in your wallet. 

Unj. Ah, what words of wisdom you quoted 

from Euripides ! 

Just. Ah, what madness on your part and 

on that of the city which nourishes you to 
corrupt its youth! 

Unj. Old Cronos that you are, you can’t 

teach this youth! 

Just. I could if there was any hope of sal- 

1 According to the scholiast, a litigant and informer. 
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vation for him, and he didn’t devote himself to 

chattering pure and simple. 

Unj. (¢0 PHEIDIPPIDES). Come here, and 

let that old fossil rave. 

Just. You will repent it, if you lay a finger 

on him. 

Cuo. There, stop your quarrel and abuse of 

one another, and give a specimen, you of what 

you used to teach those of a former period, and 
you of the new style of education, so that when 

he has heard both of you say your say, he may 

choose which he will patronise. 

Just. I’m quite prepared to do this. 

Unyj. And I’m your man, too. 

Cuo. Come on, then. Now which is going 

to speak first ? 

Uny. I will give way to him, and out of his 

own mouth will I condemn him by means of 

my new up-to-date words and devices. Then, 
if he hasn’t had enough, I’ll sting his face and 

pick out his eyes with my eloquence, just as if 

he were tackled by a swarm of hornets. 

Cuo. Very well. Now then, both of you, 
confident in your clever resources, your argu- 

ments, your ideas and carefully elaborated 
plans, advance to the trial of skill, where the 

27 
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contest waxes warm around my friends. First 

of all, you who adorned our ancestors with good 
morals, put forth that voice which you are so 

fond of hearing, and give us a specimen of 

what you can do. 
Just. Exactly. I will describe to you the 

Ancient Style of Education when I was in 

full force with my enunciation of justice, and 
when modesty still passed current. First 

and foremost, young people were seen and 

not heard. Every morning the youths of the 

same district used to march off in a body 

to the music-master’s in good order along 

the public streets. They were lightly clad, 
even though it might be snowing as thick as 

meal. He used to teach them songs, and they 

did not loll about with their legs crossed, but 

learned such ditties as ‘‘ Pallas, Dread Destroyer 

of Cities!” or some other popular refrain, 

keeping up the old harmonies handed down 

from their forefathers. If any one of them tried 

tricks or went in for the florid cadenzas of 

Phrynis, he got a smart rap on the knuckles for 

spoiling a good tune. In the wrestling-school 

too, when they sat down they had to cover up 

their thighs carefully so as not to expose their 
27—2 
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private affairs; and when they got up they were 

to obliterate the impression of their rumps from 

the sand so that they should not leave any 

marks of their sex for their male admirers. 

Then no lad was anointed below the navel, so 

that their little secret parts had only their own 

native bloom and soft hair upon them, like so 

many blooming apples. Then the boy did not 

adopt a mincing voice to his masculine admirer, 

acting as pimp on his own account and ogling 

him with his eyes. At supper he might not take 

even a head of radish or a bit of aniseed before 

his elders, or taste the sweetmeats or small 

dainties; and it was still forbidden him to cross 

his legs lasciviously. 

Unyj. Old-fashioned ideas, these, dating back 

to the Dipolia,' smelling of the autochthonous 
grasshopper, of Caecides* and the Buphonia,® 

long since exploded. 

Just. Ah! yes, but this was the discipline 
which nurtured the men who fought at Mara- 

thon. You, on the other hand, teach the boys 

to coddle themselves up in cloaks, so that I was 

1 An ancient festival of Zeus. 

2 An old dithyrambic poet. 
8 An ancient festival. 
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disgusted, when they had to dance at the 

Panathenaic festival, to see each one of them 

thinking more of his privates than of his shield, 

and quite neglecting the patroness of the show. 

Therefore, young man, cast in your lot with me 

as the Superior Person in the way of argument ; 

then shall you learn to hate the Agora and shun 

the baths ; you shall blush at what is shameful, 

and if anyone talk filth to you, glare up at him. 

You shall rise up from your seat upon your elders’ 

approach; you shall never be pert to your parents 

or do any other unseemly act under the pretence 

of remodelling the image of Modesty. You will 

not rush off to the dancing-girl’s house lest, while 

you gaze upon her charms, some whore should 

pelt you with an apple and ruin your reputa- 

tion. Finally, you will never gainsay your 

father in anything, or allude to him dis- 

paragingly as an antediluvian on the score of 
his age, nor will you forget the trouble he took 

to rear you. 

Unj. If you cave in to this fellow, my lad, 
I swear by jolly Bacchus you will be as 

antiquated as the sons of Hippocrates, and 

everybody will set you down as a simpleton. 

Just. But for all that you shall have a bril- 
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liant and a blooming time of it in the gym- 

nasium, not uttering blatant nonsense in the 

Agora as the youths of the period do, nor 

brought up before the authorities for some 

trumpery bit of fast behaviour which shall 
give your enemies a handle against you. But 

you shall go down to the Academia and there 

disport yourself crowned with the white calamus 

and in company with some reputable friend, 

redolent of the milax, the heartsease, and the 

white poplar, which waves its leaves when the 

spring returns and the plane-tree whispers to 

the elm. 

If you do as I bid you, and give your 
attention to my precepts, then you shall al- 

ways have a good chest, a clear complexion, 

broad shoulders, a moderate tongue, sturdy 

buttocks, and a small genteel penis. Whereas 

if you do as the young men of to-day, first you 

will have a sallow look, narrow shoulders, con- 

tracted chest, an inordinate tongue, slender 

loins, and a penis out of all proportion, while 

your judgment will be so perverted as to make 

you think honourable that which is base, and 

base everything that is honourable; and you 

will incline only to the lewd backdoor busi- 

ness of Antimachus. 
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Cuo. You practise, indeed, that philosophy 

which is a tower of strength and beauty; and 

O how sweet and modest are the flowers of your 

eloquence! Happy they who lived under this 

antique discipline! Now then, you who utter 

a more pretentious song, you must say some- 

thing original in reply, for your antagonist 

has earned his laurels indeed. You will need 

some very clever device to stand you in stead 

against him, if you are going to vanquish your 

opponent and not make a laughing-stock of 

yourself. 
Unj. I have this long while been suffering 

a severe stomach-ache, longing to go for him 

and throw him into confusion with counter- 

statements. This, indeed, is the secret of my 

being set down as the Inferior Argument by 

these thinkers, because I first set myself to talk 

down law and equity. Surely this is worth any 

amount of money—to choose the lower line of 

argument and yet to gain the victory. Just 

see. (to PHEIDIPPIDES) how I am going to 

demolish that system on which he plumes 

himself; he who at the very outset deprecates 

warm baths. I should like to know on what 

principle you denounce these. 
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Just. They are injurious and render a man 

effeminate. 

Unj. Wait. I shall get you round the waist 

and corner you now. Tell me, please, which of 

the numerous sons of Zeus do you think the 

bravest ? which of them underwent the largest 

’ number of labours? 

Just. I hold no man to have been better 
than Hercules. 

Unj. Exactly. And when did you ever hear 

of Hercules going in for cold baths? Yet who 

more plucky ? 

Just. These warm dips it is which fill our 
baths with gossiping youths the whole day 

long, and at the same time empty the gymnasia. 

Unj. Then, again, you inveigh against 

lingering in the Agora. I commend it. | If 

it were a bad thing, Homer would never have 

made Nestor a man of the Agora, or the other 

wise men whom he depicts. Then I pass to 

the tongue. My opponent here says young 

men ought not to cultivate its powers. I say 

they ought. He commends moderation. I 

say Silence and Sobriety are the two worst 
evils. Who ever saw any good come of 

sobriety? If anybody has, let him point it out 

and so traverse my statement. 
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Just. I have known it a blessing to many 
men. Peleus, to wit, got a sword by it. 

Unj. A sword! That was a pretty prize for 

a poor devil to get! Didn’t Hyperbolus pocket 

any amount of money with his lamps, all by 
means of cheating ?—a much more solid result, 

by God! than a sorry sword. 

Just. Peleus got Thetis for his wife purely 
on account of his sobriety. 

Unj. Yes; and then she left him and bolted. 

He was too sober, and not a good all-night 

companion between the bedclothes. A woman 

likes to feel she has got a man with her; but 

you—you ride in the style of our great-grand- 

fathers. Just see, my young friend, what there 

is in sobriety, and of how many pleasures it 

will deprive you—of boys, of women, of play, 

of dainty dishes, of drink, of all mirth. Is life 
worth living when you have lost all these? 

Then I pass on to the necessities of nature. 

You have been guilty of some peccadillo—gone 

in for sodomy, or tampered with your neigh- 

bour’s wife, and got found out. You are lost 

if you can’t talk. Fraternise with me, and you 
can give free play to your nature—dance, laugh, 

deem nothing dishonourable. You happen, as 
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I said, to be taken in adultery—tampering with 

your neighbour’s wife—well, you will say you 

have done him no injury. You will direct his eyes 
to Zeus on high and show how he had his little 

weaknesses in the way of boys and women, and 

would you, a mere mortal, presume to be more 

chaste than the deity itself? 

Just. But what if, by following out your 
scheme, he got impaled and plucked as an 

adulterer, how would he escape being set down 

as the Man of the Broad Backside ? 

Unyj. And if he really were the Man of the 

Broad Backside—what harm then ? 

Just. O dear me! what worse fate could 
he suffer ? 

Unj. What will you say if, on this particular 

point, you are beaten by me? | 

Just. I shall perforce shut up. What else 

can I do? 

Unj. Come then, just tell me this: whence 

come our orators ? 

Just. From the Men of the Broad Backside. 
Unj. I believe you, my boy. Whence our 

tragedians ? 

Just. Also from the Broad-bottomed. 
Unj. Well said! Our demagogues? 

28 
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Just. From the Broad-bottomed too. 
Unjy. Then don’t you know that you are 

just done for? Look at the majority of the 
audience. 

Just. I’m looking at ’em. 
Uny. And what do you see? 

Just. By the gods above! a clear majority 

of the Broad Backsides. Yes; I see this one 

and that one, and the other with the long 

iar. . > ! 

Uny. What will you say, then ? 
Just. You buggers, I’m beaten! In the 

name of the gods take my coat! for I go over 

to your side. 

Re-enter SOCRATES and STREPSIADES. | 

Soc. What is it to be, then? Will you 

carry off your son, or must I teach him to talk 

for you ? 

Str. Teach him and punish him. Take 

care to sharpen his tongue well on both sides— 

one side for petty law-cases, but on the other 

‘side give him jaw enough for a good heavy 

cause. 

Soc. Never fear; you shall carry him off 
an accomplished sophist. 

28—2 
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PueE. A pale and woe-begone one, I expect. 

Soc. Now be off! 

PuHE. (to STREPSIADES). I think you will 

repent this. (Exeunt.) 
CHORUS. 

Now we want to tell the judges what 

advantages they will gain if they do justice 

to this chorus. First of all, at the beginning 

of spring, if you wish to renew your fields we 

will rain on you before anybody, and after- 

wards on other people. Then we will guard 

your crops and your vines, so that they suffer 

neither from drought nor from excessive rain. 

But if any mortal man offend us, who, re- 

_member, are goddesses, hear what reprisals. he 

shall suffer from us. He shall get neither 

wine nor any other produce from his land. 

When the olive-trees and vines shoot forth 

they shall be cut down, so sharply will we 

use our slings against them. If we catch you 

brick-walling we will rain and ruin the roof- 

tiles with rounded hailstones. Should one of 

you, or your friends or relations, get married, 

then will we rain all night long, so that you 

will wish you had been in Egypt, where it 

never rains, rather than have given the un- 

righteous judgment you did. (Exeunt.) 
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Enter STREPSIADES, carrying a sack of flour. 

STR. (soliloquises). The fifth day, the fourth, 

the third, and then the second of the waning 

month, and, then, after that, the day which I 

dread and detest above all days, the day of the 

old and new moon, when interest has to be 

paid; for every one of my creditors swears that 
he will run me in and bring me to utter grief, 

though I propose the most moderate and just 

terms of arrangement. ‘‘ Good sirs,” I say, 

*‘of the three instalments I owe you, do not 

exact the first, defer the second, and acquit me 

altogether of the third.” They don’t seem to 

see it. They say they will never get their 

money back at this rate, so they abuse me, say 

I am dishonest, and vow they will have the 
law of me. Let ’em go to law. I care little 

if once Pheidippides has learnt to talk well. 

I shall soon know how things are progressing 

if I knock at the door of the Thinking-house. 

Here, boy! I say—boy, boy! (Knocks. Enter 

SOCRATES.) 

Soc. I greet you, Strepsiades. 
Str. And I salute you. But first accept 

this sack of flour. It’s only right to show 
regard for one’s teacher. And now tell me 
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about my son. Has he learnt this famous 

method of argumentation which you have 

recently introduced? 

Soc. Yes, he has learnt it. 

Str. Bravo! Fraud for ever! 

Soc. Yes, you can get clear of any legal 
proceedings now. 

Str. What, even if there are witnesses to 

prove I borrowed the money ? 

Soc. All the better if there were a thousand 

witnesses present. 

STR. Then I will now sing out at the top 

of my voice. Weep, you wretched weighers- 

out of coin, you and your principal and com- 

pound interest! You can do meno more harm; 

I’ve got such a son bringing up in this house, 

already distinguished for his two-edged tongue, 

my advocate, the saviour of my household, the 

ruin of my adversaries, who shall disperse all 

his paternal difficulties. Pray call him out 

to me. 

Soc. Hi, boy! come out and speak to 

your father. Here he is. 

Enter PHEIDIPPIDES. 

Str. My dear, dear son! 
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Soc. You can take him with you now. 

Str. My boy, I rejoice to see you of so 

purely philosophic a colour. Now, for the first 

time, you look as though you could repudiate 

your debts and argue down creditors. You 

have the true native tint of your country. How 

say you? No doubt you are prepared, when 

you act unjustly, to assume the look of the 

injured person, no matter what pranks you 

have been up to. Yes, I am sure of it. There 

is the true Attic expression on your face. Now 

you will save me, whereas once you ruined me. 
PHE. What are you afraid of ? 

Str. The old and the new. 

PHE. Old and new what ? | 

STR. Day, on which my creditors say they 

will summon me. 2 

PuE. Then they will lose their money. 

One day can’t be two days. | 
STR. Can’t it now? 

PuHE. How can it? Could a female be an 

old woman and a young one at the same time ? 

Str. Such has been the law. 

Pue. Then people don’t know the law or 

what it really means. 

Str. What does it really mean? 
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PueE. Solon of old was a person of a 

patriotic turn of mind... 

Str. Possibly. But this fact does not bear 

on the old and the new day. 

PueE. He therefore fixed the summons for 

the two days—the old and the new—so that 

deposits should be made at the new moon. 
Str. But why did he add the back day ? 
Pur. In order, my good sir, that the 

defendants, if present, might, of their own 

accord, come to terms on the previous day, 

or if not, might be pressed on the morning of 
the new moon. 

Str. Then why don’t the magistrates take 

the deposits on the day of the new moon, but 

on the day of the new and the old? 

PuHE. Because they are like gluttons at a 

feast. They grab the deposits as soon as ever 

they can, and so antedate by one day. 
STR. Good! (To the audience.) Now, you 

wretched people, why are you sitting there like a 

lot of nonentities? You ought to make sport for 

us wise folks, whereas you are stolid as stones, 

like a pack of sheep or a heap of empty 

wine-jars. Well, then, I must sing my own 

song of triumph for myself and my son here. 
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Happy Strepsiades, you were clever enough 

yourself, but what a son you have got! This 

is what our friends and neighbours will be 

saying, envying you when you speak and gain 

your case. Now I must take you inside and 

stand treat for you. (Exeunt.) 

Enter Pastas, with a Wutness. 

Pas. Isa man to lose his money? Never! 

It would have been better, though, to have 

refused the loan at first, rather than have all 

this trouble; since, in order to get my money, 
I am obliged to drag you up as a witness; and 

I shall give offence, moreover, to a fellow- 

citizen. But never whilst I live will I disgrace 

my country by backing out of my claim. I call 
Strepsiades. 

Re-enter STREPSIADES. 

STR. Who’s here ? 

Pas. For the old and the new. 

STR. I call attention to the fact that he has 

named two days. What’s the debt ? 

Pas. The twelve minae you had when you 
were buying the dark horse. 

Str. Horse! You hear that; and you all 
know how I hate everything horsey. 
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Pas. And, by God! you took all the deities 

to witness you would pay me! 

Str. Ah! but then Pheidippides had not 

learnt the invincible form of argument. 

Pas. Are you going to use that as a pretext 

for repudiating the debt ? 

Str. What else would be the use of a 

liberal education ? 

Pas. And do you want to swear off by the 

gods? 

Str. What gods? 

Pas. Zeus, Hermes, Poseidon—the deities 

I shall invoke against you. 

STR. By God! yes; and I would add three 

obols to my deposit for the pure sake of 

swearing. 

Pas. Damn your impudence! 7 

Str. It would do this fellow good to pickle 
him and turn him into a wineskin. 

Pas. There, you’re laughing at me now. 

STR. He’d hold a good six gallons. 

Pas. By Zeus Almighty and the rest of the 

gods ! you shan’t chaff me with impunity. 

Str. I like your prating about the gods 

wonderfully. The Zeus you swear by is a 

laughing-stock to us philosophers. 

29 
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Pas. You shall sooner or later pay the 

penalty for this. Give me an answer, whether 

you will pay or not, and let me go. 

Str. Keep quiet, and I'll give you a plain 

answer ina minute. (Exit.) 

Pas. (to the Witness). What do you think 

he’ll do? Is he going to pay? 

STR. (reappearing). Now, where’s the fellow 

that wants money from me. Say, what’s this? 
Pas. That’s a kneading-trough, what we 

call a cardopus. 

STR. And you have the face to ask me for 

money when you are such an ignoramus! I 

wouldn’t pay a penny to a fellow who would call 

a cardope a cardopus. 

Pas. So you won’t pay ? 

Str. Not if I know it. Now then, make 

haste and take yourself off from my door. 

Pas. Yes, I’ll go; and you may make up 

your mind I’ll summon you; I wish I may die 

if I don’t. (Exitt.) 

STR. Do; then you'll lose some more 

money in addition to the twelve minae. Still, 

I don’t know that I want him to suffer because 

he was fool enough to talk about a cardo-pus. 

Amy. (outstde). O dear, O dear me, lawks- 

a-mercy ! ; 

29—2 
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Str. Hallo! Who’s this howling swell ? 

Can it be one of the Carcinus? lot—some 

crabbed devil or other ? 

Enter AMYNIAS. 

Amy. Do you want to know who I am? 

An unhappy individual. 

Str. Then keep to yourself, will you ? 
Amy. Unhappy fate that smashed my trap! 

O Pallas Athene, you have done for me! 

Str. What are you quoting Tlepolemus 

for? What harm has he done you? 

Amy. Don’t chaff me. Tell your son to 

pay me the money he had of me, more especially 

now I have come to such utter grief. 

Str. What money ? 

Amy. The money he borrowed of me. _ 
Str. You really have come to grief, I see. 

Amy. Yes, by the gods, I’ve had a regular 

spill with my horses. 

Str. You talk as though you had had a 

spill from your ass. 
Amy. Do I talk such nonsense when I only 

want to get my money back ? 

1 A tragedian, who apparently introduced in some play 

gods or heroes weeping and lamenting. The word Kdpxwos 

means ‘ crab.” 
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Str. You can’t be in your sober senses. 

Amy. Why not? 

Str. Your brain must have got a shake-up 

Amy. It appears to me you will get a shake- 

up if you don’t pay the money. 

Str. Now tell me, do you suppose that 

when it rains, Zeus makes fresh water, or does 

the sun draw up the water from below? 

Amy. I don’t know, and don’t care a hang. 

Str. Then do you think you are going to 

get the money when you know nothing about 

meteorology ? 

Amy. If you are hard up, pay me the bare 
interest. 

Str. What sort of an interest-ing animal is 

that ? i 
Amy. An animal that gets in an interesting 

condition every month, nay, every day, and 

continually brings forth more money, as time 

goes on. 

Str. Ah! you put that very smartly. Now 

do you suppose that the sea is larger at present 

than it formerly was ? 

Amy. By God, no! but just the same. How 

could it be bigger ? 

Str. Then, you scamp, if the sea gets no 
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bigger, though all the rivers run into it, why 

should you try to make your money get bigger? 

Will you take yourself off from my house? 
Bring me my stick. 

Amy. I call witnesses to prove assault and 

battery. 

Str. Be off! What are you waiting for? 

Go ahead, you high-stepper, will you ? 

Amy. Isn’t this insolence ? 

Str. Will you step it? or must I poke my 

stick under your tail? Are you going? If not, 

I shall move you on—trap, wheels and all. 

(Exit STREPSIADES, driving off AMYNIAS.) 

Cuo. What a terrible thing it is when 

people take to dishonest courses! This old 
fellow has fallen into that way, and now tries 

to cheat the man out of the money he bor- 

rowed from him. I shall be surprised if this 

day passes without our new-fledged sophist 

suddenly having his eyes opened. (Noise 

within). I rather fancy he is already getting 

more than he bargained for. He wanted his 

son to be clever at arguing against justice, so 

that he might beat everybody he met, even 

though he himself should be in the wrong. 
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Perhaps by this time he is wishing the youth 
were dumb. 

Enter STREPSIADES, pursued by PHEIDIP- 

PIDES. 

Str. Murder, murder! Neighbours, kins- 

men, fellow-parishioners, help me with all your 

might and main, for I’m being beaten! O my 

head! and O my poor, poor jaw! You villain! 

do you beat your father ? 

PuE. Yes, father, I certainly do. 

Str. There, you hear, he acknowledges he 

beats me. 

Pue. There’s not the smallest doubt 

about it. 

Str. You hound, you _ parricide, you— 

burglar! 

PHE. Call me all that, and more too. You 

can’t think how I enjoy your remarks, strong 

as they are. 

STR. You sodomite, you... 

PueE. That’s right. Sprinkle me with roses. 

STR. Beat your father, do you? 

PueE. Yes, and I'll prove I’ve a perfect right 

to beat you too. 

Str. Puppy! How can it be right for you 

to beat your father ? 
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PHE. I'll demonstrate it to you; and I’ll 

beat you in my argument. 

Str. Beat me in this way too? 

PueE. Completely and easily. Choose which 

of the two modes of argument you like. 
Str. What two? 

PueE. The Superior or the Inferior; which 

shall it be? 

Str. My God, I have had you taught to talk 

down justice, and no mistake, if you are going 

to persuade me that it is just and right for a 

father to be beaten by his sons. 

Pue. And I feel sure I shall persuade you 

so forcibly that, when you hear, even you your- 

self will not have a word to say against me. _ 

Str. Well, I’m ready to hear what you’ve 

got to say. | 

Cuo. Now, old man, it is for you to think 

how you are going to hold in this youth; for 

he would scarcely have gone to such lengths 

without some encouragement. He clearly has 

something to back him up, which makes him 

so audacious. Tell the Chorus how the quarrel 

first arose ; of course you will. 

Str. Yes, I'll tell you what first set us at 

loggerheads. You must know, then, that when 
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we sat down to our banquet, I first of all told 

him to take his lyre and sing that song by 

Simonides, ‘‘ The Ram, and how he was 

Shorn.” Thereupon he replied that playing 

the lyre at a banquet had gone out of fashion. 

It put him in mind, he said, of an old woman 

grinding her corn. 

PuHE. Didn’t you deserve to be pounded and 

trampled upon, telling a fellow to sing just as 

though it was a feast of grasshoppers ? 

Str. That was what he said inside there, 

just as he is saying it now. He even said that 

Simonides was only a second-rate poet. Then 

I told him to take a myrtle-wreath and recite 

me something out of Aeschylus—for I consider 

Aeschylus the prince of poets—but he said he 

was full of rant, unpolished, bombastic; and 

turgid. You may fancy how my gorge rose at 

that, but I bit in my breath, and requested him 

to favour us with some wise saw from the more 

recent poets. Thereupon he regaled us with 

a choice excerpt from Euripides, setting forth 

—great God !—how a brother seduced his sister. 

Then I couldn’t stand it any longer, but abused 

him roundly. As you may suppose, one word 

led to another, till he jumped upon me, 
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pounded me, dusted me down, throttled me 

and half-killed me. 
Pue. And was it not with good reason, 

when you wouldn’t praise Euripides, our wisest 

poet ? 

STR. He—wisest? What shall I say to 

you? Only then I shall be walloped once 

more. 

PuE. Yes, by God you will, and justly too. 

STR. How can it be justly, when it was I, 

you scapegrace, who brought you up, and 

understood all you meant when you could 

only stammer your childish words? When, 
for instance, you said ‘‘ Bru,” I comprehended 

that you meant ‘‘ Brew,” and gave you a drink. 

If you remarked ‘‘ Mamma,” I took the maternal 
term for myself and fetched you food. Then 

you said “‘ Kakka,”’ when I took you out of doors 
and held you out accordingly; while you 

throttle me when I shout out that I want to 

shit, and—ungrateful lad—do not take me 

out of doors tenderly, but force me to do my 
dirt about myself whilst I am in process of 

being suffocated. 

Cuo. Surely the hearts of the younger men 

will leap up to know what he will say in reply 

30 
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to these affecting details ; for if, after such con- 

duct, this youth proves his case, the skin of the 

old men will never be safe from a good tanning. 
You must do your best, then, you inventor and 

patron of novel arguments, to prove that your 

contention is a just one. 
PuE. How pleasant it is to be sure, when 

one is brought face to face with these new and 

subtle devices, so as to be able to set at defiance 

all existing laws! Hitherto I have devoted my- 
self solely to horsey matters, and couldn’t put 

three words together without making a mistake. 

But now my father has changed all that. Now 

I am full of logical subtleties and high thoughts, 

so I think I shall soon be able to establish the 

right of beating one’s governor. | 

Str. For God’s sake go back to your 

horsiness again. It will be far better for me 

to keep a drag and four than to have the life 

pummelled out of me! 
PueE. To revert to our argument, where we 

broke it off. First, I would ask you this: when 

I was a little boy, did you beat me? 

Str. Yes, out of pure benevolence and for 

your own good. 

Pue. Then is it not right for me to consider 
30—2 
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your good and to beat you, since thrashing 

is synonymous with pure benevolence? Why 

should your body be exempt from blows any 

more than mine? I was born a free agent, 

as much so as yourself. Must children howl 

and not their fathers? You will say, perhaps, 

that all this is customary with children. I 

reply that old people are in their second child- 

hood. It is right too that old people should 

have cause for howling, since there is less 

excuse for their committing faults. 

Str. Still, nowhere does the custom exist 

that a father should suffer in this way. 

PHE. But was not the person who established 

the custom and persuaded our ancestors to adopt 

it just a man like you and me? Why, then, 

mayn’t I start the new fashion for sons to wallop 

their fathers? We'll remit the blows we re- 

ceived before the new law came into force; 

it needn’t be retrospective. Look at the case 

of cocks, however, and other animals. See how 

they punish their papas. How do we differ 

from them—save in so far that they do not 

write down their laws ? 

Str. If you take the cocks as your model, 

you had better eat dung and roost on a perch. 
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PuHE. That’s pushing the simile too far, my 

good sir; I’m sure Socrates would say so. 

Str. There’s another reason for your not 

walloping me. You'll repent it one of these 

days. 

PHE. How so? 

Str. Because, if I had the right to thrash 

you, you will have the right to thrash your son, 

if ever you beget one. 
PHE. But suppose I never do. Then my 

repentance would be vain, and you would die 

of laughing at me. 7 

STR. (with sudden conviction). Good friends, 

I feel my son is right, and I must cave in. We 

must suffer, I suppose, if we make fools of our- 

selves. 

Pue. And see here; there is another prac- 

tical reason. 

Str. What is it? Tell me the additional 

advantages of my corporal punishment. 

PuE. I shall beat my mother too, as well as 

yourself. 

Str. What are you saying? Why, this 

would be more monstrous still. 

PHE. But how if, by an adroit use of the 
Superior Argumentation, I should convince you 

on the subject of maternal castigation ? 
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Str. Why, in that case there would be 

nothing left for you but to go to the bottomless 

pit along with Socrates and his Superior Argu- 

mentation. (Zo the Cuorus.) A pretty pickle 

I’ve got into, you Clouds, all along of putting 

my affairs into your hands! 

Cuo. No, indeed; you yourself are the 

cause, since you turned to slippery courses. 

Str. Why didn’t you tell me all this before- 

hand, instead of exciting a clodhopping old 

cuss as you did? 

Cuo. We always do so. When we see a 

person prone to evil, we let him go to the bad, 

so that he may learn to fear the gods. 

Str. Rough, my good Clouds, but right, I 

suppose. Probably I ought not to have em- 
bezzled the money I borrowed. And now, my 

best-beloved son, go for Chaerephon and that 

accursed Socrates who fooled me. 

PHE. (sententiously). Never could I harm my 

pastors and masters. 

STR. O yes, yes. Let your reverence revert 

to paternal Zeus. 

PueE. Paternal Zeus! How old-fashioned 

you are! Is there any Zeus? 

Str. There is. 
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Pue. There isn’t. Vortex is king, and has 

deposed Zeus. 

Str. He has not deposed him. I only 
thought so through getting mixed up with what 

was but an earthen vessel after all. 

PuE. Well, I leave you to your foolery and 

chattering. (Evxitt.) 

Str. And I have been a fool. I was mad 

when I chucked the Gods all through Socrates. 

Good Hermes, don’t be angry, with me; don’t 
drop down heavily on me, but have some 

consideration for my idiocy in being blarneyed 

by those people. Now be you my adviser. 

Shall I bring an action against them, or what 

would you have me do? I pause for advice. 

(After a pause.) All right, Hermes. That’s 
good advice, not to go to law, but to burn 

down the Blarney-house at the earliest op- 
portunity. Come hither, Xanthias, bring a 

ladder and a mattock. Mount the Thinking- 

shop and unroof it, if you have any regard 

for your master. Bring down the house about 

their ears. Then give me a lighted torch, 

and I’ll punish somebody to-day, though the 

whole lot of ’em are braggarts. 

(He fives the Thinking-house. STUDENTS 

vush on the stage.) 
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STUDENT. Hi! Fire! Fire! 

STR. Now torch, let’s have a good blaze. 

Stu. Man, what are you doing? 

Str. Doing? Chopping logic with the 

beams of this house. (He hacks the beams.) 

Stu. Who has fired the place ? 

STR. The man whose coat you stole. 

Stu. You'll ruin us! You'll ruin the lot 

of us! 

STR. Exactly what I mean to do, if my axe 

doesn’t disappoint me, and I don’t break my 

neck in the meantime. (He mounts to the roof.) 

Entey SOCRATES. 

Soc. Hallo there! What are you up too 

the roof ? | 

STR. (pompously). I walk in air and contem- 

plate the sun. 

Soc. O Lord, I am suffocating ! 

Stu. And I’m being burnt to a cinder. 

Str. Then why did you insult the gods 

and pry into the movements of the moon? 

Harry them! Trounce them! Hit them hard, 

for many reasons, but chiefly for this one, 

because with malice prepense they did injustice 

to the Gods. 

Cuo. Lead out. We have led them a pretty 

dance for one day. 
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